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Grasshopper Plague.

much ha? been suit! coneerning«the
reappearance of the grasshopper in Southern Minnesota and Northern Iowa that the
general attention of the country lias been
turned in this direction, and a fear has
been entertained that the wheat crop of
Minnesota, which was last year variously
-timatedat from 2f,0ou,006 to ihS.f'OO.OOO
«
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Balky Horses.

The

Society lor the Prevention of
C ruelty to Animals, puts forth a set of
The

Day»

that

are

no

More.

Mi, memories of green and
pleasant place*,
where happy birds their wood-note* twittered low!
<>h, love that lit the dear, familiar faces
We buried long ago!
<

rules for the treatment of balky horses.
1
Pat the horse upon the neck; exj amine the harness carefully, first on one
side and then on the other, speaking en- From barren height*, their sweetness we recouragingly while doing so; then jump! Andmember,
backward gaze, with wi*tfnl. yearning
into the wagon and give the word
go :
eyes.
he
will
As
hearts
generally
obey.
regret, 'mid snowdrift'-of Deeember
•J.
A‘teamster in‘Maine says he can i The summer's sunny skie*.
start the worst balky horse by
taking him i Ulad hours that seemed their rainbow tints to
out of the shafts and
borrow
making hint go round
m a eirele till lie is
giddy If the first 1 From some illumined page of fairy lore:
dance of this sort doesn’t cure him the ! Bright days, that never lacked a* bright tomorrow.
second will.
Days that return no more.
lo cure balky horses,
simply place Fair gardens with their many blossomed alleys.
\pur hand over the horse’s nose and shut
And red ripe roses breathing out perfume :
off h*s wind until lie wants to
I dm violet nook* in green, sequestered valleys,
go.
t. The brain of a horse seems to enterKtnpurpled o'er with bloom.
tain but one idea at a time, therefore conSun-ets. that lighted up the brown-leaved
tinued whipping; only confirms his stubbeeches,
born resolve. If you can. by anv means,
I'nruing their dusky glooms to glimmering
gold:
him
a
new
give
subject to'think of, yon
Moonlight, that on the river'* fern-fringed
will generally have no trouble in
starting
reaches,
him. A simple remedy :s to take a
streamed white-raved, silvery cold.
couple
of turns of stout twine around
theloreleg,
\\v wander w eai y-hearted,
just below the knee, tight enough lbr the (ferjmoorland* bleak
Through many a tangled wild and thorny
horse to feel, and tie in a bow knot
At
maze.
the lirst cheek lie will generally go dancing liememhering,as in dream*, the dav- departed.
The hv-gone, happy day*!
off, and after going a short distance you
can

get

out

and

remove

the

string,

to

prevent injury to the tendon ’n your
further drive.
”>
Take the tail cd’ the iior.se between
the hind legs, and lie it by a cord to the j

saddle-girth.
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Swine.

riu- New York Herald says:
a lew
•
lays since the writer called at a neighbor's
resilience, who had a beautiful Chester
White sow with three pigs about si\
weeks old. She brought, forth nine, but
overlaid six of them. The live pigs were
worth live dollars each, lienee there was
a loss ot
thirty dollars simply because his
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wind

BABY.

Gulch

Story.

down the
hollow moan
i
The tall pint's
; rushed through the canons.
! tossed and Iteat their heads at each rude
1
blast of tin1 storm
Masses ol black
clouds linng like a funeral pall over the
mountains, and the rain poured down in
! torrents.
ltabbit t reek hounded down its narrow
wav, carrying all before it. whirling and
writhing like a huge serpent, taking way
with rapid leaps, hearing on its teaming
mountain

li
Tie a string around the horse's ear.
close to his head.
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Then followed propositions to drink the
ot the mother and child, which
were checked by the doctor, who after
continued efforts made himself heard,
Tat Moran, equal to the occasion, took
the top ot his favorite table, and yelled:
I “Whist! ye divils! an’ sure the doe wishes
1
to address
yees on the topic o' the day.”
Then Dr Holmes said: “Boys, 1 am
!1
sorry to destroy all your pleasure, but I
have seen that to-night at the ‘log house’
i which has made me, doctor that 1 am,
! and used to suffering and sorrow, shed
: tears.
It’s with great pain 1 tell you that
: Nancy Jones and her baby must die.”
As the doctor said this, a low hum
i passed round the room, and one could
i see the gruff and rugged laces of those
men change color and grow pale, while
I their hands clenched together to prevent
the feelings they wished to conceal. Then
I Jake Morse said, in a low voice :
“l)oc, what’s the matter? can't you
them? can we do anything? I don’t
| think there is a man in the room but
would risk his life to do the poor woman
| and her child a service.”
:
And from many a bearded mouth came
I
words which, if not elegant, were forcible,
I of their will to do everything to save the
mother and her child.
The doctor looked around for a moment, ami then said:
“Boys, you know as well as 1, that
Nancy Jones is what is called a (alien
women—and beyond the pale of respectability : but you will not contradict me
when I say that if one of you were sick
and needed some one to watch by your
sick bed. she would be the first to offer
her services. You all remember when
Bill ChihU lay dying at Sawpit Flat, how
she nursed him for weeks, and when at
last, death came, she closed his eyes, and
wrote to his friends, telling them of poor
Bill’s fate
"You bet 'hr did'' cimr from manv a

•ell

I health

a

crust, never

shoes;1"

moment all was eon fusion :
the
rushed about as if mad.
McKenzie
busied himself putting up a llask of his
favorite lirnndx for use. should Alor.se require it.
flic arrangements u ere completed, and
out into the street went the crowd. The
houses were w lute with snow; the wind
came tearing down the hill, dashing the
tailing flakes into their (aces, cutting and
blinding them. Morse strapped on the
huge shoes, then stood erect, saving:
“Hoys, it I don't get back, send tnv
things to mother—McKenzie know- her
address; and now here goes."
And at the word oil he went in the
night like a Hash only tor an instant was
he seen and then was lost to sight.
Brave heart., tint! in his goodness will
not tail lit w.deh yout lonely
path. Ills
eye is on you. so breast on and fear not
file men went back to the saloon, glad
In escape to it-s -.belter and warmth. Their
glasses were refilled and silent prayers
were olfered for Jake's return
I'lte doctor said—“If Jake does not return in tour hours, go out to meet him;"
and then, tilling his Mask, -tarted on his
way to visit the woman and hoi child
W ith his hat pulled over his eves and
his face closely nndlled. he went out into
Vit*

|Illuming
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The doctor answered in :i low voice:
■A jioor unfortunate woman, Mrs. Stearns,
who is cut oil' from every one, and who in
spile of even misfortune, is a woman,
and lies at death's floor, with a bain by
her side; and to add still more to her
misery, nature has failed to give the
nourishment necessary lor her child.
For a moment the husband and wife
stood speechless, and then in one breath
they asked: "Who is it, doctor?”
lie answered, "Nancy Jones
Manet
They repeated tne words,
Jones," and the young mother clasped her
child still closer to her heart, and looking

stopping

until

they

Fighting

you live! \\ hy he wouldn't
make a ninuthtiil for rizen!"
"Well, I don't know, said Jones; tlie
jack is a very quid old fellow, and 1
gue.->.s (Mil rizen won't think him woi'tii
bothering with. Ilesides, the elmnccs are
that lie will stay and pick about camp—
won't find his way up to the tint at, all,
"Well, just as you please," said Jog-

Horse of the Stanislaus,

lu the early days,
many years ago. Senator Jones was
in mining on the

engaged
Stanislaus river, California, at
called Cherokee Flat.
It was

a
a

place

small
than a

camp, containing scarcely more
dozen habitations, all told. The most imposing structure in the camp was a boarding-house, owned by a Mr. Joggles, a
Missourian. This Joggles was a man of
sporting proclivities, lie owned a viciouslooking old bull-dog, with but one eye.
whose nose was covered with scars, and
whose front teeth were always visible,
even when in the most
friendly mood. This
dog he was ready to back against any dog
on the river for a
light, lie also had two
or three game roosters of whose
prowess
lie was boastful. But his especial glory
and pride was his fighting horse, a large,
powerfully-muscled and exceedingly vicious “broncho," which lie called “Old
Fizen." And “pizen” he was to all fourtooted creatures in that region; indeed,
was so “mean" that he was almost
poison
to himself.
This fierce and unsocial beast had taken
possession of a large grassy flat, about
half a mile above the camp, and would
allow no other animal to come upon what
he viewed as his private domain; nor, for
the matter of

reached

I
1
1
;

!

that,

to come

anywhere

near

the eamp. At Cherokee Flat, the old
broncho was monarch of all he surveyed,
lie had whipped and run oft'
every animal
that had ever been brought to the camp.
The old miners several times swore vengeance against “Old Pizen.” and would
have shot hint, but they liked Joggles, and
the soul of Joggles delighted in Old Pizen.
therefore they let him live.
Not content with conquering intruders,
the old broncho would chase them lor
miles, running them clear out of the eouri
The moment he saw a strange anitry.
mal he laid hack his ears and went for
him, using both heels and teeth.
About all this Joggles didn't care a cent i
\\ hen told of one oi the exploits ol the
animal he would laugh in spite of himself,
and would swear that Old Pizen was the
“biggest light in' boss on the Stanislaus,"
and that he would “hack him agin any
critter that ever wore liar." He would
tell how a big American horse chased
iwav by Old Pizen was found
forty miles
listant with his tail gnawed off to a mere i
When
he
stump.
thought of the comical !
appearance the maimed horse must have I
presented with his little stump ol tail. |
loggias would laugh till tears rat down
Itis cheeks.
The fame ot the “lighting horse' ,-\lendod for miles around the eamp
Prospeetors passing that way with pack animals
it

were

the

warned against hint.
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Abel turns and -ees a beautiful woman
muscle and moaning in agony
behind him. unused at his embarrassment
One of the proprietors of the stable
‘she- comes toward him, offering him her j
Irew his revolver and was about to shoot
hands, as -he -axWhy, Mr Stearns, llie
savage ass, when his owner arrived
don’t you know nief and she looks at him
and a lien e wrangle ensued. The owner
with her great black eyes full of tears.
it the lighting jack drew his
pistol, and
She steps to
Abel -till stands in doubt
lor a time it looked as though there wathe door and lead, in a golden haired little j
likely to be "a man tor breakfast
girl, beautiful as a dream, she lifts the
Finally, however, the owner of the jack
child up to Abel, and say- •ll»nn't you
succeeded in getting him away from tinknow Nancy Jones’ baby
trembling and mangled horse and drove
Comfort and plenty have come to Abel
him oufot the stable.
Stearns and Jessie since that night Nancy
It now occurred to Mr. dunes that here
Jones found her in tin street—Nancy I
was an animal that would make Old J’izett
Jones no longer, but Nancy .Morse
She \
sick at the stomach.
A word oi this
gave Abel the means to re-tart in life, and j
to his partner, and they agreed,
thought
of
the
linest ranches in
now lie has one
to secure the lighting jackass.
j California, and he says the linest wife and | il possible, the
owner of the jack, they
children, and all because Jessie saved Following
to an understanding with him.
| Nanev Jones’ bale N V Sunday Times, j soon came
They were told that the jack was a good
pack animal, and as f|ttiet as a lamb when
|
no horse- were about.
When he came
Tlie Civil Hitfhts Bill,
where there were horses his whole nature
i
A -apicnt-looking 1
tevilU- darkey,
changed and he went tor them with tile
oscillating between twenty and twenty fury of a tiger. The jack being an unan
overtook
old
on
five summers,
negro
usually powerful animal, the owner asked
the street the other day, and wedging hint
87A for him. Jones and partner agreed to
in a fence corner, proceeded to acquaint run him a
trip on trial, and gave the
him with all the gorgeous provisions of owner 87A. which he was to
keep in case
the Civil Uights bill. Voting Africa im- the
was not returned within a certain
jack
parted to old Aftiea a fund of valuable time.
information, ■•thusly
Having secured the lighting jack, Jones
“Well. Uncle Billy. .Sumner's Swivel
oh de and partner packed him and started home
has
de
hill
Senate
passed
Uiglits
in high feather. As soon as he was out
United States widout a murmur.
of town, the jack became as docile and
“Is da! so. Josiar ?"
■.less so. Uncle Billy
And s-Sy, Uncle sleepy an any other old “burro" that ever
BilLt. we colored pussons is gwine to see trotted a trail. Before getting home the
wlnise porvisions is in de pot. We gwine | beast became absolutely lazy, and .Jones
to be allowed to ride Iree on de railroads, A Co. began to tear that off his own
dunghill their jack was no account as a
our feet
smoke in de ladies' ear, and
1

put

de permissions oh de seals whenever
we dam please.'
“Is dal so. .losiar
And say, I nele
“.less so. 1.'licit1 Billy.
Hilly, w v's gwine to lie allowed to stop at
tie hotels and set at de head oh tie table,
anti hah tie biggest slice ob tie chicken,
ami play around in do parlor, and spil on
de carpets, and make tie white trash hustle demselves and wail on ns widout
grumblin'; and whenelicr de boss oh tie
concern shoves a bill at. it-, we’ll hah him
sent to
Washington and obscured hide

on

down on her sleeping baby, she inwardly
thanked (loti, even though her home was
small and rude, that her child was safe
from such a misfortune as the doctor hail
related: and turning to him, her mother's
sympathy sinning on her face, she said
"Oil, doetot ! cannot something be done
to save tins child?
Mo matter what the
mother's sm. the child at least is inno-

plenipotentiary.”

cent; :t N loo terrible something must
be done.
Abe, can't you think fd' something w e can do ?"'
The doctor said: "The only cow oil'
miles around is owned at Port Wine, and
Jake Morse has gone on snow shoes, in
the midst of the storm, tor milk.
If God
sees lit
to let him return in safety, then
the child might lie saved: but if he should

/■< tint no, josiar A'
■dess so, Unde
Billy. And say, I nele
Billy, we’s gwine to lie allowed to go to
tie w Idle sehools and set. up on de fiatlorm
wid tie teaeher and learn gehographv,

triggermanuinelry,

Ihilrh, French. ( hoetaw. algebra, rheude rule ob thrice, anil tie diarrhea
"(iood (iod ! Is dat sti .losiar?”
•■.less so, l'nele
Billy. Amt say. 1 nele
Billy. We’s gwine to lie allowed to he
buried In italic coffins wid looking-glasses
on top oh dent, and
dey will hab to carry
us on a horse to tie
grabevard and bury us
mi
top ob tie while folks, so when do day
oh resurrection am arrived and tie
angel
fiabriel come tootin'along, he’ll sing mil,
trim histrumpet, ‘-All ye colored gemnien
rise fust!” Anil say, 1 nele Billy de pert isinns oh dal hill—"
"What's dat von -av ali.mt porvisions,
.losiar?”
••Well, I'ncle Hilly, as I was gwinn on
to state, de pervisions oh dal hill—
“Stop, right, dare, .Josiar. Von -av
dare's pervision in dal bill?"’
-.Jess so, I’nele l»ill\
l)e pervisions
oh do bill—“
“<S7opright dare, Jpsiar. It dare's pcrvisions in dat bill, I want a sack oh Hour
dis berry minnit. Dam de smokin’ in do
ladies’ car, and de gehography. and de
Latin, and de italic eotlins! 1 want der
pervisions, Josiar. Dev’s all dere is in de
bill will) a dam cent
[Fayetteville Express.

matics,

I

gchnmint.

Baton.

lighter.

It was about sundown when the men
reached Cherokee Flat and drove up to
the door ot the “Buckeye Company's
cabin." Their partners had quit work and
conic up from the bar. They were getting
supper, but, lor a time discontinued the
work of frying bacon and baking slapI’.
and
jacks to come out and ask
companion how they came by the big

donkey.

few w inds as possible Jones made
them acquainted with the character of the
beast. When he had finished his account
of the scene at the livery stable, every
man ol the Buckeye Company was (irmly
convinced that the big jack could “walk
the log" of old Nick himself; but mum
No hint of the lightwas the word.
ing qualities ol the animal was to go out
of the cabin
In

as

Brcsentlv Joggles, whose boardinghouse was just across the street, espied the
jackass, and came over to where he was

being unpacked.

A smile struggled about the corners of
Ins mouth as lie came.
Walking up to the beast and eyeing
him from stem to stern for a time. Joggles

said

:

ns sure as

doggies, who li:ul descended
from the root ot Jii' house, non raim
pufling and blowing across lot -. ami joined
tho party liom the river, liftcen or tween

petted

tv men in nil.

a-

claims.
untouml

a

tiny

from several

came

jackas.-.

lion V

uti\

was

all that Joggles said as In- canto
up with
the crowd. As all knew Id- incline
no
said
a word.
one
:
“Confound a jackass!*’ he several timew
gles, pretending some concern dun von
know what old Pizen is!"
muttered, as they moved down the river
•■Yes, 1 know/' said Jones; hut Pizen after
having crossed over
is getting old.
1 guess lie don't thirst for
the bend, they entile in lull
Hounding
the fray as in his younger days. 1 shouldn't view of the
gulch. There, upon it- rocky
wonder, now, if the old jack were to whip* brink, stood the jack. With outstretched
him—in ease they should get together,” iipek lie was
gazing intently into the
added Jones, laughing.
chasm below
His ears jtverc lopped
"What!" cried Joggles, turning red, forward, as
though to shade his eyes and
“that blamed eld jackass whip "Plzen! give him a clearer view of what lay at
Xot much I’ll bet you $100—yes, I'll bet the bottom ot the
gnleh. The sound ol
you 8200—he can't whipone side of him!” approaching footsteps at length attracted
Come, now!"
his attention. Turning his head and see"The trouble is," said Jones, "that the ing the party
drawing near, he moved
jack is in a strange place. He might not back from tite brink of the precipice,
he
However,
looks as I hough there gave his tail
tight.
flourish, and uttered
might lie ome light in him If the two series of triumphal “Vee-haw- !"
ever do get
together. 1 rather think he'!]
Looking down into the chasm tlie men
make it warm for the broncho."
beheld lying at the bottom—motionless in
“Ion do, chi'" said Joggles
"Well, I death—Old Piz.en, the lighting horse ol
don't. Here, here, now—back up vonr
dj the Stanislaus, lhs head was doubled
opinion or take water. Here's 82nn’’ I'm under-stint—his neck was broken.
willin’ to jist let the animals alone—let
When he came up out ot the gulch,
them find their way to each other—and I after
having ascertained this fact. Jogglebet this ,f20o that when
they do meet. Old was deadly pale. Drawing and cocking
Pizen whips—that he eats your jack
up his six-shooter, he,advanced toward the
alive! ( ome, now, Pixley, here, shall
‘John I’. Jones, you
party and said:
hold tin* Takes. See me. see me ! eonie knowed what that
jackass was. Don't
down!
I'lvn hundred goes that 1’izen
speak! Let no man here speak a word
whip*!"
With this he turned suddenly to where
Huts urged. “J. I’." cuvered tin* coin in :he jack stood with head down,
moping
Pixley's hand, arid once it was done a sleepily, and sent a bullet through hi
happier man than .Joggles was never seen trait.. The beast tell without a moan,
on the Stanislaus,
lie thought he had when Joggles advanced and deliberately
the deadest
thing in the world.
unpted the contents of hi- revolver iniThe bet made, away ran
.higgles to tell ts carcass. lie then seized it by the ear
all the “hoys" in the camp what a dead
Iragged it to the brink of the precipething he had on .Jones; alwav> winding itid tumbled it down upon the hi..i,
t
with—"Old
Pizen’li
chaw
him up—
up
he old broncho, saying—
chaw him up alive!" The last thing he
“As you are the only thing that met
said to his lodgers that night before he
whipped him. you -hall lie and u with
went to bed was : “Kuowith old Pi/.en as
dil 1’iz.en—i )bi l’izett. the rilin’ II
lie does, Jones must lie gain' crazy. That :he Stanislaus.1'
jack'll lie chawed up—chawed up alive!’’
Ad the evening thP
jack remained
Seeing the Responsible Editor.
browsing about tin* camp, and the next
rrom the New Orleans I'hm'.mk
morning was still there—stood with head
That very clever story. ••The Tyrantoiei
down and eyes closed, dreamily moving
>1 t ’alviras,’' ju.-t now going the round
hi- '•nr-.-'ihd la-ip switching iii- si-antv
veall- an incident which took place in tin
tail
Joggles -miled contemptuously every Sew Orleans Picayune office litany tear
Keerl.a
time he looked at the old jack,
.’standing igo, when George Washington
eolnran- lie d.
on the porch, as the miners of the
camp iresidod over the police
passed on their way down to their claims ,vas very small, not over t'-*ur feet
on the river. Jogglefacetiously inquired nehes in height, singularly youthtnl it
whether any of them would like to back
ippearanoe, and given to a pnmpottthat that* ferocious beast again-! Old
iverwhelming, elaborate politone—. with
1
at connection with Ids diminutive statin,
Plzen fi i another
!"
md magnilicent costume, generally 1.
At last all the men at the camp were
down on the river at work.
About If minded one ot a benevolent ive.t highly
o’clock one ot the Buckeye Company hap- diplomatic tomtit. Apart front hi- jour: a
pened to go front the bar up the hank istie pursuits. Reeder had quite name 1.1
ol the river for something
A moment the theatrical line, being a oV/rHone
alter, grinning glei fully. he called out to •omedian of considerable merit, liven
tho-e below: “The impatient Joggles is
body liked him. laughed kindly at hi- lit
going to bring on the game lliere’ll he tie peculiarities, and re-peeted tin t rat
tnd chivalrous spirit wliicli lltev ii l!..u 1
some tun belore long: I ee him ■■tailin’
o be
out the old jack."
among his characteristics
In see Reeder in the editorial r
1,,
All the while Joggles was stretching
his neck to see if the jack was going in
receiving an irate jarty. ami particularly
the right direction
lie was just living to me of the rougher species, wa a privilege
to be eternally grateful for.
Hi
mice
have tin* animals get together.
A; last :i man who hail climbed upon
-•opie size. Uij gorgeous toiiet, hi profr. ■.
11n* lend; reported tli.il the jack was not
rourte-y, and his grandiloquent ad.lr.
were simply amusing.
«'.allers with well
to be seen, and that he had. no doubt,
limited intellect,
lelitied injuries, but
gone ever the ridge into the Hat.
All was now excitement union;: the .vent aw ay in tin li m eonv ietii in that
''coder thought them the purest, h.tiie
men. and nc or three ot them were conmost persecuted of mortall.nterin..
stantly on the- liver bank listening lor the ind
solum ot the tray.
Presently thee cried he Picay tine office w it li tiie molt ! put
10-e
of mangling and
nut that the battle had begun
All handbrui-ing 1...
hastened to the top ot' a high, steep bank, .'hroniclor of their complications in.
whence was to he had a lair view of the ivould retire believing tiiat Ueed.-rwa t ...
open ground ’.ending to the ridge, beyond tngelic for tlii- world, and thru hi 1
which lay the Hat where roamed the light- ferences to them were onlv tna.le aliei
t
ing horse. Although had a mile distant litter struggle with remorselr- dtm
a terrible squealing and
braying could be it the expense of a bleeding heart
lie was perfectly ready to tight, how
distinctly heat'll—eric- of rage and pain
1
from the
intending animals A great wer, whenever the oq-e >|eman led ii
cloud of red dust could be seen rising
hangs a tale.
hereby
*
■■

1

J

■

lad, there i no hope."
"Hut, 1 foe,’’ said Abe, "how long will it
take Jake to go and return?”
“About lour hours, if he does his best
and meets with no accident.
Jessie asked in a low voice, as she
clasped tier baby close to Iter breast:
"How long is it. doctor, since llie mother
failed to nurse the child ?”
She became unconscious about live
o’clock, and since then it. has been without food; and by the. time Morse returns
it will lie seven hours.”
Jessie did not speak—she looked down
upon her child, wrapped the shawl closer
around its little body, anti out from under
the bed drew the rude cradle—an old boot
box, with rockers attached, no doubt,
made by Abe’s hardy hands—and with
tenderness placed her baby in its resting
place. A sott flush covered her face, and
her calm, sweet eyes lit up as she looked
at her husband—ilie lover of her
youth,
the one for whom she left her home—the
lather of her child—and drawing her
slight, form to its full height, she said:
"Doctor, the child shall not die. for 1 my

Tho

[jack

PIZEN."

j
j

snow,

lie pushed open the door and stood
Fur a moment,
within, white with snow
the light from the. large tire dazzled his
eyes. Abe Stearns, greeting him, said :
“Why. Doe. are you out on a night like
I
this'.’ It's a wonder you're not dead
say Jessie, here's Doe Holmes," and from
the other room came a young woman,
with a fair, calm face, holding in her arms
a bundle of clothes, from which issued a
■ry. telling that there was someone beside husband and wife.
“(live me the youngster," said Abe,
“and get the doctor something tv: rm ; he
is cold."
“Never mind, the doctor replied. “I
will be all right in a minute, i could not
resist the temptation of vour big fireplace.
But how is the baby .’ Let me see him,
Mrs. Stearns."
The young mother, w Hit proud look and
tender hands, uncovered her sleeping
babe. The doctor, looking at him a moment, said : “He is a tine boy, Mrs. Stearns,
and worthy ot his lather and mother. How
comfortable lie looks in his warm nest,
and how different from the poor child I
am on my way to .see."
“Why, doctor, is there any one sick I1
Who is i; I’"

"OLD

horse!" wa- the word
Trough all that section of eountrv
Sonora, the eonntv seat ot Tusiunine |
i- the matter0"
wasfhe source whence the miners 1
llte bystanders re-ply that --a woman i ■oiinty.
it
Cherokee Flat drew their -applies 01
has fainted." and then a woman"- voice |
••grab" and other necessaries, flic town !
asks “if sin- is hurt
ivas lift ecu or twenty miles distant, and ,
site I.- in the drug -tore.' the -ante
te miners would
occasionally go up tlin e.
pet-on reply, “and is insensible."
inler what they wanted, and have ii
the soft voice trom the carriage -peaks,
■packed" down to their cabins.
to tier companion, -aving
1 should like
t hie day ,1. P. Jones and one of his
pari
see her. dear
nor- went up to Sonora to procure
supfile door i- opened, and pa-sing into
j plies for their company, known as the
the -tore, and asking to see the ladv who
P.uekeye" They remained over nigh:
fainted, -he is shown into the room
She
ii town, intending to return the nc^t <hi\ :
glide- up to the lounge and oa-t- one look In the
morning, soon niter they nriwe. i
at the white lace, and drop, on her knees
1
liey lienril n terrible commotion in
and pul- the poor head to her -lmnlder.
j livery -table just acros- the -treet from
Only lor a moment does -lie remain there, heir hotel Hiinning over to ascertain
-( am 1
then turning to tie1 eh-rk, she- i',d
Ic cause. they found that a big Spanish i
fhi- lady to tnv earring*-;
he i- an
iaekass hail tbunii his way into the stable !
aequaintanei-,d mine I will tale- charge j
ihrougli .a rear door, and was on the war- 1
of her
the horses,
lie had cleaned
The linoonsi'inii- woman wa Illicit into path among
mt several stalls almost at a dash, and I
ilie carriage, amt ii rolls a\va\
then reached that occupied by a powerful j
Abel Steams wails lor hi- wife. 1ml -lie
black stallion. Here he found work to do. I
tines ant return
fear at la-t overcomes!
A s.tones and his partner entered a iurious j
hint, ami lie resolves at la-t to -tart out
battle was raging, the horse using hiamt tin11 her. when there i heard
knock !
heels and the jack his teeth,
file horse I
A man'- voice u-k-ii’Mr 1
at the door
beingennlineil by a strong baiter, the iaok \
lived there, and :f ,o he i, ren.iU »-rtt In, i- t
-vriei u airing
he jie-i of A.
i|itesied i.. eoine w iili him at once, a his f mil
mangling the Hanks of the horse
u ile has been take", ill, and is with friends.
Irighlfully. the furious jack, unmindful of ]
Abel hardly recovers Ironi hi, surprise
the blows the stablemen were ruiningupwhen he linds him sell' in a line apartment,
m his back, suddenly crowded himself
and in a few moments ha hi, wife in hi.,
forward in the -tali and seized the horse
her night
arms. pale, but, smiling, in
the under-lip
Here he held on like a
dress. There i- heard a rustle of silk, and ! by
' bulldog, t lie poor hotse quivering in every

ill

lie said to himself—“1
shall have to stop at Abe .steams' and get
warm : I can't be far Irorn there
Pushing on he reached at length a
house rude and small: out of the single
window shone a light. In answer to his
knock a man's voice said. “Come in."

.lours’

■

men

drifting

Xanc\

I ivc years have come and
gone -inee
that night, Slid time has made main
changes. Abel Stearns and Jessie are nil
longer in liabbit Creek. One misfortune
after another lias happened to them, until
starvation stares them in the lace
Thev
have one more month to teed since we
saw them last, and Christmas
night. Is.,;;,
sees them in San l-'rnnciseo without food.
Jessie, unable to see her invalid husband sutler any longer, had made tip her
mind to beg. Out into the street she goes
trying to gain courage for her task. 1 aim
and tired from fasting and overwork, she
reached the corner just as a line carriage
is driving past*. She tries to avoid it. but
her foot slips, and she falls on the ern
ing. file carriage .-tops, tin- window-, are
lowered, and a man'- ...
What

a

llii* florin

nurse

the “hog House." Jessie here spoke for
the I'rst time: “Is there any one with her,
doctor
‘Vcs: the <*1*1 uegress. Judith
and ;is
lie spoke lie opened the door.
Jessie for a moment stood on the threshold—only fora moment, however, for the
faint cry of a child was heard, and then
all the women came to her relief, and she
steppeii quickly into the room, 'flic cry
of the child came again.
Going to the
hod, she took it in her arms—it moaned;
she seated herself in a low chair; the
doctor turned his face away—a feeble on
of content from the child, and then ail
was quiet, and Xanov -lone-' l>uh\ was
saved.

.Worse s:dd at once
I will go. Doe.
and il I tall and Nancy lives, tell her that
Jake Morse risked his life to save her
child."
fuming I > one of the men, he
said : “Charlie, will you lend me your
In

go and

Ihe doctor looked at her radiant lace
lbr an instant: tlic tears conic to his eves,
and liis voice trembled with emotion.
”^ou are an angel. Mrs Stearns," and
lie lifted her hand
reverently to his lips
and kissed il.
Ilion the wile, with an indescribable
grace, turned to her husband, and said :
“Abe, have I vonr consent to go
And the great,
strong bearded creature
picked her up in his arms like a child,
while the
big, manly voice shook and
trembled in reply : “Yes, Jessie, my wife,
(•od forbid that i should stand in tile
way
ot your angel mission.
(!n. my love, and
(<od bless you.
And the doctor, after
sundry coughs,
ostensibly lor the purpose of clearing his
I throat, managed at
length to say : “It you
two
young people don’t have luck 1 shall
turn infidel, d-d if I don't.
Kxcuse
me, Mrs. Stearns, but I could not
help it."
The preparations were soon
completed;
Jessie bent over the cradle for a moment,
kissed her husband,
charging him to be
careful oi the
bov." and then wont out
into the night.
The wind had ceased, and the moon
shone bright and clear; the cold,
sharp
air. cut like a knife ; but still they labored
on,sometimes breaking through the frozen

[•'.save

snow

will

baby.”

bosom a mass of rubbish.
Great logs and mouth.
Morse stood by the bar. Not a feature
stumps ot trees, caught iront their resting places on some hillside, were borne moved. Ilis hand trembled where it restforeman did not understand how to prepare on till lost to sight
Now and then a ed. but his voice came low and calm :n
a suitable bed tor a
breeding sow. A large sluice-box came floating down tiro stream he said :
“Doc can we do anything to assist
quantity of straw had been allowed to ae- until dashed to pieces against a bowlder,
emnulate in her sleeping apartment, so telling of disaster to some poor miner von?”
“I will tel! you, Imys," said the doctor,
that she had formed a deep hollow about further up the gulch. On. on, swept the
the size of her body. As the young pigs rushing waters, taking in their rude em- •‘the poor woman is worn out with suicould not gel out ot such a place, when brace all that crossed the path ot their lering, and her Italic lies dying by her
j
side, and the mother is unalile to nourish
the dam was about to lie down, they were tnry.
il.
If there is one ol you who dare, lor
smothered. Our own practice with brood
Suddenly :;!!<! awful h:nl been the com their
sakes. go to Port Wine and get
sows lias always been to remove all the
in”' ol the storm, as if delay had strengthsome miik. we may save the life of Nanstraw trom a sow's bed at least a month j ened its
power and given new energy to
prior to the birth of her brood, and spread ; its fierceness Then came the change cy Jones' baby

few bunches of cut straw on the tloor from warmth to cold—from rain to snow
|
for Iter to lie on. Young pigs will never j —and soon the rugged hills were clothed
become entangled in such a bed. neither in while, and in the gulches were piled
will they get, cornered so that the dam huge drills.
The whirling masses were
will overlay them. When pigs are worth borne on and scattered
The trees were
live dollars each it will pay the propriete.
heavy with their burden, and when some
to prepare a suitable bed lor the sow.
blast more rude than others stirred their
unsuiibong straw should never he spread in a branches, the grateful limbs lifted their
Some atisfuctiim
ic!t from tlie fact brood sow's sleeping apartment, except heads and tossed about with joy at their
relict.
rial an enemy an- appeared in tlie shape when no pigs are expected.
Tin' town nf Kabbil ('rock stands uu: a
bright re*I img. llai. ami in its motions
-lioltcred on tin* hillside*. :uul its unproik< * he<l-bng. ilow these bugs
Plaster for Potatoes.
icctcil stale lias boon exposed to the fury
....
••.t*-li the grasshoppers it is difficult to
1" Mr. Crompton, author of ot the storm.
Tlu* small, rude house-:
r-t,
is * v en lhe newly-horn
grasshoppers ilioAccording
on
the
cultivation of tin* were rocked by every blast till thrv tremv. ill
e|e:it a yard at a jump.
prize essay
Hut the
very remarkable results are ol>
bled on their slight foundations
'tiPory seem- to lie that these small red potato,
tained from plaster by dusting tho vino
In the principal bar-room ot the town
ngs itevonr the eggs just before they are
with it as <oon a- they art* through tho were gathered the greater part of the male
I o vvtint extent this small enemy
natcned
di-strnv the grasshoppers only time can soil; again immediately after tho last
population. It was a large room, with
ploughing ami honing: amt at intervals tables scattered around the sides- in the
tell
lhe ravage
ot the grasshoppers
The centre stood a billiard table, the boast
had, 111> to ttie 17th. oeen eonlined to sev- through the whole growing season.
ral newly-settled counties in (lie south- tirst applieation may l>e light, the second and pride of the proprietor, and he had
and atter that, more hounliful. often been heard to
western par! ot the State,
say- “see that bilembracing an heavier,
two hundred pounds to the aero.
It
liard table J It cost a lordin' to set that
n-a ol about ninetv-six miles
square, or, say
renders tlie plant less palatable to the in- ere piece ot furniture up in m\ saloon
in a her words, over o.ooo
square miles in
ill
The tilled area in the ravaged dis- sects, and appears to lie fatal to many ol And then, as surprise and wonder was
The vines retain a
trict can he placed at P77i.ooo acres, and the fungi lamilv.
depicted on the lace ot his listener, the
the area in wheat therein at r'OO.ood acres.
bright lively green color, and the tubers owner ot that ••'ere table" would give
continue
until
is
I which prohaldv
swelling
growth
ot less than IjO.ooo
-topped the astonishing information that she was
by the frost: besides, potatoes thus grown packed across the mountains on a mule!"
•res have been
destroyed. It educing this are
so sound and free irom disease as to be
In the corner stood a mammoth stove,
bushel- the area represents not less
than '...no.(mo bushels of wheat, which easily kept for tlie spring market, without and alongside of it a pile of logs, for
Air. Crompton sav- ample were the heating accommodations
tin
been devoured in the milk by gra«s- any loss by the rot.
in- has seen a held, all planted with tin- of ‘old .McKenzie’s" saloon, and the
largippers or annul niie t vv ellth > I the vv heat
same variety, at ttie -ante time, on one
er part of the crowd were
t.. thi- arc to he added
gathered around
opot the state
which, that had received no its warm sides taking in its cheering heat
a* non acres■ ,i oatat thirty 1 hrcc Imshels half o|
I'lie smiling host's rubicund countenance
the .acre nr 1 .:;•_'< 1.1 Kin Imshels in all. plaster, the yield was but si\tv bushels
•hone like a new brass kettle, as he rushed
hunt one-t vv ellth ni the oat crop of the per acre, and many rotten, while the other
half, to which plaster had been applied, around attending to the wants of his patstate: go.oon acres of corn, at thirty two
yielded three hundred Imshe]-. per acre, rons
lie finally addressed one of the
imshels per acre, or ii ft*.hOo Imshels in all;
crowd near the stove with: ‘1 so .lake,
ml perhap- go.imo acres more in rye, and not an unsound one among them
it's started in good.
Von were in luck ;
huckwhoat. barley, potatoes and other
the value of the crops destroyed
1]• >w Id I'AKI nil ••Coxvy" Oitdi: <>l I I it you had been a day later you would
mps.
1
ui lie estimated
by valuing the wheat as mi .Mll.lv Dili' ol tin- difficulties the have had to come over on snow shoes."
The answer came in a voice singularly
stood in the frontier field-, at eighty milkman nml cheese laeton have to concents per bu-hel. and tlie oats and corn as
tend will! is tho “eowy" odov in freshly i low and sweet, for the person spoken to
vvorth forty cents per bushel.
drawn milk. Il is worse even than llie as .lake was a man of great size, and as
animal heat, or rather more troublesome he stood with his back to the stove, his
t tnc ot the settlers who have been driven
coat almost reaching the floor, he
the to get rid of. It is much more perceptible heavy
ivvay Irom Southwestern Minnesota
There was an imlislooked like a
mvages nt the grasshoppers, has given in hot weather than it is in eolil. and eribable air olgiant.
refinement and grace about
the Minneapoli- Tribune some account of varies in intensity with the health and
the man, and the lace that looked out
heir t -a niblolie.say-: -1 here tire just condition of the row. To remedy this an from under a broad rimmed straw hat,
inventor lias contrived tho following: It
l"0; ot us
three hoys and our mother
was handsome, yet sad.
is a tin pail, the bottom of which is
• »ut
names are l.ars, Andrew and (ienner
“Yes, Mae; 1 was lucky, as you say,
Larsen
We have lived in Watonwan perforated with one or two rows of holes.
on in this way. we shall be
and if it
1
'minty for eight year-, and have been The milk is turned through a strainer j blockadedkeeps
for a couple ol weeks."
ighting against late lot nearly all that fastened over the top, and it comes out
One or two more of the crowd here
tunc
fwo years ago the violent hail- through the holes, il starts in streams,
but before it gets down a foot or fifteen i gave their opinion as to the chances for a
torm destroyed our crops, while the merinches it is separated into drops and all ! hard winter, but their conversation came
;ess grasshoppers devoured our subsistAll know what a deodorizer | to an abrupt termination, as the door of
ence
last year
We planted our fields aerated.
air is.
Almost any farmer can get the saloon opened with a rush, and in
thibut
the
fearful
pure
have
again
year,
pests
which looked at first like a
came a
gain attacked ti-. and we have been ob- ii]> a simple arrangement which will serve mass offigure
snow, but by dint of much shakliged to flee for cur lives i lar entire crop the purpose very well, or if he can't do it
himself he can go to the tinman and get ing and stamping of teet, it finally assumhas been destroyed, and out ^vhole farm
laid waste
We were obliged to leave or him to punch holes in the bottom o! a pail \ ed the shape of a man, who, as he pulled
tarve l<
death. The grasshoppers arc and hang it up over a can or other vessel, oft' his heavy coat, disclosed to the crowd
.bout an inch and a quarter in length when so that in dropping down through the air the well-known features of the only doclull grown, of a dusky grayish color, the it will be thoroughly aerated. Hut it must | tor on ltabbit Creek,
A run of salutations greeted him lrom
wads being of a reddish color, and the be in pure air. The air of a tiltliv cow- j
all sides, for Dr. Holmes was a man reaider wing- when spread, exhibiting a house will not do it.
spected by old and young, lie had a
yellowish or copper color. The eggs ol
refined face vith the sharpest of
pale,
he insect are ovate in lorni, of a
j
grayish
TIh> California wheat erop of tin* present
j gray eyes, looking out lrom jet black eyecolor, and about the size of a wheat-corn, year,
says the X. V. Tribune, is a true j brows, and people said, when the doctor
they are deposited in the ground and unshower. It is estimated at I'uliv
got riled those gray eyes snapped and
der the gras-, and stubble in clusters. They golden
4O,000,npn bushels This is about one- glared, giving the person who met his
arc
laid
about
the
last
of
generally
.July sixth of the whole ]>roductiou o( lhe j
| displeasure some insight into the characu
1-t of August, and hatch out in .June,
I'nited States last year. This vast quan- ter of the man
they had to deal with.
.■H
When first
oarding 1n the weather
of
is
the
of
little
Alter the doctor had said, “how are you.
grain, too,
product
hatched they resemble little flying insects, tity
more than one-tenth of the area of the
he turned to McKenzie and asked
nt they
soon develop into
full-fledged whole State. What will be the value of j boys?”
when his eye caught sight ol
r.isshoppers As soon as they arc hatch- the wheat harvest when the whole of tin- fora drink,
the tall figure bv the stove, and then
'd thp> commence to teed until they
begin available lands shall be brought under came:
swarm or form into flocks when they
can
hardly be estimated.
and visit other feeding grounds. They cultivation, i
Why. .lake Morse, how are you?
1 he Holden late" will truly be the
portal «• The same low, sweet voice answered
ity in the air in vast clouds, almost entire- of the world's granary, as it has been,
and
Doc: how are you.’ tome
v
obliterating the sun While in the air now is, in a great measure the outlet of a '•first-rate.
near the stove and
get
put some warmth
a distance they
resemble
an
strongly
stream of gold.
It is estimated that Coo into
your bones. Who's sick in town?
immense "now cloud.
In their flight the
ships of loOO tons each would be required It's a bad night for even a doctor to lie
.over ones are about forty feet above the
to transport the crop to market.
The out,.”
■round, while they extend upward beyond
1 lie doctor made his
freight to kurope would amount to -v.'O,- I
to the stove
settle
a
of
held
sight
fhey
upon
waving OOo.ooo in gold, and eaeh ship would earn and as he did so, said: way
“Well. 1 will tell
'rain glittering in the sun, vvitli the heads
j
over .'?.‘lo,otto as its sliaics of the freight i
you something that will surprise you and
a wheat nodding in the breeze,and
alight- Here is comfort., certainly, both to the i
every one in Rabbit Creel;.''
rig ciiver the stall; o| each spear ol grain ( alilornians and the
I he crowds which had been scattered
hungry r'.uropeans
ruin the root tv. tie head
In an ineredi
in different parts ot the large room, enMV hurt time tlie cutire field is destroyed,
tint the ravenous destroyers leave only a
Aliout the middle n| July the owners ill gaged in playing cards or talking over
i-arren waste behind them
While nt work Hit* licet lields around Brighton, near San llii' news from 'Frisco, gathered round the
doctor, or neglected their occupation, to
upon the grain a field looks tairly brown 1 raneiseo. procured twenty-live hundred
he had to say, lor a surprise at
I 'hey do not eat lhe grain,
with Ihem.
turkeys anil turned them lnnse nn the a rim ! hear what
a novelty.
McKenzie
tint bite into the tender stock and juicy worms u hieh were devastating t heir lirnail Rabbit Crock was
his drink, and ns lie
kernel, and nek the vital sap lrorn the acres The turkeys eharged on the loath- handed the doctor
Ins hand,
\\ lien they rise the entire some things, and devonred them in great stood with the steaming glass in
voting plant.
.edd is dead, and in a few days dried up. Inmehes, gulping them down in their | he suit!, in a low voice:
The
“Nancy .lonesjias got. a b.nhv !"
When young grain is attacked before it i
eagerness like starving vultures.
l or a moment everything was as quiet
worms entne on in great waves, swaying
tended out. the entire
spear i- eaten till
a
the grave; the only sound was the
wing only a held of stubble In some mi the heel to]is like an undulating sea.
V
The turkeys gorged themselves till they click, click oi the spoon as the doctor
the trees and
every green thing are
itlacked, but their voracious appetites arc reeled and staggered and tottered like slowly stirred the contents o( his glass.
soldiers.
As the gorged I li was only for a moment, and then up
;.i ineipallv appeased vvitli
grain and gar- demoralized
•'e" diifl
I here seems to lie no
turkeys fell back. fresh and hungry ones 1| jumped Rat. Moran, a little red whis.
rowdy.
kered Irishman, who had a lace in which
It. however, tlie grass was
burned over in took llied' planes, and snooped iiji the food. humor and
: ne
good nature were the chief
spring, i think mam of Uiocggs would After a hot, contest, in which finally all the
he destroy ed
I he tall tires do not seem turkeys took part, they fell hack with characteristics, and noted as being the
noisiest and smallest man in the camp,
do any good
Water and frost seem overladen crops and disgusted looks.
(letting on one of the many tables, he
wholly inadequate to destroy them. The
in a loud voice, called, “Three cheers for
only enemy they have is a little red para\
Till J>AN<:ti:->>i M i.i'in i: J’> \ HINancy Jones’ baby!” Then, as il every
de ilia! gets under their wings. These
man’s life depended on it. they, one and
iitle worms cal their wav into the vitals low (lavs ago a fashonahle lady stopping
it the inspet anil destroy its life.
I he dead at Sandwich, near Detroit, took a bath all, gave three such cheers ns would have
frightened a civilized being out of his
sonic ol the spring water ol that place
grasshoppers seem covered with these lit- in
Then followed a scene of confuwits.
t he water is
t le worms
powerfully impregnated wit li sion.
All kinds of questions were poured
sulphur. On emerging Irom the bath sin
stepped to a mirror, as ladies occasional!} in upon the poor doctor. “What is it—a
A I iciifli horticulturist has perceived do, when, to her horror, she saw that hei
hoy or a girl ?” and Pal Moran says—“ If
1
it’s a boy, doctor darlint, call him after
tial wherever a I'riiit—a pear, (or instance lace, neck and arms had turned black
'The doctor stated that it was a
rested upon some branch or other sup- She believed that she was dying—that mo.'
port beneath it, that fruit always grew to morification had set in. Her i’ears were
girl, and a very line one. At this intorc
large size. The support given to 1 he allayed when she learned that the startling mation Pat Moran expressed his disgust,
unit permits the sap vessels ot’ tiieni t<: color ol her flesh was a chemical result,
to the effect that he had “the divil's owrn
remain open, and the fruit has received the sulphur in the water acting upon the luck,” and that “he should niver rest
Thomas lead contained in some article for the toile* quiet in his grave till he ‘stud’ god-lather
dmndnnt nourishment.
Mr.
Meehan made substantially the same she had been using to artifieiallv irnprovf to a baby, for sure, it's next to being the
the fairness ot her complexion.
observation 'tome years ago.
father of one.'
choose, when they cannot find vegeta-n they
wib even eat earth,
hi some
ealities young limit trees have been inAs a general thing they seem to
jured
prevail most where the ->ii is samlv. and
'lie kind h
.a
ci-i-'
s,-inherit ex
in
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When the news was first published, it was
that the stories might prove to lie
■ abounded, or, at
least, somewhat exaggerated, but the evidenee received at olHoil quarters during the past week allows
no
question but that tin grasshoppers,
uatohed from eggs deposited"
hy the cloud
that passed over south-western .Minnesota
little lesv than a year ago. are working
great destruction. Wherever the grasshoppers have appeared they have cleared
0
erything belore them, tuu more especialwheat. lor which they seem to have a
qieeial appetite. 1 hev rise up like a cloud,
»nd puss for distam es <-f a mile or more
■imber and across small
through strips
o t
t..
-■Ireams
held of wheat. The
on does not seem to idler so much, e\■pt ,ii ases where the pests have come
st me< s, and appear in need of nourishnent
and where wheat and corn are
landing side hy side, the wheat is lirst
•aten, and in ease mere is sufficient to
dish their rapacity, they almost
entirely
norethi corn Imt the moment the wheat
iIs. the grasshoppers settle down on the
ni and
leave lint Hie skeleton or the
•rou- matter -landing, as it is the soft
nan o! th,. veget ole which satisfies them
best,
I lurden \ egetaldes tin v devour with tin*
-.1111'
avidity iw wlio.it < hits they do not
oiierallv iterfen- with
i’eas they seem
lislike. us they never tonch the vines,
.'hey -eem it the sajBBo time, to be fastiditsin oots
Die first experience t)ie farrnwa-

••

.i<rArt+/ol

Imped

nit

was heard
More than one voice then
cried—
j "The gulch: the gulch: By heaven'
! they have botli gone into Devil's L nidi!"
\\ hat was referred to a? Devil'- Gulch
| was a narrow ravine, with rocky perperii Oimihii' walls which put into the river
I about fifty yards below the bend.
‘‘Something tell into the gulch, cried
j the men, “and it must have’been cithei
J the horse or tlie.iaek, or both.
All now started tor a crossing some dis
I tance up the river, in order to go down

1

cmfrom tne niigc
out ,h
i..mt. iti.i
the battle moved t.. and fro: sometimes

appearing

crest ot the

All this time there
fearful

the
to recede.
heard the most

approach unite
ridge, then again

to

sgueaUng

and

was

near

braying imaginable

—sometimes very distinctly, again more
faintly, as th.1 varying breeze watted the
sounds or as the battle shifted.
Looking toward the camp, doggies was
seen jumping up and down and running

it«

ilrtV

»m

tjormoti

.1

coking man entered the

•!,.

1.)

.ill.a. and
Mil It to hi-ay that th> r.t

o

...

inqu.i

■

1

••

editor
irfow
■.
lieeder had to
ibseut.
‘‘I'm sorry o that." -ai>i the ni". man
for the

dtting down,

and

mangy

carpet-bag

stopped

over

one

depositing
near

a

larg,

hi- chair

day just

to

hin.

see

I'm from Texas, you know, and i saw
something about Texas in thi- morning
| w
frantically about, evidently intensely ex- Picayune that sorter riles in.
cited.
Soon he was observed to get a lad- going home, but 1 thought I'd like to
a-1 tf.-iiilt,
der and mount upon the roof of his porch, that editor before I went.
and then to climb to the top ot his house, the boys what passed. I want t sv him
vainly stretching hi-neck to obtain a view done tor about two minutes—that' all
And here the visitor's voice gre .\ j,ia •.■
of the tight
ive, and his lingers playing with tin hilt
Nov the cloud ot dust was -ei-n to ra>1 a Colt's army revolver which hung a
pidly approach the crest ot the ridge, and
soon it came whirling over it
Then were full view from his belt
■•1 regret extremely sir, that the edim
seen two dense clouds of dti-t, both rolling rapidly in the direction ot the camp. happens to be out just non. i feel .-tin
Irom the impression you make on nm. that
While snorts and hoarse bra vs were heard.
Swiftly the red clouds rolled on, and soon re would esteem it a privilege m met
in the foremost the tnrm ot in animal fou. lie would like you to take bach to
Texas lii- assurances of friendship and
could be seen
V pull" of wind showed
idmiration
Couldn't you. my d-u
this to be the broncho < >ld Pi/cn.
At the
ouldu ; you call a little later
distance of three or tour hundred wards
■Well. I guess 1 will come again,
behind rolled a rapidly-following cloud,
is Tm here to-morrow anyhow
Vo: -e.
as
we have sometimes seen two small
t would make things ea-icr like if 1 «
What was
whirlwinds in playful mood
in this last cloud could not be sect hut j o meet that editor."
About -ix o'clock in the aitcrnO'm In
the "Buekew Ix.i\ -" lelt that their taebo's j
etiirued
was thnr'
Voliody but Kecih happen.' 1
Down into the camp charged the terri- :o be tn.
"So suns, my clear sir. but the e< 1 n>
tied broncho, snorting with fear at every
jump and occasionally half turning his ba.s not yet appeared. Pray lx- seated,
head in order to see it the terrible jack sir, and permit me to enjoy the ae< 'dc
was still in pursuit.
As the frantic horse which lias made us acquainted."
"Now. I think this rather a hard ca- r
tore through the camp with nostrils distended. mane Hying in the wind, and tail said the brawny Texan, who said he wa
to be impatient. "Here's .1 j,.
sticking out straight behind, doggies was beginning
heard shouting wildly lrotu the root of per that pitches into Texas, and, so t
his house, ‘•Whoa, l’izen whoa, Pizen!' speak, bullrags tlie. Texans, and when 1
But just at that moment there was no rail to see about it, there's no one in
l! a
‘•whoa’’ in Old Pizen. Down through the Where I live things arc different
little town he came—making directly for papermakes any unpleasant remarks about
the bar. as though in search ot' human a gentleman, we always know what to .1
We just walk around to the office and tie
assistance.
editor's there, ready to give it to us any
Straight on tie came till iie reached ti e
But here von have' othe
hank of the river, here fully twenty fee* way we want it
Von go lor Texas like blazes in
At the brink he fashions.
in perpendicular height.
morning, and when 1 call—being tie
halted, hesitating to take the tearful leap,
I’exan in town—to chaw up the editm
and with eves starting from their sockets m.
took one long desparing look behind. a lithe and swap bullets with him in a gee.
1 don't
There came the venomous and indomit- teel way. I can't find my man
able taekass, never breaking his-toady. like it. It a paper banters l'ellows ue
sort of way. itoughi to have a
r. dling gallop.
tv«ponsihl.
>

I

I
|

]

—

■

With outstretched nock, pars laid bacic,
and scant tail whipping tip and down with
Then tlio old
rni'h hound, on ho oatno.
hronoltn orooted Ids tail, took ono more
glance at liis approaching too, gave a
snort ot terror, and leaped from the bank
l.uekilv for him the
down into the titer,
water was deep
llising to die surface he
swam To the opposite shore, and came out
all right on a bar that put out front the
bank on that side
Here lie halted, evidently feelit r himself sate
The jack thundered on, and mine near
plunging into the river before aware ot its
till
presence, ltut by bracing all aback
his haunches almost touched the ground,
he came to a halt. But it was only for a
moment.
.Seeing the old broncho on the
other shore he stretched out his neck and

giving a diabolical “yee-haw," unhesitatingly plunged into the river and diligent-

Purly good •■hunk of a jackass Bin
ly struck out for the horse
bnyin’ him ?”
This reckless and energetic persistence
“Well,-’ said Jones, “1 don't know.
\V(* liayp him on trial. We may buy him. on the part of the enemy was evidently
lie is big and strong, and seem- nice and unexpected to the broncho, lie gazed tor
a few moments at the jack, as he rose to
quiet—may bo a tritle lazy."

man-”
“Pardon

me,'' says Keetler. stepping
into the middle of the room, with
one hand thrust, into ids bosom and a t e
literally beaming with good nature, r.n
don me, a thousand times. I quite no
understood yon. 1 supposed mil wanted
It it
a re
to see the chief editor only.

daintily

sponsible

man

ether thing.”
“Certainly.

sponsible

you’re seeking

That'

man—so me

about this article

all

body

1

that'

want

I

eau

That'-’ what l

an

a

t.

i.isir-

velieei

saying all tie' time

“Behold him!
tleorge Washington
Reeder, at your service, sir. I'm rhe iv
sponsible man of this paper, sir
Tlie astonished giant looked at lln-de:
and t hen at his pistol which was nearly

large as Reeder, and his thee became a
batlle-gronnd where surprise, disappoint
ment, ilisgust and amusement struggled
for predominance. Then lie stuck the
pistol hack
■arpet-bag,

into the case, picked up hi
and eyeing Reeder all ovn

with disparaging regard left, a -windie, 1
md an injured man.
surface
and
the
swimming—gazed
began
calculating
•Toggles,
about how many mouthfuls he would make as though thunderstruck at the fearlul
Let a man keep the law. any law. and
for Old Pizen, at last said :
energy displayed by the little beast—then
vis pathway will be sirown with satisfac
a tremenand
his
tail
rather
aloft
lie
seems
giving
quiet."
tossing
“Well, yes,
ion.
There is more difference in ite
down the
Having unpacked the jack, one oi the dous snort, he dashed away
piality of our pleasure than the amount
at the top of his speed.
a slap with a strap, as
river
him
“boys” gave
Emerson.
The jack was soon over the narrow
much as to say: “Yon are now at liberty,
old fellow; go off anil enjoy yourself as stream. < >n landing he snufl'ed the ground ;
a moment, then
raising his head and |
you please."
Time
short, eternity near
“What!" cried doggies, opening his catching a glimpse of the fleeing horse, tnd a appears veryeither in or after life,
name,
great
in
keen
pursuit
eyes in amazement, “you ain't going to away he plunged
with all earthly pleasures and
A bend in the river soon hid the ani- together
turn that jack loose here ? The first thing
profit, but an empty bubble a deluding
the
men were still
As
from view.
mals
he’ll
otf
know
to
the
flat
poke
up
you
dream
[Brainerd.
where Old Pizen is. Then he'll be a dead standing gazing after them, a grqpt crash
who seemed to be

From the

ELECTIONS.

THE

Democratic Triumphs.

Great

Democratic
Ha’-Eii.h. N.C, Arc. 7.
\KI RF.VOUTEI* l'ROM EVERY l'OEnosoi the: State. The State is DemoIn
to m TEN
cr; t
TIB H’BAND to

GUN-

TWEX1\
TIlOl SAND MAJORITY'
SEVEN PeM'URATK' ( ONGRESSMEN ARE
11
Fhere is ■> Demo< raric gain
There
.•! rwi'XTY :s mi Legdeati ri
■

icing in the city There was
public speaking in the streets throughout
great rcji

dav, and booming of

Wake

cannon.

i- llemoeratie tor the lirst time in
llemoeratie gains are reMurtecn vi at >.

'am.,tv

ported in’.Ii'hiiston county of 400, and :?50

over the Governor’s vote ot
Yavi n givesl’ernell 1500 majority,
i’h; 1 'emoerats gain GO in two townships
Ruffin and Bacon, Inde.a X:..-ii county.

Rowiin.

in

<

pendents.

ahead in Alamance county,

are

tsehenck. Democratic candidate for Judge,
polls a full party vote. Hyman, Republi-

is elected to Congress in the Second
District, and Davis, Democrat in the
ourth District, by 500 majority
Wayne
elects the whole Democratic ticket, Demoratio advices Irorn Bladen, Robeson,
Brunswick and New Hanover defeat Rusa
for Judge of the Fourth District, and
Mi Kav for Congress in tlie Third District,
Durham, Orange county, gives 4ft Democratic gain.
can,

DEMOCRATIC VP'TOP.Y IN- TENNESSEE.

*m

Memphis, Alv 7. The Conservative
much larger than M as
ictory > -terdm
r.- :ir«t
supposed, the Conservatives having
mar«l in the city except the
: :1th. v.:
gave a majority of 29 for tiie

a
Tin* Conservative majority
the 'liv is 3703.
i'hp total vote was
: about ic'00 more than the ordi:
This is accounted for on the
ary \ ote
id f hostility to the Civil Rights bill
1 mixed schools, and business
being alio -t
entirely uspeuded, all went to the
The Ccnservative majority in tlie
1 T-s
-y \vi.'. be ver 4000
Kepoits from
1- nvi ttc. Henderson and McXairv
s-ate: .at those counties have
gone Demo-

K* ;
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WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
LI I) 1 TOR AND PROPRIETOR.
Terms. In advance, SM-Oh a year;
tin
witliin
\par, $•.'.'»<): at the <xpiration of tin
ear,
si HsnuPTioN

$3.00.

Advertising Terms, lor one square, one inch
of
in column,! $1."5 lbr three w. l:«, and
cents for each subsequent inserteui.
A fraction of a
square churned as a full one.

length

M. Pi. II N't ,11.1. & Co., d state St.. Hod oil,
stml 3? I’urk llow New 1 ork. ale our authorized
for procuring subscription.* and forwarding

Agents

advertisement

Tn aiont Str< t. He'toii,
lb Xu es No.
ug< ut for the publisher of this paper, and hi' receipts
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flS»tino. P. How ell & Co., 10 Hark How New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
AS^lloRACK Dodd, III Washington St., Boston,
is un authorized Agent for the Journal.
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Two men
n the midst of a riot.
led about one o’clock and the
are marching into town from the
negr
mtry S end ns three hnnd.
1 he despatch causes
armed men."
.;f xcitem.
t. and a great crowd lias
l.ecte around, the telegraph ofliee in
-rtest
t news, but there being no teles
..pi. tii'. nearer Somerville than Mosm
thirteen miles distant, nothing furi e learned
an
taer
Portions of two
'vreipanies and a number of vohtnte. -s ic n c bv
-peciai train at 8 o'clock P,
Thu Appeal
menille
special
if. ..I .Mr.- on's depot, to-night,
it
ns S' meiTiiic is in arms and great ex■m .n
re-, ails.
The riot started with
Cicti.c. between Oscar Burton and Paul
Reev.
vhich tiic latter was killed.
H int ]. v.
immediate!' «iiot and killed
v Rt eves'rot her. Radical candidate Ipr
iv is tollowed
fib
by some one
n: '. ::gti:c -ect nd Reeves.
At the last act:.t tin light was still going on.
'.sir iLii
Aug. 7. Every ward and
the d.striets in the city, except the
Tturteenth :.nd iventielh. have made
fficia: returns
The regular Democratic
net
elected by majorities rangto :X“T'.
:.g fr.'in -■
.Judge Cooper,
Chancei
has .i:.'.7u over O'Brien,
:
McLc.in together, 032. The two
i iricts to
be heard
lrom
will not
lang. the result either wav over luO.
: HI ursrLT THROUGHOUT TIIE STATE, AS
si: As HEARD l'ROM, is THAT THE DE.MOWc
eri

■

...

..

>

have

LECTEI'

swept

TULIP,

the

candidates

State
in

and

every

be

vessels ot all kinds built in Canada may
bv citizens ot the United States, and
the United States as United States

purchased
tn

registered

For Members of Congress.

The

Late

ifloctious.

i'ho ball rolls teatlilj; <»n.
flic IVlik.ic
vary in 'I ennecee ami North Carolina have
wiped out radicalism in their states The
increased democratic a "to in
section-’ hitherto carried In them, indicates

very

The article quoted is one which
neighbors ask to have in-

the fact.
our

largely

Dominion

corporated

in the new

uni another
now

treaty,

Rut it is

in- concluded

ters

grant.

nrc,

we

Rut

one

if one shall

thing

Certainly,

to

asl;,

as mat-

cannot afford such

a

the conditions of

put
stipulation
ship building hack where they were in
Democratic times, and we can compete
well as in districts hitherto republican,
with and heat 'he provincials as vve did
which have hei n handsomely redeemed
then, and give them permission to sell
It is difficult t'
ay whether this is mo f their vessels here. The
Age slates corlargely owing to aft increased eonviel ion
the reason why vve cannot now
rectly
of the nnlifness of the republican party to
compete successfully with foreign shipbe
entrusted with, the
a

healthy change

longer

in

political views,

a-,

general gov- builders
special disgust at the insane
of
civil rights bill which passed price

ernment. ora

loll- of die

branch ot Congress at. its late session.
Frobnblv a mingling of both contributed
io the result.
It shows that the political

one

revolution is not
marches

going
right along

backward, lint

The New York World recently gave

a

recapitulation of the result ot four yeats'
elections in changing the political complexion of states, in 187<"> there were
sir-: Democratic Governors in

and owners. It is because “the
labor and all the materials that

enter into the construction of a ship are
much lower there than they are on this
side id tin- line." But why are they so
much lower.1 It is because everything
hen is so nnmereifullv taxed,
faxation
increases the cost of all ship-building ma-

terial.

faxation enhances the cost

oflabor,

that wages must be higher. All this
falls at last upon the cost of the ship. So
that when vve send out our ships to comso

nflice,
wit h foreigners, t hoy are weighed
Saulsbury, pete
down by this increased cost, owners are
of Delaware ; Stevenson ot Kentucky :
discouraged, and withdraw from the busiBowie, of Maryland
Randolph of ness.
Yew Jersey,
and Hoffman of
New
if tlie- question be asked why taxation
Those were the days when if
York.
is sn yerv heavy, the reply is that the cost
was sneeringly said that tile Democratic
of the government is enoimous beyond
party was “dead." To-day there are nil
precedent. All the departments are
seventeen
Democratic Governors, not
crowded with needless officials at enor1
counting Boo'll of California, and Baxter mous salaries. A
sample ot this may be
of Arkansas, who may be classed among
seen in thpease of Portland Custom house,
the opponents of the regular Republican
as given in another column. The thousands
organization. The Democratic officials of
but

via

Ilaight.

of

California;

K::c>; county goes Democratic by
to l"j" majority.
ivXOXvxill Jenn. Aug
The elecn ,11 K:. .Seville and
throughout Knox
nan y.-sterday was the most
exciting
Horace Maynard made
many year'.
speeches during the canvass, endors;.i
Civ.', Rights bill as a party measmillions invested in government bonds
■semuor Brownlow was openly hostile
are Ingersoll, of Connecticut ;
Tender of
me hill, which he termed the sum of
have been foolishly exempted Irom taxaar.d quintessence of abomina- Delaware : Smith of Georgia : Henihat the tax they fail to pay must
1 tion, so
tin' result of the election was a dricks, of Indiana ; Leslie of Kentucky ;
be levied upon other property, and ships
OPEE TE DEVOLUTION THROUGHOUT TIIE
Groome, of .Maryland : Woodson, of
At
ountry with sweeping maamong the rest. So it: will be seen, that
Missouri
Bradley, of Nevada Weston, niter
t
tlie Conservative Anti-Civil
having almost crushed the breath of
Barker, of Yew
gilts t ket The city was wild with joy of Yew Hampshire
life out of American ship-building by their
Allen ot Ohio ; Grover, of
n.gh:. u;d country jicople were Jersey
terrible burdens, the republicans now talk
v.-,iir.tr into -own to-day. rejoicing over
:
Brown, of Tennessee : Coke,
Oregon
tv unexampled victory.
about "the ruinous democratic policy”
of Texas ; Kemper, of Virginia : Jacob,
which favors a profitable trade with
Dcc~:4 Congressional Convention. of Wos Virginia
and Tavlor of v;
Canada, excluding Tin- pm.t,.
<.i their
In 1870 the list stood C opposigate1 1c the Democratic Con- consin.
ships.
nal Convention fov the 3d district tion to ;;i Republicans. In 1874 it stands
How effectually the misgovernment tit
.t Meonian Hall in Augusta, onTues17 opposition to lit Republicans, excludthe party in power lias destroyed AmeriAucust 4:ii. agreeably to the call,
ot
not
Louisiana, who was
\s 1 i
us
The conventioi ing Kellogg,
can shipping may be seen from oilicial
--a.ie
rdcr by Dr. G. W. Martin, elected Governor, and who exercises powf th< district committee, and er now only by the protection ot Admin- statisties. The story is as brief as it. .s
sorrowful. The last year of Democratic
-it John II Webster Esq., of
istration bayonets.
u
was elected
ck
was 1S0O.
In that year the excess
temporary
power
The term of Gov. Tod, of North CaroMi Webster accepted the
of American tonnage entered at. our
ports
-.1: : with appropriate remarks. Albert lina, does not expire until 1870—bur if an
over foreign tonnage entered was .i./iCT,i
:t •: Xt itli Anson was elected Secreelection had been hold this year, the Demo374 tons. After the republican party had
<motion it was voted that all crats
would have just one-half the Gov:
ratc present who are residents of
been in power ten years, the entries of
ernors
Thi=
an excellent record for a
gr.-ssifnal district bp invited to
exceeded those ot Ameri;.ic proceedings of the conparty n often pronounced dead and buried. foreign tonnage
t.pate
can tonnage, 2,023,704.
That tells the
V ip.
to make tin- temporary
whole story. Republican papers mav rave
izati- n permanent
If tin Republican Journal will consult
ri1
i
i’
vy of Augusta, Asa Gile of day’s issue of the paper to which it owes the about treaties until they are IdintT, the
■.
:
T W MclVdden ol Fairfield, blunder of claiming Senator Morton in favor of
the Reciprocity Treaty, it will find that in the login of that
ample statement i- un1
Damariseotta, and W 1). column
adjoining a reiteration of the correct- answerable.
: Madison were chosen commitness of ils statement, dial reliable journal
: rs.it
ii-' iution- lor the consideraquotes the Chicago Tribune as saying of Senattion
The committee tor Morton's speech:
I'll** Maine farmer has an artii-1** on the
He advocates a proteca at.v
reported the following reso- tive tariff, and opposes the reciprocity treaty. subject ot the fly, anil the annoyance tlint
The
lie
believes,
would
latter,
lend
to
delay
i,.
miauimously adopted: Canadian annexation.” In examining the
de- the house ily causes at 1 his season of the
?
Ti.
diteiWs of the country
spatches, as is our custom in preparing them
We tiave devised a very simple and
..
lir
'iint the Demorrarv fie- for publication, the
telegraphic reference to year.
ri, sad_
Senator Morton', views on the Treaty was effectual method to lie rid of this pe=t at.
in the udministra- found to be rendered
I'itvu
utterly meaningless, by
Some wooden frames
,v,: ument in all it-, Departments.
evident errors in transmission. We accord- ottr editorial rooms
orrectlon of tlie frauds,
nipt
took
to
obtain
a correction ol the
are titled to the window frames, outside
ingly
pains
i-f
w, r
eruptions that are disgracing despatch from Boston, and thus avoided the
.ill : >. an : he exp '-fire and punishment
These frames are covered
blunder which led the Journal to write a vig- of both sashes.
tin ru. •} delinquent'
orous editorial on Morton as an advocate of
with
fine
wire
very
gauze, painted to pre—1
ee iring l" the
Bangor Whig.
tlie citizens theit constitutional Reciprocity.
serve it from rust.
These are screwed to
The
as
we
commented upon
dispatch,
lights without tii" usurping influence of a
the window frames, outside. The upper
Fed'-rid administration.
m;
it. appears in six daily papers received at
.,■> Tro',:. unincumbered hv un*—i
sash can be dropped or the lower one
an
ppreseive burdens; aud a' Tc.rifl this office on Monday of last week, and
raised without regard to the screen. A
to meet the wants of an economical
that would seem to he warrant
enough
iaiini-tration of the <government, and so mion the floor keeps that closed, and
spring
for the assumption that it was oorrool.
nt- : is!
,-ar most lightly upon the mass of
we enjoy almost, entire
ae
: ie. instead nt tin- pre.-ent unequal, unimmunity from the
Indeed, when we compare that dispatch
an
iriff for clast prolection
of file
Occasionally on<‘ comes in
with the Whig's version. The difference is pest
aat .- non oppressing the country.
■'
when the door is opened, but, he knows
C—-i
c-.-vf.—coin, and paper con- not very great. It stands tlm
erti*h
n uii dema nd.
Immediate steps
that his fate is sealed, and alights
upon
[As we had it.]
toward tin resumption of specie payments,
e iliutiug do
: the
.-'et
In regard to reciprocity, lie favored a treaty the window to await a blow from a folded
nothing policy of
ougre-. nn ■ tii lead oi inflationists 'and will) Canada as a foreign country n- long n- it
The hrst cost of these screens is
paper
remained sucii.
epudiatorn
o—The Eel1 ■' Bf kept vare and tree from
considerable, but they will last for a o-reat
the Whig hart it.,
[A1.,e corrupt intenerencc
-fan army of nffi.-e
lii regard to the Reciprocity Treaty with
many years. In t lie* fall they can lie taken
holders.
Canada he called attention to' the fact that, off and
I: is further resolved—
put away. The same plan we find
alter
the former treaty had been in operation
—That the National admiuijtration of the
eptibliran party is marked by corruption, eight years, Canada was more hostile to ns to work well in the dining room at home.
v--ialeainn-. extravagance ami usurpations so during-the Rebellion than anv other portion
of the British Empire, ami lie favored treating
monstrous that they should shock the moral
I fic nomination for Congress of lion
Canada ns a foreign country as long a li re-cn-" C.f the country and compel honest men to
withold their su port to an organization so mained so.
f.. K. O'Brien by the democrats of ihe
tterly corrupt and dangerous as iho present
The Whig’s dispatch (iocs not ay that
third district, places before the people an
republican party, controlled by rings of office
the Senator opposes reciprocity. “Treatholders, has become.
unexceptionable gentleman as candidate
■—That the country
indebted to the strenuing Canada as a foreign country,” :s just lor that important position. .Mr. O’Brien
us effort- ot democratic statesmen and indeWe don't make
1-endcn; pre=s for the numerous exposure! of what a Teaty docs.
although a young man, lias had large
ratiil- upon the government, ring villanies and treaties with
other people than forany
experience in the leading business interorntptions generally, which have been made,
-nd it was lor this reason that an odious sedi- eigners. That Mr. Morton is opposed to ests of his
section, and has taken a promii:m law was enacted bv liie last Congress, with a
reciprocity treaty, is inferential only, nent part in political affairs. lie
i.c view of intimidating the
press and thereby
thoroughfrom any tiling that the
revem similar exposures in the future.
Whig's despatch ly understands the wants of his constitu—That if the charge made by Hon. J. G.
Ail
this
contains.
a
begets suspicion that ents, and the unfavorable effect upon them
R.amc, our Representative in Congress, is true,
nat the present republican administration is
the Senator’s speeeli has been doctored, cf
radical legislation. But buried as the
a “one sided”
negotiating
treaty, prejudicial to with one version to suit the western marthe interest of our State, it is another evidence
third district has been under four thousand
of the incompetence- of the administration, and ket, and one lor the east, where
reciproc- radical majority, he can be expected to do
another proof of its unworthiness of popular
ity is supposed to be less popular.
infldeuce and support.
little more than to uphold the banner
The Whig lias not, we think, published whi«h declares for better men and
On motion ot lion. I. O. Bean of Readwiser
ied, Hon. Edward K. O’Brien of Thornas- that portion of Mr. Morion's speech in re- measures. In his unequal struggle he
ton was nominated by acclamation as the
to the currency, wherein lie exults will have the warm
sympathies of thouDemocratic candidate for Representative gard
to Congress.
Geo W. Martin of Augusta. before his constituents over the defeat of sands of good men all over the state.
Marcellas Steward, of Anson, Henry Far- the contraction policy oi the east. lie is
rington of Waldoboro'. 1). R. Sampson ol the leader of the expansion schemes. In
The Democratic Committee of the Fifth
Readlield and L. M. Staples of
Washing- his Terre Haute speech he declared that District, after repeated urging,sand
ton were chosen District Committee for
hanghe believed his position to be
the ensuing year.
the posi- ing fire like an old flint-lock blunderbuss,
\ oted that the President ot the conven- tion substantially
occupied by those in has called the convention to nominate a
tion notify Hon. E. K O'Brien of his nom- the Senate with whom he
acted.’’ That candidate for Congress at Ellsworth, one
ination.
means that the Republicans of the United
week from next Tuesday. Ellsworth is a
Voted to adjourn.
States Senate are with him.
Has the pleasant place after people get there, blit
John II. \\ ebster, President
Albert Moore, Secretary.
Whig aDy different version from this ? And it is one of the most, inaccessible in the
•
if not, is it prepared to follow this lead? district. The time between the
publicaThe Whig says that Mr. Edmond Murdock ol
tion of the call and the assembling of the
Carrol was raking hay in the field about 2 o’clock
Marshal Bazaine, who was tried for Convention is totally insufficient for the
Wednesday afternoon, bekiDd a team which
two neighbors wore loading, when they heard
as commander of Metz during choice of
him ougli and strangle, and going round to treachery,
delegates by notified caucuses.
see what wa* the matter tound him feebly
the German war, and imprisoned on the We utter a fervent
prayer that this blunwith
about,
blood
from
his
pouring
staggering
island of St. Marguerite, has escaped, and dering may not foreshadow the
mouth and nostril*. In a few moments he was
action of
dead.
gone in a vessel to Italy.
the convention
'.Mi
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The St. Louis
those calm, clear,

a

Failure.

Republican, in one of
convincing and patriotic

LOOK AT THIS !
FEARFUL INCREASE OF GOVERNMENT EXPENSES

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOB HALF A OKfliTMY.
li V A N OLD S !■; T i L i: K

the

anil seuttoriug its fragment- in
direction. Mr. A. fortunately retained possession ut the reins; an excited
crowd gathpred about the wreck; he was
the only one %vho was cool and collected.
“Well,’* said he, addressing- the lior.se, !
“you’ve done it now, haven’t you!' Do
you know what I'll do with you ) I’ll send
you back to Miramichi!”
Although not a man ol quiet temperament lie possessed a large fund of quiet
humor; many amusing anecdotes are remembered of him in this connection : one
A dancing school was an
must suilice.
unknown institution hero until several
years alter the commencement of this
century. The first one was kept by a
teacher who came here from 1’eterboro’
N. 11.; the second and third teachers came
from the same place; if seemed as if
1’eterboro’ was destined to be the source
from which all our dancing-masters (or
successive generations were to be derived.
When the first elephant ever here was exhibited her keeper was accustomed to put
her through a
clumsy performance which
he called
lie was engaged in
dancing,
that, performance when Mr. A. went in to
look a! her. “What is she
(tiling !J" lie
asked a bystander.
“Dancing,” was the
reply. “Dancing, is it!” said lie. “O ! I
see; come front
lVtevboro’, didn’t, she'"
It. was not unusual with hint to assume
an air of harshness v, Id. h was
altogether,
alien to his nature, lie contracted one I
tall with a man to manufacture (or him a !
lot ol shingles ot certain
quality and di I
mensions for a special
purpose'and
paid
for them in advance. The dav came and !
passed when by the lermx of the oontraei
the shingles were to be delivered at Ids
store.
Seieral weeks afterwards the man
made his appearance but without the
shingles. .Mr. A. began In upbraid him
in the severest,
language for dishonesty in
not tulfilling his contract.
“Squire,” -aid
the man as soon ns lie found a chance to
I didn’t mean to cheat
put m a word.
you; I'll show you win I havn'l made ]
your shingles” and began taking oil
bandage after bandage from hi- right !
hand until it was fully exposed, fearlulK
swollen, the ilesli nearly gone from the
thumb tin* bare bone slicking out a

sleigh

every

General tie*.
Mi thiniy, <>l lli'' Bangor
uimncrcial, iabsent on a brief tour, to recuperate his energies ami Jiealtli.

editorials which renew the hopes ol all
CUAPTKlt XXIV. C1829.)
The people ol' this country have no
true citizens in the regeneration of the reA laundress in tin* Bowery bangs out her sign
Ou the morning ol'
of the corrupt and wasteful
February 21st, Capt.
alter this fashion :
conception
‘•Society for the Promotion
“the
most
and
dis-'
Robert
one
ol
public, says
our worthiest and
startling
Emery,
of Clean Shirts.*'
manner iu which the
is
business
most
public
respected townsmen, was drowned in
couraging fact in American politics at this
A better keepsake could not 1m* devised than
being transacted. Stealing, plunder, Portland harbor, aged thirty-five. He left
the proposed gold and silver medals to be struck
day is the profound and emphatic disap- theit
here
for
Boston as passenger on the schr.
and outrageous extortion pervade
for tin Centennial.
pointment of intelligent republicans as the
which was compelled by a
irorn the executive Washington
Auotln r baby farm lias been discovered in
result ol thirteen years’ trial of the repub- every department,
heavy storm to run into Portland. While
New York, wh«*re infants an* -lowly killed b\
office to that ot the lowest tide-waiter.
lican policy.”
lying at anchor she was run into by a
being fed «»n soothing syrup.
One instance of this will suffice for a largo brig and her crew and
passengers
I here is a
By this it tloes not mean merely the
pond on < 'apt- < od which produces
sample. Take the custom house at Tort- supposing she was about to sink left her
puiK pond lilies, and it is the only pkev in the
common dissatisfaction with the intrigue
and went on board the brig. Capt.
country where such a (lower grows.
Emery
land. In 18G2, twelve years
and special legislation lor influential and
ago, the returned to the schooner for tin:
purpose
1 lie Maine Central railroad carried 117.47-1
list of officers did all the busi- ol
favorite parties which is connived and following
saving his papers which were in a portmore passengers
in the first six months of tin*
ness in that port—
able desk in the cabin. He succeeded in
current
.'ear than in Hie '*orrespondimr period
disguised under the name of a “protective
the
desk
and
threw
it
onto
the
finding
1862.
tariff,” nor the revenue farming and bare Jededinh Jewett, Collector,
of the brig but in the attempt to
get
salary *-,,oou 00 deck
The contract ho* furnishing and
Robert Illsley, Deputy Collector,
uttingstomCO
onboard
himself he slipped, the deck bethe
nor
1,5(h)
for the Hartford, Conn., custom house ami
partiality prevalent everywhere,
Robert A. Bird,
post
1,500 00
covered
with
and
otlice
has been awarded to the Clark’s i4?in,1
snow
and
tell
Leander Valentine, Weigher, Ac.,
sleet,
ing
1,500 00
partisan anarchy prevailing in the south Lewis
< irauile <
B. Smith,
It was supposed at the- time
<nnpaii\.
1,500 oo overboard.
and the undoubted and natural fruit of Otis Cutler, Warehouse Clerk,
1,500 00
that he was killed by being crushed beSeereiarr Bristow will recommend to
Samuel R, Leavitt, Storekeeper,
1,500 00
what, by one of the grossest misnomers, Jame9 Doughtv,
gross to inereasa* the interest on the four and
Inspector,
1,095 00 tween the two vessels. On the 27th ol
<»np-liair
Joseph
Donnell,
called
00
is
|m*i- cent, bond
1,095
amounting to
“repnbliean legislation” at the Wm. E. Edwards,
May following his body was found near
(>00,000, !*> ii\t* per rent.
1,095 00 Fort
was carried to Portland and
Preble,
John Sargent,
south.
uo
1,095
Jos. R. Thompson,
If is !*•-* bad lliai the Mayor of Grass « »iv.
1,095 00 buried with the usual solemnities.
It merely refers in passing to these grave James Crie,
1,095 00
Kansas, is dead, lor Hie local paper says that
Capt. Emery was a native of Boothbay
Wm. Cammett,
1,09 5 00 and came
and
to
the
il
he hadn't but one chew •>( tobacco he*
discontents
subjects
popular
here to reside about 1808. lie
James T. Clark,
i,095 ou
divide il with a friend."
Franklin Sawyer,
i,095 00 was a half brother of Mr. F.ben Pieree and
growing mil of the fiscal management, Robert
P. Jewett,
i,o95 00 of the late
A woman in Buffalo was lined thirty dollar
44
the reconstruction measures, the personal Richard C. Pennell,
Capt. David Pierce, both of
1,095 00
for throwing red pepper into theeyes of urival.
O. B. Dorrance, General Appraiser.
1,095 00 this place, and the father ot Mess. James
ot
its
and
other
le- hould be made to -it by her and lend
and
leaders,
(’harles
j.
corruption
separTalbot, Surveyor,
^,000 00 and Rufus II Emery now
residing in
her careful I v until he •*< t over it.
ate measures and acts of the parly.
m
our
Air.
fellow
citizen
$•>9,140.00 Bucksport,
The raiu -loimin New Vorkeiiv an.I BrookRobert Emery and ot the late Thomas i>.
The evil of which it complains is greater
To-day th<> li:-t nl' the truly loyal who
lyn during Saturday and Sundas wa* v.-rv
than all these put together -it is the sum have {jot their arms into L’nele Sam’s Emery, of the Custom House, who died in
hea
md
ompahied by m
•October 1871, in the forty-fifth year of his
whi<• 11 <1 ripped lives and did olh< r dumayv
and substance of them all, and much move money box for
the
business
at
the
His
wife
was a daughter n! (leorge
doing
age.
H vm
••darling «.eorgc" when a bruin
besides. It is the apprehension, not only same custom house, is as follows
Hopkins, who came here in the early part
<
maple I 11 Omaha; it was “dear George" .e
ot
this
< hie:e/o;al Detroit il W’as
of the democrats but of the so-called recentury and built 1 he house al I lie
1814.
“George," and Vhe:
Israel
they reaehed Niagara I alls it was “Snv, yon
jr., Collector,
$6,400 CO intersection of Main and High streets,
publicans themselves, wherever they are J >avid Washburn,
Moulton, Deputy Collector.
3.000 oo well known for along time as the lluse
a
s>
|»a-senger train upon Hie M aine < rati
B. Smith,
2.000 00 Tavern or Maine
manly and truthful, that the whole policy Lewis
W a- appr.eu lain*- Lewiston
Hotel.
Marshall N. Kich,
l’ue-d.i>, the Ju.*o
2,000 00
motive struck a horse near Barker’s Mi"
of the party which has so long been Augustus U. Clark, C lerk.
At the time of his decease ('apt. Emery
1,500 00
Win. E. Edwards,
I
.1 iI
1,500 00 had been
browing lie* auin.a:
-md ! iilir.s
entrusted With the reins of government is, George E. Ayer,
engaged for several years in the
1,500 00
him instant I \
business of tarnishing outfits for vessel ',
Isaac \V. Starbird,
1,500 00
as the Republican ay
An irretrievable Albert L. Burbank,
I
u in**
111 '•!'< haul
1,200 00 employed in the fisheries.
IV'inj
|{,...1- ui
He occupied a
r;i »>'<•
1,200 O0
li ('«' '■ I »| *1 i»** I I"
failure- -an irreparable disaster. It has a Daniel W Eaton,
:tf lh«
\m. tii'it'.
|
Nathan \Y. Allen,
1,100 00 store, store-houses and cooper's shop in
< *»nf••nni i|
I \hi!.iti.*n.
iiiii>
In’s iii.
conviction that the party has been forced Alpheus E. Grover,
1,000 00 which he manufactured barrels located on
tontinn
«*1"
**vliil>•
m*hii\
dirtm
hr .u,| oi
.mm
Joseph F. Cake,
1,000 00 Puddle Dock.
He was an honest, matt, a
•
wiwby the stress of exigencies to do tilings Benjamin E. Hindi,
1,000 00
useful member ot society, a prominent
Charles W. Roberts, Clerk nud Siipr.
In
U \ "lilili
Mi**
that never ought to Have been done and
\ | ti i'i li it ')j f
ol u .n, M:
Warehouses,
l,60o oo member of the Masonic Fraternity, and
:-mii., Iiu\ i* hf.-n
-uftragf
ii--fui
n„1,400 00 bis loss was
most,
-!”
which can never be undone; that it has James Crie, Storekeeper.
exclaimed
pitiable
in
a
sight.”
nhle
Hit'll |.«:.U <|( il With If
Jill. I
deeply deplored
f hr* Women
ICyrus 11. Ripley,
1,400 00
-Mr
A
“d
n
the
;
!
I
\"l«'
tarrycallI
III«
cireie
III!
of
!
friends.
Mb!
shingles
Ili..
Ill*. 1 III i V »*r-oillv ',s il*.
been driven into mistakes which, though Nath’l G. Cummings,
1,277 50
Edward 1*. Banks,
1,2. 7 50
Doctor William Poor, father of.. fol- ing tojiiis clerk, “put up twenty pound of "iii in.-1 r il inn.
1,277 50
clearly seen to be disastrou it dare not Edward 11. Burgiu,
for
this
man.”
I
can't
“Hut, Squire,
low citizen Mr. William O. Poor, died on pork
U "I'u ill- l»f.
"I III |l-I It-.Reuben Kubv, Messenger,
550 0u
.III
Ill it I Mr“I'm him up twenty pound*
attempt to repair. that it lias lost c enrol Chaa. J Barbour, Asst.
^"ili "•* il*** M i.it
pay you”
2.500 00 the 17th ot September, aged liltv-tliree
tut! t! ;ti
h u v\
J"
Franklin Sawyer, Examiner,
C*o
1.500
of
liii•
»uil11
mu
r.
Hour, Harry.” “Hut. Squire I
Mr
ti|.
i’ll.- *<n.Jvr'
of itself and of the situation, and must l.eander
He was born in Andover, Mas-., from
;,ooo oo
Valentine, ApiraD* r,
1‘* ’*-• ‘•nn UVfi. -I
niiivlv
..t
runiitA.
hp.Yu-f.t
took
another
look at the swollen hand. |
which place lie removed to Andover in
drift helpless on till the republican era Win. 1*. Newman, Messenger to Ap
I linn* lV"lll -i \.
pralsers,
this State and thence to tlii- place in the the fleshless thumb ‘fifty pound liar ;
shall close either in a lurious reaction to George W. True, Surveyor.
4.500 00
1- Mi-*"
and two gallons of molasses, pound
ry,
girl «.i ili.rtf. n, ii% in- \v:
autumn
lira
of
His
ot
resi18la.
Chas. B. Strout, Deputy
CM.I
place
2.500
“Hut Squire, I'll never tie able i Ini in. »l Ini- in \\ **r. <• l. r. n •* lurlh !-. :t !,.!
democracy or the downfall of free govern- Samuel R. Leavitt, Weigher. C.auger
dence here was a building which stood at ol tea
<m
\I• m*t ik niurniif
i.. 1
on h>-i
*nl**^ -i
and Measurer,
00
2,000
and the poor unfortunate fairlv broke
the junction of Main and Washington
ment.
The (races of this disappointment Horatio
I.<I war. I \| :ii In-v, *», li. mi. I.-, v.
uT.*<t*?ii nn
2,IKK) (X)
Hlght,
tears streaming from his eyes, while **!i:« » •_*.* o[ lni-1 ;i i'i I\
down,
burned
in
the
lire
of
Francis
E.
00
streets,
1,715
18G.7,
are to he found in all the
great
journals which Solomon T.Tray.
Mr. A tils own eyes last filling, rushed for
Corse r,
l,; 15 oo
on a portion ol the site of vvInch the store
^
"I'liMl Il'Mi1 "I |-f
I' W h-• !' r.. pm ;
were
Hawley, Marker, &c.,
the door screaming, “Harry ! till his pum<
[once republican hut are now inde- James
now
Dorville Libby, Inspector & Boarding
occupied by Mr. F. M. Lancaster
lit:irr> : Imt :i « :nit'.*nii;i
•,
lii»!« wlin had
with
:
indeed
he
a
it
is
this
00
up
wants;"
pendent
1,400
stands. In ttint portion of the building
anything
pausing
disappointment NoahOfficer,
•jiigyped i*»i* -Hinr nn-'. married btvnw.* Mi.-\
B. Hubbard, Inspector,
00
1,400
moment
at
the
I
ft.uhi
no!
over
tin*
,ilV"l.|
to
!.'
1W"
threshold, “go
on .Main street lie kept for sale
that has made them independent
, t;ir:i!f
Other Wra. H. Smith, Inspector,
1,400 00 standing
house and tell ’em to give yon some din- ! ;i hoarding It-.ii-.
an assortment of drugs and medicines;
1,277 50
traces n! it arc to he found in the retire- John Brown, jr.,
ncr
while
50
Oren Ring,
1,277
A 1 :l I i!«»l n ill MOW -1 t;i | tr r ’ll l'"ll if Ililf lit
the portion standing on Washington street
Harry’s putting up yeiir things
M. Stevens,
ment of so many able
1.277 50
.1.1 uiliii.. f"iu»i\ rn-a-uror from tin.,
republicans, sore John
he occupied as a dwelling. The compiler D n the shingles! Don't sa\ stiinglc to tlcit
1.277 50
George Parcher,
"hatf
li:i- ••turned ii]
me
till
in "in* "i
and disheartened, from public life: in tho Martin L. Burr,
tie I
your thumb gets well.”
1,27: 50 of these annals was then a boy just coms\ hf:■
Maud-.
!i
Edwin Coburn,
50
Is
plantation •.?»«! : tV*
not the heart of the reader of the
1,2
the
Latin
of
the
refusal of republicans to defend their Abner T. Sanborn.
mencing
study
"t nati\. wive-.
language,
50
and like many other boys deeply conscious foregoing narrative, briefly and imperfectJ. Murray,
1,277
administration trom attack, and in the Timothy
liNnWII.f.l
A »i.
M>t night a uegr-*
John J Wingate,
1,277
that he knew a great deal more than many ly told, prompted to adopt, the language
Hiram
Hubbard,
1.277
of Sterne in his Tristram Shandy ! ■■The | named Worh \. v. It;1. Hfinir taken to jail in
despairing view which even steadfast John W Adam-,
men
did
lie
who
old
to
his
were
1.277
enough
Klizalietalter ..nt •"in r to outraging mu. 1
heaven'- murdering a whit- mm. a
1.277
republican journals take of the condition Edward P. Chase,
grandfather; and he vividly remembers accusing spirit, which flew up
tanner’- daiight'-r
John J. Thompson,
1.277
now the ipiiet lmmor
with which the chancery with the oath, blu-hcd as he wa vfi/, ,1 -il l liaiiMf■ i.
of our polities
E.
1.277
Small,
(ieorge
it
and
in;
the
a
lie
gave
doctor asked him one day to translate the
recording angel,
E. Chase,
1.277
Tiltmi* niitl In-i-in-lau .It-ni.- h.; tiaiu i,
Attention is specially 11roughl to this Francis
Samuel Garland,
1.277
Latin inscriptions on the drawers contain- wrote it down, dropped a tear upon the W ln-n a iiiuth. ,'-111-1 t\\ .fif.ini
ho inti n-in '■
Albion M. Qulnihy,
1.277
the
word
and
Cincinnati
a
strictblotted
it
out
ever
for
"i
lift'
subject by
(iazette,
proverbial itleetion and deiiberuteh
ing itis drugs and medicines, and kindly
Amuriah Frost,
1.277
t<‘-tiiif against a -on-in-law, it a!*.nit ••■•Ml. -1 m’
1.277
smiled at the blunders lie made in his
ly republican organ, for although it keeps Walter 11. Thom a-.
matter
M I
11Kt•.■
in in.
Samuel A. Nash,
the
man
who
1,095 00
all
limited
Hamilton,
d:iv
translations.
The last residence ot the
some sort of a conscience it can
1,095 00
only af- Joseph E. Land,
V Inti.
.1:. lain' r. t I-:’ \r
doctor was the house near the intersection lor tin* hlu, con\ was himself somewhat
old, ..i lten
Herbert K. Sargent.
00
1,095
ford to do so by invariably supporting the Hollis
U. 1- ren<h. <.f l.ivenrmn L'nll-. was iintant
730 00
True,
of High and Miller streets, now occupied of an original, hut is particularly rememkilled
00
730
b\
Crawlord
Dunn,
.Mnin:.
the
bered
tor
Monday
the involuntary ride be inn], one
hallingof u < a
republican ticket and is generally fore- J. C. Shirley,
by Mr. Martin P. White. For many years
730 00
bo.t\ upon 11 * i. >lit* wain tin) .am
after his decease it was known as the evening. He had contracted the very bad l»"d> (la wa- if -1 m a--, ai-tplayin'.'
most in the task of whipping stragglers Frederick W. Hutch,
026 00
a
l>iiil» I illir.
habit of adjusting all domestic dillleuliieJohn M. Marston,
1,095 00
house."
“Poor
hack again into the repnbliean ranks. Jt Luther Bradford.
'1- -Mar. I i 11 I i i< •! .ir. I >n. who
1,095 00
i«ngage1 :ri
Doctor Poor was a fjtiiet, unassuming bv beating his wife. Some of our viliagei
Levi A. Leonard, Rev. Boatman.
730 00
who were unwilling to bide the law's de- tin* -tt'ivvoii l!-iaT\ in l ai lniugduif. made u
sorrowfully sums up the net result of George W.
730 00
Green
of
his
fond
and
of
scienlunil ..i -Mot* ili..
man,
11 ;i .,n lnf-d:.\
profession
night ia-M.
thirteen years of repnbliean rule in the
1 hi -, w ;• belie ■. ••
tific pursuits. There was a certain rpiaint- lay constituted themselves eouri and jury
h.
la,
-t
t». t,
,r ,,r
*98,182.00
and
in
a
verdict
that
iiext
mad
the
on
ia.
niL^lit
t!
nes« in his character and conversation
brought
simple heading of an article—“The FailProm this it will he seen that the num"i lot.
time
Hamilton
Iff]
his
wife
a
lie
gave
heating
which strongly reminded those who knew
ure of Popular (lovernment."
file article ber of officials attached to the
should have a rough ride.
Portland him of thd
I l|f Walsvol lh
They had not
.-I ||\
physician of the then olden
developing al:).
itsplf opens with this declaration and questo
i* U:
the
of
shrieks
the
"iih ia t var that 111* •oiinnunitv uawait;
poor we
Custom House has increased from 20 to Go, time. He was eminently a humane man ; long
tho
man gave notice a lew
i.ial
I.)
hot.
afterY« r, in th«*
tion : “No people in the world have so
pairi
i'nrtli'd
evenings
and their pay from $29,140 to $98,182 per a warm sympathizer with all wiio were wants
|
that he was at his devils-work. He interval, tin- mnih.-r oh tin- \ iff im Iuin t|i,-,t,
sick or suffering;
little respect lor their government as the
now
onif-tli
annum!
This enormous increase may
thoparri. -\r
was thereupon seized,
astride a him-olh Im- Im*. announronionnfiat
placed
oiu<
"He
dfinentod.
lmd
a
tear
for
a
]>it v. and hand
people of the United States U not this a well lie called incredible. But the statesplit cedar rail taken from a tenee near
Open as da.\ for melting charily."
Aim Jh i'
l in-' \i -art from
fact ot much portent
Khilhdrj* i.;..
bv, and treated with a free but rather nbiman
ment is fortified by the name and salary He was
ha appeared.
]i ro:id<
bv failing health to
ride through the principal streets
compelled
thirteen years ago, when the
rough
j
govern- of every officer of tlie force, and cannot abandon to some extent the
i’lii awav those little breeches,
practice of his in the t illage and back to the starting i
I *" ii'-i tn tn mend the hole
ment fell into the hands of the republican
be denied
profession, but retained in a remarkable point. The rail was louml the next morn
I ini.* dolmiiN will nor want them.
it
was
called
the
“the
and
Ties!
confidence
of
his
party,
respect
government
II" lias climbed the golden
ing in a conspicuous place near his home
The reader may perhaps suggest that degree
pole,
on earth,
and we all know now what was
with a card nailed to it hearing tin* followpatients to the close of his life.
*
the amount of business may have increased
h
madi tie following ..iIbnglev
In this connection an anecdote ot the
:
then one of the most common of all curing
inscription
,,,
oomtiie-nis
,
I
mi.
.1
|huh Militni v
in proportion.
But the Portland Argus, late Isaac Allard Esq., father of our fel*
"Hamilton'- linr-i* i-. loiij*. nut lliin
M-phai. \ >lmii N .lli:.; W I ;.,■
Ii of R
h.
rent phra°os. “thi- b a tree country." has
When In* heat-, hi- wile lie’ll 1 id.* him e*in. i land and ‘•••n. nIIi'h
..mi, r
from which we copy these lists, says that low citizen of the same name, a man of
mAuguMa; he
trustee of V!_*ri«*t111nrrit 4 Y»l|prre, s. |
by general consent passed out of i. e and in 1802 the total arrivals of vessels was “infinite jest, of most excellent fancy.’" li proved to he his las]
(jinl
experience in Hllcksp,i|!.
most kindly remembered by all who knew
is now seldom heard, a it once was, in
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vessels."

gives

liii-.l 11: trier—LPWARD K. OTiJRII \.

..

rats

ciprocally

j h-rnier reciprocity treaty contained a prov ision admitting
provincial built ships to
I ownership in this country Such is not

nF KENaI'RFNk

Somerville, Tenn., saying.

n. at

We published an item, some weeks ago, from
onJ ol' the Commercia I
papers, stating that tinfact ot a large falling oil' in both the value and
of
American
vessels, since last
employment
year, chiefly attributable to the competition of
foreign vessels in our carrying trade; and that
the harbors of our principal export cities were
tilled to a great extent with foreign vessels,
which were resoiting hither to find employment. and that, in consequence of the owners
of those vessels being able to sail them much
cheaper than die owners of American vessels
could do, the former were obtaining the control
ot the foreign carrying business.
As it this competition was not enough, our
ship builders are now threatened with a renewal of the lieeiproeity treaty 011c article ol 'which
reads as follows;
“Articli: IX loir the term of years mentioned
in Article XIII of this treaty (Z? years) vessels bnili
in the United States maybe purchased by inhabitants of Canada, subject's of Great Britain, and
registered in Canada as Canadian vessels; and, re-

Joseph Titcomb,

In Brownsville district Livingston
I>« tr xtaO was elected Chaneellor bv
: .tv
■i
ra:i
A despatch m ss received
•: igl-.t
from Oeorge -Mathes, editor ol
:.

Is

Ships.

A writer in the St. John Telegraph in a communication commending the treaty says of this
ADMINISTRATORS. EXECUTORS RRd GUARDIANS
article, that It “will virtually, transfer the shipdesiring their advertisements published in the Jour
yards of Bath and Boston to St. John and
nal wiil please so state to the Court.
Dorchester” I
It is well known that the price of labor and
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of I all the materials that enter into the construction
papers changed, must state the l’ost < iflice to which of a ship are much lower there than they are
the paper has been *ont as well ns the one to which
on this side
of the line, and, undoubtedly,
it is to go.
were this proposed treaty to go into effect the
result
would
be
verv much as the writer above
Bates & Locke, 'G Park Row, New York,
predicts.
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
Who favor this proposed treaty which is so
for the Journal.
prejudicial to the ship-building interest ; of
Subscribers are requested to take notice ol the
Maine? The democratic party, ft declares itdate outlie colored slips-attached to the paper. It
self for free-trade, generally! which not only
ic The only form of receipt now UM>d. l or instance,
throws open the ports of Maine to free-trade in
15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
ships hut to all other products. And this
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
ruinous policy is advocated by all the democratic
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REgC E> f I'.D TO SEE THAT THEIR DAT ES ARE papers of the State. All tlie principal demoCORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to cratic papers the Argus, the Maine Standard,
forward the sums due
the Bepublican Journal and the Bangor
Democrat, while they support the free-trade
resolve of the recent democratic convention,
■tpjpln sendiug money, state THE i'«» T OFFICE
advocate this proposed treaty, and
especially
to which the paper is sept ^asr
predict that it will he ratified at the next session
"f congress, as it doubtless would be if the
democratic party could have the say. It beOK < :« ATRN'OK
hooves the people of this state to interpose a
prompt negative a far as they have ttic* power.
the impression that the
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Fine summer weather, tlii-.
riic days have shortened very

Newi* of the City and County.
Tlu- lull V. K

1': dcri.-k had lii- liO- itiMiivil
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! < >v

riese
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are

Cawpineeting

few

A

Belfast this

Utcutiun is called to the advertisement of
Calvin Honey.

already stealing the early upexamples »*f tin* punishment oj
thieves are needed.

rile hoys

excursions to and from

week.

Chickens sell in tin- markets for two rents
apiece—in the shell.
nles.

Brother

perceplildv.

commences

on

at

Wesleyan

<trove.

Nort]iport

flic 24th iust.

A cargo of coal is being discharged at Railroad wharf for parties in West Waterville.

N >. 2 Lugim- < ompany lias a broom display1 over the door of their rooms with the iniption—’‘204 foot 2 inches.”

small cylinder
customer at this office.

Any person having for sale
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Moulton's

Moulton was before
Church Committee on

Statomcnt.
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and Lambs -Those from the West were nil
butchers.
Western Sheep cost lauded at
Brighton Oa'.t per lb
Lambs s lgad !-■>«• per lb
Swnie—.store Pig— -Wholesale, 7a; W: peril..; ietail,
l-.’a'.i per lb.; Fat Hogs—Of.no in market,
:;i7 1
per if..
owned

the

A commercial lion
Plymouth
appeared in the path
ol the Commercial Advertiser at Saratoga,
Tuesday, llis the latter
gives his impression: lie dressstatement has not been made
public by the es in black. Ilis clothes
arc well made !
committee, who say they shall withhold it and lit. him
perfectly. His only jewelry |
tor the present.
Hut the Brooklyn Eagle, consists of a plain gold watch, worth !
about live hundred
which he selthat professes to know all about it,
gives dom disturbs from dollars,
its place in his vestthe following as the substance—
pocket. 11c loaths all unnecessary personMr. Moulton’s statement is
unoxpcolcd- al adornments. Three small plainly linly briei, making not more than live or six en-covered buttons appear on his shirt
foolscap pages not closely written. Moul- bosom. Xo watch chain is visible. lie

ton says in substance, that all lie knew wears a black beaver hat, which
Low freights and dull times for tin* roasting
weighs
about the difficulty between Beecher and a half
<‘s>els just now.
pound less than Lite heavy gray
Many of them are batilef
The heavy rains lately have damaged conTilton was entrusted to him in confidence,
stove-pipes fashion ordains shall be worn
up. waiting for better business.
siderable hav in tlie country, and overflowed
with all the documents he has been fur- this summer. His hair of reddish
gray, is
meadows.
August is the month for pleasurt—for travel
nished relating directly or indirectly to neatly dressed at all times. His beard,
The Baptist .Society at flic Head of the Tide the case, and these documents were en- which is more tinted with
bug, camping out. fishing and that sort of thing
gray than his
Business will generally be dull until Septembei made an excursion over the road Wednesday to trusted in
eonlidenee. lie lias known hair, is short and trimmed regularly, so as
Tilton since 1857. and became personally ■’o be kept at the same
omes in.
I'nitv Bond.
length all the year
Where a cumbersome moustache
1- ishermen from
Mathews Bros, have got the contract to acquainted with Beecher in 1869 and round.
schooner in our harboi
this case.
ought to ho, a hair is never permitted to
ne day last vv<*. k. threw their seine round :
furnish window frames and sash tor the new mainly through
Notwithstanding the fact that he has attain more than a day’s growth. He is
bool
un>u■.peeling porifie- and haggl'd the < oiirl House at Rockland.
the consent of both Beecher and Tilton to a of slender,
though compact physique
whole lot.
steamer Bioneerdid not make her accustomed
tell all he knows about the ease and furn- His complexion is ruddy, and bespeaks
lb* Bangor « umnieivi:.; -\
that 1lie new trip Saturday, owing to the severe storm, hut ish nil documents ho lias in relation to it, the host of health. lie always looks as
and the additional fact that lie has been though he had just leit the toilet table.
e ball club of that
if\
coming 1o Belfast made up for lost time next day. Sunday.
Uviee summoned before the committee, lie This man is seventy-five years of age. In
Friday m*\: t.» ..lav :i mat In d game with
An excursion of six ears from Pittsfield came
il e Pastimes.
says lie can't, in conscience, and as a man conversation his keen black eyes are never
over the road on
and
went
across
Wednesday,
of honor, disclose any confidences which for an instant taken off yours. His face
out
laA
the
on
the
machine
Pioneer. Returned home the
i ugine Fo. \o.
had iheir
hay
have been placed in him. He came info bear- the impression of prudence, dis;
same day.
An l!' c\erl:i-! ug squirt, wetU i lie.if
t he case as a peacemaker to settle it, and cretion, self-confidence, a calmness imI!
all that he had done had been done in that possible to rtillle. and, above all, of honestig paper :U 204 feei 2 inches, l ook out for I
K.
1.. lirowno will preach in lhr
»not her engine war
Without his knowledge and ty and truthfulness. He never speaks
l u:tamu < hureh next Sunday morning and direction.
v in Hus world needs praying for
evening. Mibjei-l in the evening— A Sermon against Ins wishes certain documents con- loud enough to he heard ten steps from
iiivo>
nected with the ease have been published, where he stands.
il.osr jug's..Hi who bring egg- to market
hi ( i.mvh Door*?.**
Kavesdroppors cannot
mainly through Tilton, and in the state- catch even the sound of his voice. He
•in aiuing half grow n chickens, and palm t h«• ni
Prof. <
1'. Barnes will open :i school fop ment made
before the committee.
shakes hands with you cordially, nay even
.n unsuspecting public as lVc-h.
dancing in 1 hi^ city. Sept. oth, in which will be
8o many of the original documents awarmly lie is courtesy anil politeness
i I;r* c ladies and one
nib-man, oi tb, l ni- taught the latest, ami most f t'-hiomdde duncelie has eopies of and which have been itself
11 is conversation is always couched
cv
;di• t
ursion party lad wo*k.goi |.-ii be- See his advertisement.
made public lie feels under obligations to to the refined language of tile educated
ill -U Fast ine, but tie \ were equal lo the
in the hands of the Committee it gentleman, lie is witty, and at times, vi
Burglars :ire operating in It. we-lern pan of place
ie
.Moulton has had copies of all various. II.. drinks only at meal hours ;
va lit Uicv came out and
Iliriic
;
necessary
l He eil v. The hr,uses of Edmund P. Brown and
these documents made and he handed lie i- fond of sherry and Madeira ; his
ibe st< iia<
-honl, alter leaving RvdcFYV -ile- Millet- h:tve been entered and -iini- of
these eopies to the Committee, holding wineecllar contains probably the choicest
and v\ r< taken on b •:*»•«!
money taken front clothing.
himself ready to produce the originals collection
of
wine in America.
This
1. i.
r. Idigl.iie1. .bmrii.d "f tills 21,
Pile hiiltl opposite rhe cemetery advertised when the Committee desired to verify man's wealth is estimated at one hundred
j
.niojig im locals .oi -I.-count of the roeeptty Philo H«*rsey was soM at auction mi Tues- them. Beyond this Moulton was not will- millions, made by him since 181! t. in Xew
»n of a parly o
Amevi a tourisi-. by the day. in lot*; from two to live acres. Thr* price ing to make
any statement, nor did he York City, lie has no children ; he lias
I* ol dial
ind and
.!
Mans
feel himself justified in honor or in con
"liipli
not a single known relative on the lace of
*1,t.«i11• 1 \v :i- from s 1 tO to
pm- l>*t.
science lor producing am document save the earth. He is the last ol Ids race
uni ary
lie
dungs ... do Mayor and
file tiood 1'etnplaf" of thi- eii\ will make alt
those quoted by Titon in his -tatcmciit. i A f. Stewart
'tier
to which
among the tourists
t
Tlmrson
the
rain.
•\«*ur-dmi to Pnily \ ill age.
Moulton handed the ( ommitlee hisstale'-sponded. Mr * i.;rl« W Fv- dr-ri.'k. of this l:i\
next week, -bih in^t. The occa-ion w ill
inent and copies of the documents in TilA Hi i i-i I!i r.t ki i>.
'flu* Kentucky
> u a- ..ii 11 1111• \ oi. .ins pr.-sf nt <>n the
f»e a
i.i.l picnic of ihe tiond Templar- of the ton's eomiunnieatinn.
judge who challenged a Cincinnati editor
c. us jo n.
•-omit
it. appears lrom a Imrri*-<t
comparison to light him. in satisfaction of some
V\
I
d
1. ..II ha
o
i‘ Ills -lock ill
made liy the committee that Tilton in newspaper criticisms of his course as a
t imrndike »v < arle iiave raised a very handb
iii<i
about lo n I,;, from 'be -land so
flic
dust quoting the document* arranged them to pulili. man. got little satisfaction,
"i*rii- lettered hy Sanborn,
Minn- new
\ 1 »a: !>
! lull.
uid himself
suit himself in some eases only part of editor replied by an open letter in his
aero-> the w.a\ i- the venerable sign of Furber
*
to
rl
.raMH.
I. l
M'harli-slie
the document i* quoted and various signi- journal, the Inquirer, in which he said :
a P.eati. that ba** for forty-one tear*- told the
ficant passages are omitted
'll I acknowledge the right of every pubIn one ease
,.m tin- old customers
'pot,. it
local ion of that linn.
the letter is di\ ided by Tilton and made to lic wrongdoer, whose acts are discussed in
wil ci
pleasant gentlemaii and
The most of the taxes will have to bejpaid seem as ii there were two letters,
to know the
ap- the Kiiquirer. to challenge me to mortal
parently for the purpose of cumulating combat, 1 would find my time so thorha'
ailv and nightly within six months. Therefore the discount
dmi! ,1 t
The committee look on these oughly taken up with affairs of honor
whieh i*- being allowed i- fourteen percent on testimony
d-l'Timne be gr< ai questions that
c.i-h tax and forty on highway. \o di-count changes a very signilicant and as hearing that i would neither lie aide to earn a
ominunitv. i i- iust now
i■ ai• 'be
ruglivelihood nor serve the public. I have
heavily again-i Tilton.
id iln1 Beech*-’ mailer, ami v\hope after Saturday night next.
Moulton was briefly cross-examined, already expre-.sed the opinion thut in this
The
of
View
-tivet
wao
ha•.
mic i-sen],-i
fvcfoi
having notice
grading
begun lie reiterated tvliat
Bay
appeared in bis state- day tin code is the relttge ot swash-buck•n Tuesday last, and llu* work will he pushed
,u;b Tin- in w pv..ni.n -11 ’ibl deal leiiI have no ambition stive in my proment. that '! any attempt was made to lers
with vigor. If (.eo. Well< will remove that assail his
riv with tb« com;.
position as a f iend of both fession. 1 have no aim save to serve the
hill in the rear of the house owned by him. he
parties or to question his honor, lie might public, i have no pride save in the Kii•:.!<'
\
I
i:
11v prim* tl kills
Mr
will not only enhance the value of his own be under t’.e necessity of
making a further quirer and my own good name. 1 have no
who died on tho
a-i \v»vk
lh( .1« urn.ti
property, hut add irreutly i-» the h<,:utt> oi the .statement :but for the present lie contented regard for a code which the representatives
u:.' widow of the Kilo
:i•
u at ill*
himself with furnishing the committee ex- ot my own State, a- well as those of the
urronnding-.
u >w former citizen of
1
i;
act copies of the document- quoted hv
( ommonwealth which contains the body
Not mmn btisines- before the Police < '.•m «>I
...i• t.
>ii»
i:iiiirhi»*r of dona. Wilson.
Tilton.
of George IV llodge, have made as rehis
t..
late.
unable
For
drunk
and
pay
being
! gnmd-daughn
flohn Mitchell. om* of the
flic Eagle reporter, in an interview prehensible as
horse-stealing and highway
®ew
; the lown.
.ri\ »ropriciorMu* wa- **i»*‘ line. William Cunningham was on Friday
witli Moulton, obtained this announce- robbery
1 have made no arrangement
in
ment :
:
ii*1 thi-i-r
r■!
in
Purser Nathaniel to jail. For drunkenness and breaking gia®s
My statement, apart lrom supply- with tiie llritish Government lor the esihe railroad buildings, William (Quinlan wa®
ii" w<ri
N
ing the letter- from which Tilton quoted, tablishment ot a post office address
William got logcther iin
<lo and cost®.
can neither assist nor injure lleecher.
in 1 lie Dominion of Canada, but if there
it
'in- terms <.f ni- will.
receive annuities lined
i- in the hands of the committee and con- is a
amount and wa» di-. barged.
:.ii* during their jile-iiino. Tlie surlingering doubt in the mind of George
rojn h:
tains all 1 have got to say upon the case. 1!
At midnight on Friday
\ ITr.ivv Pain.
Hodge that I am lacking in the physi■r.r
ecu. oj -at, Francisco, and
Mr-,
The letters sent to me for my private in- cal courage necessary for the protection
\.
soaking rain began in thi- \icinity.
Mr-. Patt-r-on. oi a
ITpon their de- last
formation are my own property*, and I am of my name and the pursuit of my prowbieh continued with but little interruption
•;
;n-‘ e-h!". n«o', in tl:* hand-of trustees,
not under any obligations, even at the fession in Cincinnati, it is possible that
It wa- one of the
d to the iiy c: Bella-t lor educational until Monday morning.
desire of the writer, to make them public, upon application he will received satisheaviest rainfall® which we remember, it ex- and 1
-i.J; I- valued. we K-lievr, at SMO.noO.
am quite -lire that no power under
factory evidence t" the contrary. 1 protended all along the North Atlantic region, and Heaven can make me declare
from the pose 11, re-ide in this city and follow my
chit kens had Keen
•»!
>ur citizen- whoon
much
caused
oi many localities
damage.
house-top what lias been declared to me in prulessi,in without interference trom
.ptuivd ?•> -kunk-. lvc.-ntlv determined on
the secrecy of friendship. At all events I blackguard- or intimidation at the hands
At the yard of Henry M.t.ilLviNCHKl*
II* would lay in wail for the
ngennc
verv, Wednesday, the barkentiin
F.y\or of have acted on that belief and I shall have so-called rrentlemen.’’
itneve«. and -end them to kingdom «ome. il'
to see with other eyes before changing mv
tons, owned by Boston and P.angor
about
Too
>■•
he
ihere i- any -,i.h ]►::*«•*• for tin* varmint-.
mind on that subject.
Pills, Potions ami Pungencies.
to be commanded bv Capl. .1. I.itand
parties,
axled hi- gun with a very fatal charge. placed
The Eagle says the Committee had a
towed
to
She
wa®
of
latter
tlelieid
the
city.
ia easy chair in full \ .< w of the coop, and -at
All
tin* >i af round. N/o ridu ,/s < <>r,dr:/
tor
conference
this
afternoon and
meeting
‘titd.llini' l*oti:dr, < should be given to horses
The Sanford's wharf by the -team tug Hugh lb>~-. meet formally to-morrow, and then, in all
.wn with the gun aVros- hi- knee-.
that are “kept up." To hor-es and cattle that
>f lhingor. Thi® is a very superior lmilt ves•on wa- hign in the* heaven-*, and to wbffcprobability, will have Beecher before graze in iinmior
they should onlv hr- given in
sel. one ol MrHilvery's be®!.
them.
aw ay the turn
he -peeulated upon ihe theory
winter and spring.
The Argus says there are reports that
I he stable on Spring street owned by F. P.
Then he
its being made of green rhci-.
riieii; i
bin oiienwr in \ irginja named
Mrs. Tilton is prepared to state that she
that wasn't there, and Fastman, and occupied by Henry Dunbar, wa®
after a woman, and that i- all mouth.
oked
*r the count
has
been
under
a
hallucination,
a
laboring
a®
o.nnhre«: what kept tin north -tar alway- in recently complained of to the Police Court
< Mli- el’s and soldier- who served ill tho
army
that Beecher is willing to resign his
•: ■-aim* pl-.n
Then he yawned, and asked nui-ance by (»eo.< Ilarding. After a bearing.
sicians. ^urgeon<, and eminent men aiid
that
the
will refuse to phy
pastorate,
society
wyomen everywhere, join in recommending
rn-eif win n that ussed -kunk won la conn— .Judge .bdinsonlined the keeper slu A costs.
accept his resignation and that Tilton vv ill hdtnsni/s Aui,d[lm Liui,,itju( to hi* the best
< oek-a-doodle-do-o-o !'* eamo
Tin- ease was appealed. An application f<»r a
no thenupon these conditions again open the door internal ami external family medicine ever into the city
been
made
stable
has
for
the
license
l"
his
mar that look hint
>m the
vented.
That*-, our experience.
tp. with
of his house to his wife.
will
be
acted
which
to-night
upon
li wa-1tie rooster crowing lor daylight, government,
Year-' Experience have tested the virForty
that
the
The
complainant alleges
Thursday, i
The -kunk still
ll he me
A Wur of Races. The Irrepressible tue-of 7m. II (star's lUdsii/u <,i Wild C/07//7/,
-)**pt all iiivhi !
si aide i- within ;< few feel of hi-house, and conand it i- now generally acknowledged to he the
Conflict Still Going On.
>7 remedy extant for pulmonary and lung
stitutes anui®anee. After the action oHlie .Tty
Mi
Minus.
A
t'hos.* \\ liu
11.
diseases : embracing tlie whole range from a
to
li-'IO.N.
Tenn.,
1 MV j;it<Al.I"T r\4
Aug.
special
government, lie propo .es t<> move fur an abatecold to a settled consumption. Were it
the
front
slight
Ark.,
this
mornrout
Helena,
.i!v:ition and h:ivr a lifty
Appeal
in lr«-e
ment by injunction.
not for it- nu
it would long since have
ing, says: ••Last night throe ladies ami “died, and made no sign/
; iji.” wiih :t lair-prinkling of Othordox and
Mrs. ]},mier and Mr-. Wliite. two
1.1 nt'.KTY.
arrived from Austin in a
gentlemen
Methodist brethren, numbering nearly three
A little one after undergoing thcdi-:m.«-cable
with some small ejtildren were thrown from a skill
They report considerable lighting
mudred.—the largest pavtv oi th<• season,
Now |
Mr®
The commander of operation of \ ae. ination, ex.-laimed.
wagon on the tith, and severely injured.
yesterday
evening.
last.
to
won't have to he baptized, will 1
.wade their annual exeurs'ion on Friday
While remained uncon-eiou- for several day-. the post despatched twenty-live men on
4 u^tine
ami ld» -l'orii on -i»am**r Pionem*.
‘JO.OUO CU1V- of FILES ha- been recorded
1 ho road to Cold Water station on the
l.t\( oi.n vn.i.r..
Kvervthing i- quiet on the
\rri\ing at 1:vder’- <’<»ve a large number emand 1'ennessee Ilailroad. and during the past live Nearby AXAKESls, the
Mississippi
Ibu-e Pailroad. Appearance® indicate that it
happie-t discovery in medicine ever made. No
w for tin*
-bore. a- the low wa,.irked in
a
piequet of twenty negroes, disease is more painful and vexatious than
i- a dead enterprise.
The fanner® are mo-tly raptured
r vvould not admit the -trainer i«* her wharf,
who were stationed about two miles front FILE.--and lotion-ointment-, and quack no
done haying on tlieir upland-, but meadow are
them in. and disarmed H um- a!way make them wor e. AX F si
i t,i- wharf i- to b»* extended sixty feet to the
town, brought
1 lie hay
}»u*llv overrtowed by the late rain.
painh
simple permanent1
them. One ol them tried to escape, but is an inl.dlibli
i t. remainder proceeded to < asline
riunnel.
cure, act- i- a
bougec soothing poultice and
be about up to an average with late lie was fired
tie re they arrived at 12 oYloek.
faking their crop will
upon and killed, and in the nicdieiue. Tlie relief from pain is in-tantaue!
Other erops are looking well, but are melee which ensued another
tin* party wandered about to year-.
negro was ou- and eun certain. \11 Doctors recommend
nner h-.i-keTbackward. There will not he much corn that wounded.
I.ater in the day a large body it. FriceSl.bh. Sold b\ W m. O. Four X '-Oil.
.md a -hnd> nook h* enjoy their repast. Those
will go to seed thi® year from present appear- of negroes advanced from the south, and F.clf.i : Me., and Druggi-t everywhere.
who veiierat** tin* heroic deed- of tlie past
an. e-.
The apple crop look® promising. P«d- .attacked, driving in the white skirmishers
■ought the ruins of the old fort, and there
to the Conti House, where the main body
iii. an a- quiet a® a (Quaker meeting.
T\sta»i:i\ i- more than a substitute for Da-preud their rloih-. Others repaired to the |
of the whites were stationed.
They tor oil. It i- the only suij\> article in exi-tem-e
\orinal Sehool building, wliieh was opened
i- certain to as-imilate the food, regulate
W
hi*!*
A New Gold Country.
charged, and the negroes were repulsed tin*
bowv|s. cure wind-colic and produce natural
r their benefit, and erected table- in the spaw it h a loss of several killed and wounded.
ihi* special correN i:v\ \ « »i:k, A ug. 10.
sleep. It coniain- neither minerals, morphine
Still others remained on board.
wns rooms.
The lighting was going on when the in- or
alcohol and i- pleasant to take. ( hildtvn
spondence of the Tribune from the headquarters
A Iter dinner a eouple ot hour- were spent in
ivls
tin* Black Hills expedition in Dakota Terri- form ants left. and they were fired upon as need n it -tv and m others may rest.
e.king over the town. < a-line. strieilv spoak- tory furnishes some remarkable information they crossed over to Ship Island
there.
A second despatch from Helena savs a
ie:. is
lini-hed town, but a wry plea<an1 one. concerning a new gold country discovered
C&utaur Liniment*
has been toundin quantiAfter Already it is said gold
courier from Maj. Woodson of Austin
and quite a resort for dimmer visitors.
ties sufficient to abundantly repay working.
at
I !l -IV l- 110 pain will* li 1 he
reached
Hernando
<
ove
daylight, stating
Al! the geological indications point to valuable
doing the plaee we proeeeded to Ryder*exthat Austin was surrounded by about ldlio
t.
Liniments will not n*and went on Snore for an hour’- run. This is tields. The ‘flora is the most varied and
uberant of any Mvtion this side of Calilornia. negroes and asking for help.
About 200
li'-Vf, no swelling they will not
Ait- oni>
illuge w. ever -aw wholly owned hv In this respect'
it is a new Florida; it may prove
men from Hernando and vicinity will he
'Ii1m1ii»‘, and no lamenes, whhli
•ne man—Mr. IVn
Kyder. He i- monareh of to be a new Eldorado. The command i> in
here at 2 o'clock and in company with
A m*
a. 11 he surveylurg hotel, with beau- good health, and explorations are being rapidly
will not Hire.
This ithey
eonduetod. “Leaving l>rospeet Valiev. Dakota, volunteers from this city will start at 1
fill ground called, the Seaside House; a store:
>Iron" language, hut it i> mio.
Dr. Smith, who is the
loth the expedition moved in a southwest o'clock for Austin.
duly
wharf; another dwelling house: -evend oth- direction until h reached the \ alley of the Little unfortunate cause of the trouble, reached
The\ have produced more euros
Missouri, up which it travelled twenty-one here last
♦*i -mailer building-, and even the Cove itself—
Some three weeks since of rlu uinuti.-m, neuralgia, lock-jaw, paLy,
night.
miles. The \ alley was almost destitute of gras^.
A- the day was nearly « onsumed
.11 Ryder’.caked brea-t-, scald-. burns,
From the Little Missouri to the Valley of the lie was attacked in tin streets ol Austin sprain-, .-wcllim
steamed huek t > the ,-*ty fully -atisfied with Belle Tour lie the country was generally barren b\ a negro, and drawing a pistol tired at -alt rheum, »■:«radio. A •*.» upon lhe human frame,
vs
ii wa- u very remunera- and uninviting. The Belle Fourche was reached the negro but missed him and killed a lit- an.I of -train-, >pa\ in. galls, Ac., upon animalne day’s pleasure,
on the lstli of duly, and good grass, water and
tle negro girl standing by, which exas- in one vrar than have all other pretended remive trip to the boat, taking #111.f*0, besides the
wood were abundant. From this point just
perated the negroes to such an extent that edic- sinee llie world began. They are counteruvular pussmger and freight money.
west of the line separating Dakota from Wyothey collected a mob and took Dr. Smith irritant .'‘all-healing pain reliever-. Cripples
a skirmish was begun through the outlying
ming
it \mi:k 1'ionki k.
Hi:it Hoi it and Frto hang him, which they
ranges of hills. The country was a very superior to the woods
their crutches, the lame walk,
Ii ha* l>ef*n six week*
the Prospect*-.
one?covered with excellent grass, and having would have done but tor the entreaties ol throw away
bite- are rendered harmless and the
On the 'JlM a halt and
poisonous
an abundance of limber.
m<*e the route between Bella t. P.rooksville
and
the
Doctor's wife.
Maj. Woodson
was made within forty miles of a
a -car.
The reUvl Cuotine has been established, and it* very encampment
Since that time Dr. Smith has been volun- wounded are healed without
in Wyoming, called Inyan
prominent
peak
around each bottle. They -ell
nattering siicoe*- warrant* a lew word* in it* Kara, fiUOO lcet high. which peak the expedition tarily an inmate of the jail to prevent be- cipe i- published
sold, and they sod he
The want ol direet >team eommuniea- ascended.
luvnr.
ing mobbed until last Friday, when some a- no article- ever before
The expedition then turned due east, and friends came and carried him to Hernando, eau.-e they do just what they pretend to do.
<
lieeastern
towns
has
and
'u«tine
with
,>n
attempted the passage of ilie Black Hills. Afwhich the negroes collected Tho-e who now -utler from rheumati-m. pain
been felt by our buxines- men. and sever* ter a short march it came into a most beautiful on learning
in large numbers and notified the Mayor or swelling deserve 1<* suffer if they will not u-c
,.i attempt* have been made in this direction,
valley, “its equal,*' said Gen. Glister. “I
have never seen." Kvery step of our march that unless lie be brought hack and put in Centaur Liniment, white wrapper. More than
,jr not until Me*«r«. Walker A. Castle introthat day was amid flowers of the most exqui- jail they would Irani the town.
1000 certificate- of remarkable cure-, ineluding
dueed tin present boat have they been eonsum- site color and perfume, some belonging to new
A third desMr.ueins, Tenn.. Aug. II
frozen limb-, chronic rheumatism, gout, runni
Belfast
The situation
mated.
naturally or unclassified species. The total flora ol the
to
the
from
Helena
that
Appeal
says
The water in the patch
ning tumors, ,‘vc.. have been received. We will
T^nds to draw trade and travel from her east- valley embraces TJ,'» species.
telegrams are being received from the send a circular containing certificate-, the restreams stood at 44 degrees. The beautiful
ern neighbor*. and it i* the linn eonvietion oj
of
Austin
lor
men, arms
vale was named Floral V alley. During the vicinity
asking
to any one requesting it.
One
apt. Hatch that ihe«e cun be cultivated if march through this valley a small body ol and ammunition and stating that unless cipe. Jv«\, gratis,
bottle of
wrapper Centaur Liniment ithe
One
Stab,
and
w
Indians
as
encountered,
n-h an extent that in a few year- one boat
the whites, who are surrounded in the* worth oneyellow
swoenied
horses
hundred
dollars
for
the camp, lfc had recently
Al- chief, brought intq
court house, are speedily relieved they ami mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stockill not be '.uflieicnt in do the business.
returned from the iiostne camp on Powder river
felt.
The
is
lost ten killed in the will he forced 1n surrender. One steamer owner—tli£- liniments are worth your ‘attenthisibeing
and
said
the
Indians
regular
that
passengei
ady
.Nil family should be without them.
to leave at b o’clock tion.
.ravel and freight—exclusive ot the exeursioi: tight w ith the Bozeman Exploring Party. On had been chartered
for family u-e;” Yellow wrapthe noth the expedition camped within four and will carry a large number of men well ‘•White wrapper
ho
Sold by all Druggi-t-.
purtie—at he very outlet, are more that miles of the Western base of Harney’s Peak
per for aniuiuN.
armed.
cents per bottle; large bottles, §1.00. ,L lb
-.11 ihi> rmmiiur fiv nonuK
Ii
coal stove, may find

^"'ep

A Millionaire at Saratoga,
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Weekly for the Journal.
I’.KM Asr, Wednesday, Aug.
s'.'.ooa l-l.oo ipattul Hog,
s l.oo Clear Salt Fork,
s LoOaOo Mutton
per Hi.,
* i.v.*.'»ahO;Lamb
per lb.,
ikiaOh,Turkey per lb.,

Flour,
M-.-al.

ont

■

■

••

<

Kye Meal,
live,

Harley,
Bealls,
Marrowfat IN

(hits,
Potatoes, new
Dried Apple-,

Cooking Ai. 1.1
Butler,
Cheese,

->aOO Calf

Lard,
Beef,
Baldwin A«.pl

s

1 fuOO
y.
•S'. .a 1 .t 0
SG.OC a S C O
■S LOOaC.t'O
•4 t 0
SS.CCi; JO

Sail Hard Wood,
nOa.OOSoft. Wood,
7aOT)ry Pollock

Veal.
Dry Cod.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
r

GINGER,

*,

CHOLERA MORBUS.
(

lamp-. Pain-. Piarrhoa. and Dysentery, are iu'•taiitly reli'w d l.y ii
it will render an attack ol
mm ru Moil,n
imj>o--ible, if taken when the symp.
p uis ot tindangerou- complaint first manite-t
t

heinselve;-.

CRAMPS AND PAINS
\\ hethei

produced by indigo-1 ion. improper mod,
water or dim, too five indulgence in jt>e
to -sudden changes of
temperature,
immediately relieved by it one ounce- added to
gallon oi'

d'ange
"ati c.
are
a

oi

exposure

iCE WATER
And. weetrued, lorm- a mixture which, ;i- a Cool,
in®, healthy, and refreshing .Summer beverage has
t'O equal,
barrels ol j,(. water, prepared iu this
wav. may be drank without the
-light, -i injm v.aud
the man who tind- in this a substitute for
happv
spirituous liquors, its value to the Parmer, Ale.
chain. and Laborer, cannot he overestimated. It iso
cheap as to he within the reach oi all;
iim-ly
flavored :i
t. L-- rtijoved bvlowi
..i tin < hoice-t

WT LL 141 PAID
i
ALT I I II 'Many other I'.xtr..

<

| If

|
1<

miuie

l

iqv

-a'r

or

Druggists

all

SHIP
PORT

Dealer- in Medicine.
1?4» UuMiingioii

POTTER,
tLeiloii,

WI KliN A
^t.

s.

v

1

Agents.

HOW IS & Til

ILXI.AIl
tor;- holt-e

Apply
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1.1.1. in th>
of Miller and
M. A.ri'I.L.WN
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Aii"

.wp4

■4th.
ot 11.
rib.
loth.
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1 >r. SCHENCK’S
Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic,
ancl Mandrake Pills.
I If

medicine- have undoubted!;, periormed more
o Consumption than any other
'•io
remedy known
to t!u
American public.
I'hey are compounded of
vey.-tahb ingr* dients, and contain nothin® which
an be injurious to the human constitution.
< olier l.-mcdie- adv erti-md a- cure
for ( on-umptit.n, probably contain opium, which i- a somewhat
dangerou- drug in all case-. and if taken frrelv b\
con-umptive patient.-, u must do great injury, t Y
it- tendency i- to online tin- morbid matter in the
-y-t* tn, which, oi our-e, mn-t make a cur jmpo>1
>•

f

1 he

jykhI-,

h..\ v plared all of the-r good- upon
outliers and every oustomei ran
Hu* unrulier ni‘ \ ir»l> rarh
pi,.,*.■miain
and learn tin- prim
--I' them.

W

••

Til*’

I*

«•

'-’M. k

commence >oon

'IMin
t\v.;

'.». n|

the engineers end a small escort. The peak \vas
found to he the highest point in flic Black Hills.
On the morning of August 2d Hvo companies,
under col. Hart, were despatched to extend
onr explorations in a southerly direction to the
South Fork of the Cheyenne whilst (ten. < lister
with the companies of cavalry will endeavor
to reach the -ame stream in a southwesterly
eu breeze, as well ac to our own citizens, and
direction from Harney's l’eak. Everything in;ll afford both pleasure ami profit.
dicates all abundance of moisture within the
1 he usual mode of travel in the winter scaspace occupied by the Black Hills. Gold has
has
been found in several places, and it is the opinnt from Castine and the eastern towns,
of those who are giving attention to the
ion
been a long and tedious stage drive to Bangor
subject that it will be discovered in paying
to reach the ear*, not daring to risl; a passage
quantities. Veins of what the geologists call
.•'•mss the buy in a sailing packet.
This will ‘■bearing quartz" crop out on almost every
hillside. All existing geological or geographiI,-* obviated by the present arrangement:
a pascal maps of this region have been found incoruge across the bay on the Pioneer will be a
The northward march w as to begin in a
rect
Custer exoinfort.
few’days from this date, anil Gen.
This route should be liberally patronized for pects to reach Fort l.iiieoln b\ the *d-l o|
die convenience it affords, and we trust the ex- August.
•ct at ions of it- friends will be fully realized.
Annie Louise Cary ts visiting in the
"IahSPORT. A revival b needed to touch town oi Durham, and enjoying the sweets
<
the consciences of some of our people.
apt. of rustic
A correspondent ol the
lile.
John McGilvery is building a fine residence,
Lewiston
Journal
tells how she aided the
were
tound
to
and in raising the fnifties there
choir
one
Sabbathsome
3000
he r>9 pieces missing, together with
Last Sunday she sung in the little church:
feet of plank. Besides this, we arc afflicted that wlor'inua
Vrvif.n
l>n>m frtiirwl tin 1‘GGlil
"ctK,
one
thieves,
with clothes-line
uay
tv’cpn the narrow walls, so it hurst out through
the
fell
doors
and windows and scattered its rich
:i
son, aged b years, of Mial Sargent,
over the fields, until the answering
from a load of hay and broke his arm. C'apt. melody
echoes gave back the sweet
harmony. She
Elisha Eanpher caught in his weir a mackerel sang with the choir. But
choir, organ, organist
all
a
and
were
all
Last
swallowed
Friday
that weighed four pounds.
up in the triumphant glory of that one voice.
party that left for a cruise among the islands,
found their craft ashore on Lanpher Ledge,
-The vilest sinner may return," wrote a
and suspicions are raised that their lemonade pious Methodist girl to her lover, with whom
had parted in anger.
she
with
was compounded
contraband ingredients.

summer seu«on -he will he very popular as
excursion boat. The historic lown of < a>iu»', the beautiful proven and walks of i^lcs*»nro\ are always attraelive point'- to our
: fiends of the interior who enjoy a snnft of the
fie
ri

v

same

paper

Ko.sk tV

< •>.

Broadway, New York.

says that the negroes surrounding Austin
were charged on the south this morning
BOSTON MARKET.
liv a l>odv of mounted whites who killed
Monday, August It*.
We quote tine -New York and'Vermont
Ill I I KK
The
! or d and captured -’0 negroes.
per lb, good do, 27 a‘,\Sc; tine Western, 2 >a
blacks number seven hundred and 1 lie nt 29a51e
r»:c, medium and common do, lou22c.
whites have about two hundred. 1 loth
< IIEESE—We quote tine New York and Vermont
and tine Western at 12a 12 1 2c; farm
parties are expecting rcintoroemcnts. At at lSalat 1-c,
12ate. l ic: medium and common cheese at
dairy
present the whites have the best ot the 9alie.
PLAN.*-—t rade is quiet and the market is firm at
fight. The negro hands on the plantations
2ua 2 25 per bush for mediums and $2 4oa2 ; 5 per
opposite on the Arkansas side are arriving $2
hush for pea beans.
and marehing on Austin in large numbers.
LOGS—Prices tor wholesale lots of Northern and
Eastern eggs at 2fa2»c, and johbsug price at 25a2t>e
A philanthropist got hold ol‘ a “loyal'’ per dozen.
VEGETABLES—Potatoes are in good supply at
Indian at a western agency, the other day, $2 25 per bbl; < mions sell at $4 50 per bbl, .Harrow
and after preaching to him two hours on Squash at $2 00 per bbl; Watermellons are plenty
at $15 00a?n 00
hundred, and Cantelopes at $2 00
the blessings of civilization, rigged him a2 25 per bbl. per
11A Y—We quote choice lots of fine red top at $l$a
in an ill-litting suit of store clothes, gave
19 per ton; medium coarse at $21a22 per ton; line
Him some soap, a towel, and a line-tooth choice
at $2f>a2C> per ton. Straw is lower, and we
the
adand
loose,
with
turned
him
comb,
quote at $20a22 per ton.
monition to go and lead a decent life like
a white man.
The untutored child of the
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
forest obeyed the injunction by getting
Wednesday, August 5.
At market for the current week—Cattle 2721: Sheep
drunk
that night, and next morn- and Lambs 75ftft; Swine
royally
ft,500; number ot Western
Cattle and Working Oxen an d
ing the philanthropist found the whole Cattle 2003. Northern
120.
Eastern
Milch
Cows,
Cattle, 18.
outfit done up in a bundle and loft in his
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. ExIront door-yard.
tra quality $7 25a7 75; first quality $6 75a7 00;
second quality $6 25 aft 02; third quality $525aG 00;
of course Oxen, Bulls, &c., $.'» 50a4 50.
The news from the south-west shows poorest grade
Brighton Hides—8c per lb. Brighton Tallow 5n5 1-2
is
lb.
alinn
radical
the
per
policy
that
bearing
Country Hides—7a7 l-2c per lb. Country Tallow
(]ant fruit. A war of races is going on. 4 l-2c per lb.
Call Skins—HalGc per lb. Wool Sheep Skins $2.5C
with all of its usual teroeity.
a) O0. Lamb Skins 50c. Sheared Sheep Skins .°,5c.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of lpr,gth 7 It 4 lr
1 pr, 7 ft. 4 in $200; 1 pr. ft ft, 8 in $105; 1 pr
Xone. so thoroughly over-estimate a< i.$185;
ft, bin, S170 ; 1 pr, $135.
ethem solves, ff* i;ei iMilch Cows ana Stores—We quote extra at $55a?<.
they who over-e stint at
ordinary $25aro per head.
eric it. Marvin.
—
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ate re.pi.etl to
Drill.-'Tat- •'. Ktl.'X
meet in ( om ♦ nti'.n at l \1(>N HALL. lIlh.MAs1 g.'d, is; 1, at lu o’clock
ioN.-A ll PDAY AL Gl
in the forenoon, to nominate candidate- for senator,
sheriIf. * ount Altorm ;. County C otnmi- -inm r and
<
ounty 1 reusurer also t>. tram act all other buGne-s
properly coming hi tor.* the Convention.
the basis of'representation will be tin -ante as
ill entitle *• .ch eit\ am! town to
la.-t vear. and
b OA
delegate- -I

l‘h*

North 11 «\ «*n
Kockluud
South Tlmma-toii
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A LARGE LOT

(

DEMOCRATIC

and

our
i*an

nrr

ih

PATTERNS

NEW

COPARTNERSHIP
rpi11;
1 tween S.
El.Lls &

heretofore exist in**; be.
he
jjik\, i- dissolved,
l.ii-iness will be settled as speedily
a-ypo-sihle b>
l.LI.ls & CINN, who will continue the (irocerv’
.ruin and Flour business ut .No. ::»» Church .street
< 11A R 1.1 S |
UU UFlMi. FLUClNN
lb-liust, Auif. :;d, ls74.— ;w

TU E SUBSC It IREK otters lor >nlc the
well known Phenix House, on Phenix
Kow, a public house of long standing,
The
together with stable and
house is centrally located, near
■ above
Bmlroad depot and steamboat wharves.
lo a person desirous of keeping a public bouse a good bargain will be bud. ('all on tbe subscriber on tbe
.1 V WHITl
premises.
»l\v
Belfast. Aug. C.lb.

A

JUST RECEIVED

ll: I.>!l

Will I K LOAF BKI'.A I) will be baked
daily, at my Bakery on Cross street, during tbe
warm went her.
.also a

CART

J. C. THOMPSON’S.
The Above Will be Sold LOW
—

Democrats of the several towns ami plantations within the County of Lincoln, are requested to
meet in Convention at the COURT IIUl'SF, WISCASSKT, on FRIDAY, the 28th <lay of AUGUST.
ISM, tit 10 o’clock A. M.. for the following purposes,
1 he

nominate candidates for the offices ot State
senator, Sheriff. Clerk of the Courts, Register of
Probate, County Commissioner and County TreaTo select a County Committee for the year
surer.
commencing January 1, 187.*, and to transact such
other business as may be deemed expedient.
Fvery town and plantation will be entitled to one
delegate and an additional delegate for every .00
votes east for the Democratic Candidate for Governor at the State election of 1873, and a fraction ol
lit; votes will be entitled to an additional delegate;
upon the above basis the several towns and plantations will be entitled to delegates as follows—Atna
2; Boothbny ; Bremen 2; Bristol 5; Damariscotta
:j; Dresden 2; Kdgecomb2; Jefferson 3; New Castie 3; Nobleboro 3; Somerville 2; Southport 1;
Waldoboro ;; Westport 1; Whitefield 2; Wi casset
5; Monhegan 1.
Henry Farrington.
R. C. Chapman,
R. T. Ri'Nulett.
Dennis R. Haney
Winthrop If, Weeks
Democratic County Committee.

I n..\v

Crackers, l“ilot, Ship and Soda IIread, Oyster
Crackers, Pies, Cakes, &c., constantly on hand at
wholesale and retail. Brown Bread » very Sunday
A. F. RIGGS, Baker.
morning.
Belfast, Aug. "th. 1S7C- -tt».

Lobsters!

the sale of Lobsters t:«k<*'
rpiil law prohibiting
JL ll'-et August 1. 1S74. \V- -hall continue to

ALL OTHER KINDS OF FISH
And

Groceries!
.a'sr Tin:

H'K HAVE A

HALIBUT

Halibut Heads.
WHICH

sa.mi:.

r.OOD STOCK

OK

TRIMMED

\a|iea and

Fins,

keep the

Switches tor the Hark m
i2.7‘i 3.00 a.00 5.00 ti.00 8.00 'Ui
10.00, and the very t.est at I ',.of*. Ah.,

fRIZZETTS,
dr.vnpti.in

.And •■very

Pollock, See..

OR

RETAIL!

4jQr*Don’t pay the High Prices for FLOU1L We
are selling the “Lillie Beaufj" for $10.30
Every barrel warranted. It corner
per barrel.
right up along <ide of PLANTS.

A. T.. DURHAM.
Bclfact.

Inly

:v.

14

Sw4

LINEN HRAIOs
i.f

GOODS

ili«‘vr-ry 1,0\\ Ls T Pitll.T.s tiri'
ln<( in M_Y\ YORK .»r B<KiO\

iml made in;

ti

••

'-Will 111

put', per ounce
8. f, W LLLS

MEW

l"i Irt.iin St,

STOCK
—OP-

Medicines,
Drug's,
GREAT
VARIETY Of

TJATI

Till -G> 1 VTlUI’l.V
'l l

M

M \\

DICIXKS every

POWDER GUNS

for 'I'.iiicriii., puwKi
hu-hr or j.liiui-. :.e

r<•(>

With increased lacilitie-j we .are non r< ,d\
tarnish and till MEDICINE CHESTS
style and pru*1, with manual <>t lull d.rt ;.
di^easeH.

FREE!

most

complete

and

i.
■

BELFAST

largest
$0.02

| Nico in Colors,
Very Pine

in all Shades,

Splendid Operas,
The Very Best Black

or

1.00

Head of th“

1.25

superior tools

Colors, 2.00

by mail to any pan
ceipt of the price

of I

1.50
>.

on

re-

B. F. WELLS.

aunotwi-

e-. :i*

its customers and the public that -in-..-tie hr*- hiha9 leased and fitted up the Wilder 1-oundrv, m ti..

Tide, Belfast, and is “upplyiu" it \\ nt»
of every description, l.-tthes, rian*

&c., and is

1.25

Gents Kids in all Shades,
Sent

General Foundry & Machinists
The Manager of this establishment

Good 2 Button Kids,

Prepared

to Fill all Orders

with

promptness «nd to turn out FIRST CI.Avn
WORK
Mr. Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known
supervisors uud workmen ol' the establishment, will
be found at tb«* new place, ready t > w
t upon eu
Manager's

office in Ph^nix R«»w,

over

(liu

|

White’s store.

THE IM.ACE lO lit V YOUlt

Patent Medicine
PURE DRUGS
anti CHEMICALS,

R.

Superintendent.

Belfast, Sept, y.’, 1871

H. MOODY’S

Cor. Main aid High Streets,
Who has also a large assortment ol
TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS

All of which lie offer' very cheap tor
Please call anil examine before
cash.
parching elsewhere.

(^"Physicians' prescription

compounded

are prepared to doji" sawing and wood turn
in any amount ami style.
Having just put on
some new and expensive tools lor the purpose,
can now execute iron planing to w. inches. :nid turn
shafting up to 10 feet lengths.

We

ing,

Orders left at the office over ijno. F. Whii*
Phenix Row, will meet with
prompt attention.
W W.
CASTLK, President & Manager
ISAAC < ABBOT T, Sec’y &

FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,
SPONGES, &C.,

FINS !

wil.r. BE SOLD AT

WHOLESALE

!

*V*L001v IN at mi ;• pJ.u aim ». pplt !
WM. 0. POOR 4 SON. Johu-.o.i Min. it

\ ||

'fork in Maine

to

\

<

Kid Cloves! FOUNDRY CO.

I

LINCOLN COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.

V

afternoon, Sunciav’s excepted,
streets giving all a chance to

through the principal
purchase.

Bye

,\f\\

IrOJM

TRUSSES

V T

BREAD!BREAD! TRIMMER

Good

i:I i

\

Bill Bill SWITCHES!

7.'.

N J)

BORDERS

tie Democrats ol tin
notified
riot, are

Tilth congressional Disto meet in Convent ion by
hereby
F.M>
their delegates, in HANCOCK 11AII.
WOUTll. on Tl I'.sDAt the M day of Aug., at 1<
A. M., To nominate a eundidat* for Congress, and
transact any other buxines-' that may properly come
before the Convention.
The basis of representation u ill be the Democratic
Congressional vote of 1*7-. liuch City and Town
will be entitled to two delegates and one delegate
for every twenty votes cast for the Democratic ConA City or Town having
gressional Nominee in
a majorit}
fraction will be entitled to an additional
KrsSr.bb A. Tm:a
delegate.
Acting Chairman of the District Committee.
Frankfort, Aug. 9th, 18M.
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LA DIES !:

HAIR

garden.

run

>

!

line a^orirnout
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New Firm!

will be

DISTRICT CONVENTION.

t't.-n.
a

E E

llM\C JllSl !TOt.‘iVI*<l

Ar

DISSOLUTION

BREAD

rurUn-v <1.;
sell to thr- I'r

LADIES !
i

Received

I

VI

O. THORNDIKE.

i l.A.'TIt

CON-

HANGINGS

HATS, CHIGNONS,
lJu\

Hotel For Sale!
Hi

Spoons.

heal HAIR.

i'

(i

>

vi'f

n:

front Hrauls from liOc to $2 00.

i ill. SLB-SCRI151 :ir oil cl’** ibr.-ul* ill
>argain, two valuable youug hor-v. UrnKiiom colt lour year* old, verv nroimwj. \vr4n- luuu pouinis.
.if firiht live year-?
Miivi wt iL'h-i iibout 1000 pounds. Cun lu* seen ui helb L. Nickerson, Senrsport.
tarm
1
IIA.N mN
1
;ir-i--rt. \uy. >.t>i, 1>: I.
;u

Watt
Kl.ox

import

e

Horses For Sale!

A

S

N- R. All person- ImEm. <l
ill t i..i
the late Timothy Thorndilo an i.mi Em-ir P.
with our linn, ami ih«*\ r.• ici,m
and '< ttle oi n
u;,i»

V7.I1

VENTION.

viz:

!«u «*•:*><*tiThe

tll'Tly O.'C:iT*i«*'1 hy 1*. M. Mood’',
opposite ih<
)■<
.\hi-iha- r.ptntd a

l'»:

l.OKM

I

1

FlXTHi'Es. iV/i•.
U

E.

■

M. D.,

:

va

HORDEKs.
<
i 'RT VI NTS.

Maine.

Belfast,

Davis, :>i.

ountw are
I In- Democrat- m Waldo
hereby
notified to ini'i-1 1 »\ their Delegates in Convention,
i, on sati udav.
at tin-corn
m u si;.
Al (ij&ttli. at ten o'clock in the ton-noon. t<. nomia
Sheri if, Count\
nate two candidate-{'or Senab
Attorney, freasurer. and one.t ountyi ornmis-ioner.
and to transact any other loi- u<" that mn> come
before the Convention.
I he basis of representation lor <aid Com ••ntion, i>
the Democratic C.ubernatorinl vote of l-: :.
livery
town shall be entitled to two delegates. ;.nd one
at -aid
additional delegate for every v"» vote- ea
election and one for a majority fraction.
M. A. Mic.ii.i., Chairman *
<'mi,nut lee.
I.. II. Mr urn. Secret a

FIFTH

1.

of it. r

>.

Alat.uicu-

..1

11

FLETCHER,

—

1

1 hoina-lot.
Warren
Washington

Mope

>CI

».N I

and fr -idenct- at tin house ol .1
oi Cedar and Franklin Streets

KNOX COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CONVEN-

Dene

K.

\ K I

M

all :h*

l.iti- st vk— Itui nil "pi

>

WHOLESALE PUP

Spring

PHYSICIAN A SURGEON

ol
P.eimont me re,pie t.-d to
lit- School ll.-.i .-, ill Do It act No.
•■el,ill", >fh ill-l., at •'.* Ylock, to eh.HI
tlm Dmo. alic
>>ii entious.
PI P ORDER

llili
t.i

I

All til

lartuivrs

>.

r.«-i

l'A.N

\

U

at

Each delegate
thiim tot p

( I

nrrd

The Democrat
it

l

J. M.

EL M O N T

meet iu cum
4. lhurs.la'-

<

I 1 Ks

mm!

in

viliin.': in that Inn

PAPER

l iiui' hii'iii'l.i’ti for till occasion' arid .»i u‘\ i;.a.
iood and capable drivers 1urni»hPd warn required
.iv(» in*- :i call and ii v in*, teams.

it.

Dt

L

J>

A

’l oi].a

Forks.
1'i

New Carriage*,
Harnesses, &c.

ANTED!

^7

■•

i.

Fancy Articles.
Ami

•iable*, 'locked with
First-Class llori.cx.

rnniii.i: riiors.vxi) :u)O0 dollar* wanted,.n
A Krai 1 late Socuritv.
1IV.l
Adder- l*‘. n I',ox .No id:. ID-lf.-.'t,

■

a;

.-an ».

Ice Sets.

Ics- tlimi lhi-*: >i \!:KI.T
\ Al.n;

-i

Henry Dunbar, Jr.,
"ii

amt

••■mplaiiit
f

want

r^N

MONEY WANTED.

■

ii.

Tea Sets.

.-»»

over.

LIVERY STABLE!

v

a

pri'-P"

at

Tugt-tln r wiih an
<.'OMMt'N
ROCKERY
>tvle> ami also a lara'
EARTHEN WARE

NEW

C. HERVEY, Phenix Row

mu o i. d

Ill

Wave,

BELFAST. MAINE.

PRICE

.■if.

IsC

ovare d

Hay ford Block, Church Street.

tV All It ANTF.l

hi

1

ill

s.
French China To:i
tan- h Bold Bain l W Plain
Srorto Ch ina s^i
C'liina and T >.•<

G. W. Burkett & Co.,

GIVE ME A CALI,

in ihe back,
-i;le. we would

11..

wholPSIlF* UIKt l< I a i!
;n low a- tlip\
rho-i'd Phew hen
\\’o |, v«‘ oi Ii

$3000

ih<

-AT A—

LOW

i.,1 \

\\

I'Iip 'Ui.-oribor haw t'orme>t..
-j..:•
muter the above name for tin \ .irj
in-vim*- i.ii ..rookery Minin.
in Urunclips. atjthp old 'i:ir..l N
M \In St.,lormerlv oempi.-.t
the late T. TlIoRNTHhi:

of oo.i.l-

rriTVCE KEEPER

Why

lil

THORNDIKE & CARLM

l’.ho-U Al-

i

;

be l.lllllil

Afu>

i.

* ir<»ui>:-‘
*'ii!
plea-un* !<• Miow mir -o.ui*,
■'•nil ,v-'
»ii ;i>'suro tho public ttint yy'
inin c:u*n«"t in flosinu: oui

’•''■■i-ili

from the

O

I

ns.-Timi-m

AMERICAN & IMPORTED.

I'/kmI,

UHnil!

UiRIVEIl THIS DAY, Silver Plated Ware

|

GOLD 4 VII SUA Elt.

want

at

Faun hoods and Fi imininon
Ii. 1 l'u

vnnam Ribbon-. Fan-, Limp^,]-l inet
:u*o<, Standard Trimming-, Holt-.
ornament*. shawl-, l iannH-.

I’Kh 1

I. U.)l US AND Gl A’Ts

care

It

-I

■>

H. H. Johnson & Co

HAMBtmCS !

MUSIC.

Selected with

t

.*■«

in-

i'iiiiini*

.Ii'<

••

I

ait• -r.

u

Boat.

Every

i'Klt !

.t

Wholesale

good- udverli-ed

i<»•

Of I>1’0--

IT.DM'-:

t >

WATCHES!
WATCHES!

livou

SOl.l>

BEST SELECTED STOCK

S500 Worth

\

CxOOD

Sible

t-f

our

I lamhuro-.
.Jewelry. Horn n mil
\\ .mien- lot
Men and Itm
"*'• '!'• sj 1 a\v .Mafiin-J-.
!’• aJh'T-,

$5.00

GENTEEL AND DELICATE DANCING.
I

Goons:

IIMI S. .ilh.i

ivhielLan*-. N’eek Tie-.
Hutton*. Kid and Li-le
\.

'!ah:;

All ni ill.* latest ami
ylisli l’mi-iau Wait/.. -.
Hound ami S<|iiare dances will be taught during tin
term.
I’m.1 I’ahni
ehullengi tin- worM in tine

1'.mjiiin- of Mr
tin-dance-'.

will

vlIu.Ii

Piques. Lawn-. Mu-lin<, < ambri<
Vbn<ook-, Yeo-imiie Stripes, < ra-ln-.
lahlr Linen*. Towel*. Napkin-.
• l"i~t-ry. '-kin-. >aek*. Hand

'.i111 I'i1.1

Pupil,

‘‘i*1. patron- .‘all

"i

EVENING TERM

for all dassrs will

i!

ii

nt

New Gooits Received

a t III: V LATH DAY. when the
itemadvert i-ed have been disposed of. T>>
iieh Wo advi-e to make IH ail eal l\
dl, a- these, goods at tli
I R l < I;
MAllKl ,l». r.m>t"t In-I more than :*.«»
dav-.

it

SATURDAY, SEPT. 5th, 1874,
Terms for Each

In-.'

o.ir (

OF
''I“is

WALTZING A hANClNli!

AN

nii-M

>

«/-.

iue

full mill i-x.iiiiii.r

1

have

■

■

id

it

i.:

muNt.in

<■! H* n)nani'-.>liovi J.i n-rililakon a LTiieral uiTwriiiil
A';
lion o| goods from ♦*v»*i-\ department «.t
•m
L.rge Stork, and shall Otln
ili- in i-> the l'tihlic at a '1 i;|
M ) \ IHUS SACHIIK |
I s l'W< l>
U

>.

\r;\

SUNSHADlS'

AND

fit Stork

••

>.-aem k"
Pulmonic Syruji ', warranted ii»' tocoi,fain a particle »i opium It i< composed of oowerful
bur harmlr-~ herb-, which act on tin lungs, liver,
stomach and blood, and thu- correct all morbid secretions. and xpel all the diseased matter from the
hod;. 1'hese are the only means by which consumptii ii can be cured, ami a- .Schenck'- Pulmouic
Svrup.
Sni Weed Ionic, and Mandrake Rills ..t> the’onlv
medicine- which operate in this wav. ,t i- obvious
th(-v are tlm onl; genuine cure for Pulmonary Gom
-urnption. I.ach bottle >1 this inv.duabb medicine
i- accompanied by lull directions.
Dr. Schenck t- profe-Donally at his principle ot
lic«q corner sixth ami Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
scety Monday, and at the Quincy House, boston, on
the following Wednesdays. dune loth and -.'itIt. I !
‘th anti \*d. and Augu -i
h and P'th

ALPACAS

BELFAST.

o'clock UUd coiitimu

"t

>t<

popular braml-.

ts i. v i.itv

SAILF.I).
Sehr. Helen Maria, Prince. Camden.
Brig Ned White, Thonihs, Boston,
I>. K. Are>. Boberts, Bangor,
Nellie Carr. 1 'reach, do.
Geo. It. l'lTgii-oh, I
rgicoii. B<>mh ,i;

Aug. Jrd.

|I

wii I. i*.i: paid koi: any
am;
of Dyspepsia. 1‘dliou‘inoss, Liver Complaint or Impure IJloo-l that Dm Jon swir.is I P 1 N< III EN I N<. Mi l l r.P,'- v. ill not relieve or
cure when all other reim-diC' tail, ii direction- arc
ollow i*l.
Sold b-. all lir.defore -V-p.

si??/ W
\"
""

most

PARASOLS

"chr. .'-arah 1.. Davis, Cottrell, ito-aon:
.Nellie Carr, French FJi/abethpori
th ro, Harris, Boston.
It. Ferguson, Fergu-on, 1 11-worth,
Karl, Cunningham, Gloucester.
Lillian, if van, Boston; Ocean Bale er
Whitney. Fort Johnson M:ii\ li.-i.u -,
Armstrong, New York.

iih.
'dh.
ih.
Mli.

tin ir

to

Brilliantines. Mohairs. Alpacas & Cashmeres

Silver Grey & Steel Mohairs in all Grades.
Silver Grey &. Black Stripe Silks & Poplins.
Paiselv Shawls 4 Striped do.
Striped WOOL SHAWLS In all Grades,
fine DRAPE O f TE for LADIES SALKS.

IJHioi.

m u two
< ro-s st-.

i- eitikil

In Colors, for 25c per yard.

•-a.

\>_>,

irm-r

OF

|-

Siiks.

FINE

I'.ACNFs Wll.l. UIM.MI'.M I. a.\
\l
t**rnouu Walt'/in? and Dancing School at Mu
lord Hall for l.aii.-. Mice- and .M .-n

TO LET.

■

Another

l.'p* rial

Black

in tin-

NKWS.

AK1U \' j; i

nSant

Spriag | SuBW Dres fiooils

—

S3000 Worth

In Knox. July ;l<t, C aleb
Mepheicon, aged »;
years and months, formerly of this city.
In Surry, June 3th, Addie F
daughter oi Newel
and Adaline Osgood, gaed K years.
in Kockland,
August 2d, Mr. KdgarOinti. <d < raw
lord County, Iowa, aged
years.
In Rockland, August 1-t. i ita May. only
daughter
oi l izzie 1>
and ( apt. Robert 1' Gup'til, u-o-d \
years, s months, and 1 dav.
In Warren,
July 2Mb. J. Dudley A mire it a-ed a.
years and f> months.
In Friendship, July 20lh. Mr. 1 iiza M. liradford
aged 72 years and 11 dav-.
lu Franklin, July 2d, Mrs. 1 >ru-ill.-i W.
..it .,
.t
2s years t months and 12 days

ml

and

tout ion to tln-ir

‘*-'ys.

em.v>>!
>n

eqiual it in line tlavor. purit v.:,tul ;
Largest, < lo-ape-t’. and
prompt medicinal elVect.
14* t
fake lloOtlo-f until you h..\r giv en it a trial.

■

..

>1

:it

InT E 'W

the l)at<, Xame and Aqe.
must be paid for. j
In this city, Aug. iit)i, Stephen McKennev. n••vd
years 10 months.
In this city, Aug. Mh, Mr-. June A.
need *6
years and 2 month-.
in this city, Grace Kdith.
oi Allen A.
daughter
utiil Kllen l'». 1 reiuh-rson, ageil 1 vear,
months umt

bottle ot

lol-

I n\ it»-s

>.

L)IKI>.

DYSPEPSIA.

«

■

Closing Out Sale

:,n

Obituary 'aotires, beyond

liquor

I !:itid. nc\, -lugui-h Lhgestioji, want ot I'oiie and
Acti\ ity iu the Stomach and P.«.weD, Uppr. -sion after iailing, are sure to b. n-llrw d b.
-in®!,* d.. .■
taken afier each meal.

II. II. Johnson & Co.,

•,

>

■

*•

MARK1KI

i,.

Iii Stockton Aug. 1C t Ii 1 »\ Rev. .1. IIun i
Chari'-'
to Mattio I*. Richardson,
A. Maw of Brooklyn N. \
of Stockton.
T.
M.
Richard
Youngest daughProf'
son Ks«|.,
Xo Cards.
in Monroe, .Fitly 24th. by.John W. Walle\, E'<j.
Mr. Manter Cook and .Mr- Margate! I>» 11. both of
I {rooks.
In Hyde. Park. August id. In IIcv. P. It. Davis,
Capt. Ben.j. Carver, of New York ciC. and .Mi
Hannah P. Stickney of Ilvde Park.
In Rockland, 13th ult., Mr. E. A. FM; ami Mr-. M.
A. Brewster, both of Camden.
In Vinalhaveu, August 2, Mr. II. Hamilton Rob•Tts, and Miss Aura SI. Coombs, both of Vanalhaven.
In Ellsworth, 30 th ult.,
Capt. Herbert II. Stratton
ol Hancock, and Miss .Julia S. Hutchins, of Franklin. 1st inst., Mr. Moses 1.
Mayo of Ellsworth,
and Miss Maggie F. Mason, of Somerville. :!d inst.,
Mr. Heorge \\. Rodick of Bar Harbor, and Mi s Ida
Dunham of Amherst.
Couldsboro’. 2d inst., Mr. William W. Crane and
Miss Clara D. Morris, both of (i.
in Surrv, 28th ult., Mr. Melville s.
lreworgv ..t
M‘SS A(iplaici*' V- Stevens uf We-t Wuttr-

•s

<

••

■

i;m s.

<

vilTe''tmf

i,’-: 1111 lm I-'uimImu i- prepared from the
X. id'l l: Jamaica Ginger, oombineit with choice
aromatics and genuine French
brandy. and is vastly
superior to every other Extract or Essence of O in
ger net ore The public—nil ot whicli are prepared with
alcohol by the old procov-.

■

«

oxi.y

Goods!

Dry

i

_.?n

■

*-

Skins,

lf»al7[Sheep Skins,

GRAND

ior

4‘astor oil ever compounded.
Instantly relieveColic, ( .'ramps, Diarrhma and all diseases of Children
natural
and
Causes
r«-»*tliing.
healthy sleep, give*
rest to mother and child, regulates the, bowels, as
Mandates the food, and builds the child right square
up from suffering, puny weakness, to strong and robust health. A perfect MKDICIN K < II IIS I colt

on: i,i rm; onk<.
dealers.

LalSlHides,

_

o-

1*7-1.

„*7ak'*
load
l«>a It
.’OaOO
OOafKM 'hickeii per P>
1 .'»uOo
•. '.ua:t. J5 Duck p< r lb.,
I'nils
1 .of'al.go < ieese p* r lb.,
l-!al.»
slJal I
sAa'.K);IJay per ton,
•"aOo, Lime,
yl. :>aO.C0
I hil.i Wash* -l Wool,
b'a Go
oouoo Cmvashed Worth
dOaOO
‘Su.'JO Pulled Wool.
F.aCO

-•

..

PRICE CURRENT.

Corrcctcd

(

HALE’S
SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR OIL.
Ill' most reliable ami sale voidable substitute

by

WANTED
1

JLV"vJ

%fi

IMMEDIATELY.

GOOD COAT AM) PAN i makerat

»

once to

work

on

waute.i
oi,

BOYS si I'j's [u

MANUFACTURING ROOMS.
Will learn

good

Sewers to

a plenty of work t«» let
carefully having
to their hornet to make.

Belfast June

:<t,

makethein

to *»ulr maker
POM &
1-.'4.—tl~ 1.

w*.
to t,t,
\< f< ^

the I'angor Whig.
’’Cornelc.’’

:

A

om

BY DAVID BACKl II.

r

sick, and have ltd? all mv paper.- and
laws.
Ami am stoppim
wliile at this tavern of
Shaw’* ;
And I take what a firmer «*r a monarch iniirht
am

get—

the he t of a meal and an nrs’nie ]m*Jl#*it«*;
And ini fact honld eon:* in: 1 wa- here, yon
‘■honId know.
When th- v opened t]•'- boo
thim-uincyears
ago.
From the crowd thai wa- here in Ih.at year VA,
Not a soul do 1 see ’round this mansion alive.
Not a man—not a one can I find here about.
and a judge with,
But the porter. **'
the gout.

•*ust

lam. 1

(

tie-

’’'.with

his bru h for the boot

m the blouse*
A! 1 the world till lv/ard as a part of the
lieu -e.
though I hear that om- man for a time took a
whim.
Just to bo?s, and to run ttm concern without
him.
But to-day, ’mid liit: books,
right In earnest, not
in sport,
I have talked on one point with a judsrc of our

Court,

Ana lie says that in spite of old statutes or
creeds.
This Corr.de” should now pass by all subsequent deeds.
What

load lie lire lugged the world’*, baggage
among.
For the garrulous old and the jubilant voting.
And he boast- with a true Celtic pride, of The
touch
tie has put on the boots of a Webster and such.
a

W ben hi- last load i- borne, ami the famed
porter

diec.

I would car'
oi the -dab at Ihe
spot where he
lies—
H -re h.- deep-, pardoned out of the last of hi•in—,
f
or true to tin1 faith of his Priest and his
kin.
Had lie faults
Let tie world gossip round as
Ho

they

ean,—

blacked, ami loo brushed,
lugged like a man.

has

and lias

How the dream chills my heart
how Hie
thought makes me feel
1 hat a breath may blow out the warm*[!amp of

Cor?icb\"

two, only two from that big. ancient
crowd—
And those two peering round f.»r the turf and
the shroud—
< »m- a
pale, haggard bard, tottering out on hi
cane;
Ami the other tie nidge on his hammock of

tn

had liio misfortune to lose the train,
arriving; at the depot just in time to see it
moving ofl', whereupon my friend, with
an agility which might have delighted me

Trout-Fishing.
BY WILL WALLACT

[

under other circumstances, risked her life
by attempting to. spring on tho rear ear.
Perhaps her leap might have ended successfully; perhaps lite or limb endangered ; but i trustrated the rash attempt and
edified hc-r with a moral lecture concerning
the suicide while we waited tor the next
1 think that it is better to lose
train.
twenty minutes, or even hall an hour,
titan to risk a life : yet we everywhere read
of people who run these fearful risks ton
often unsuccessfully
Very recently a
of a

Pardon. Cyrus Plumer, who murdered
Archibald Mellen, master ot the whaleship Junior, of New Bedford, was condemned to death in 1859. On the day before that lixed for his excution President
Buchanan commuted his sentence to imprisonment for life. The crime was committed in 1857, while the ship was in the
Indian Ocean He has now been pardoned
by President Grant. On his trial he was
defended by Hon. B. F. Butler and Charles
P Chandler, and the trial lasted about
three weeks. Since iiis imprisonment he
has conducted himself remarkably well
His pardon is dated July 10, and last
Saturday afternoon he lel't the prison a
free man. The deed was the act ot a
of which Plumer was the leader.
Man s Dependence. Man relies far mutiny,
He shot the captain in his berth while his
more than he is aware for comlort and
companions on trial, William H. Carther,
happiness on woman’s tact and manage- William Herbert and Charles II. Stanley,
lie is so accustomed to these that
ment.
attempted the lives of the mates, the first
he is unconscious of their worth. They and
third being killed. Plumer was sentare so delicately concealed, and yet so
enced to be hanged, and his partners to
he
that
their
exercised,
enjoys
ceaselessly
three years’
each. They
effects as he enjoys the light and atmos- served their imprisonment
terms. Fifteen
out of
phere. lie seldom thinks how it would the world, and now a returnyears
to it after
he with him were the}' withdrawn.
He such an
is a curious matter to
fails to appreciate what is so freely given. consider experience
He may be reminded of them now ana then,
may complain of intrusion or interference;
The best education in the world is that
but .the frown is smoothed
away by a
got by struggling to get a living. | Wengentle hand, (he murmuring lips are dell
Phillips.
stopped with a caress, and the management goes on.
The golden moments in the stream of
life rush past us, and we ore nothing but
"Have you Blasted Hopes!” asked a young
the angels come and visit us, and
sand;
with
a handkerchief lied
a
librarian
of
lady
"No ma’am," said lie, "it’s only we only know them when they are gone.
over his jaw.
a blasted toothache.”
]George Elliot.
wav to restore a man apparently
drowned, is to first dry him throughly, inside
and out, and then clap a speaking-trumpet to
his ear and inform him that Ills mother-in-law’s
dead.

The block of granite which was an obstacle in the path of the weak, becomes
a
stepping stone in the pathway of the

strong,

[Carlyle.

l>

Sewing Machines, Guns, Pistols, Locks,
Umbrellas, Parasols, &c., Repaired.

Catalogues

See.

sent

application.

on

Sn.I, Principal.

Huyl'ofd

Dealer in

v

Confectionery, and
^liea,
Kment of Meerschaum,

Brier/I
[
and/

foi^et

The subscriber informs his old lri. mis and
ithe public that he has resumed the management of the American House, aud that he
twill proceed at once to renovate it from top
[to bottom and refurnish it with entirely
new furniture, and in all respect* make it one of the
be*t hotels in the State.
Having had long experience in the hotel business,
he Hatter* himself that travellers and guests who
patronize the American House will find a good table,
good room* and attentive waiters.
II. -V I \ WASTER.
Belfast, Nov. 5N. I'C::.
r*vtl‘

Send for “The Pioneer,”
A handsome Illustrated paper,
11 vn l.vw
A NEW NUMBER
Mailed li <* t.» til pans ol the world.

containing tho

I

just published.
Address

O. F.
tii.il» .mimi' -inner l

DAMS,

mi

1*. R. It.,
vti.v. N
11.

ITEAN i I D
Ygent lor CHA1ILEM 61.11VV ME 11. bv Fen. N. 1*. Ranks, Bishop I i il.ni l.i II.wkn and Wm. 11. Cornei
EL D., with
eulogies ol' Carl Schnrz, Fco. \V. Curtis and others.
Exclusive territory. No enmpetitfen.
\ddress .1
11 1 arle, Publisher. Boston

rEN PET v' oENT. N ET.
and Trust Company, Des
Moines, Iowa.,

The Iowa Loan

C O FFINS

invest-, moony fur Fa^'Tn lenders at ten percent,
interest, net, pavable .semi-annually at the (Jhemical
National Hank, New York. All loans secured on ini
proved Real K-t:ite, and the collection in till 1 tji/nr
ui:111 if by the ( ompauy.
Fenders subject to no ex
Full abstract **Y Title, Coupon, Notes, Mort
pen-gage, &c\. made direct to lender,' forwarded on
completion. New A ork and New England references
and full information sent on application. Sami
It.
Mr.P.itii.T., late ooi ernor of Iowa,) Rre-’t .1
H I '.i: i\\
Sec y, Des Moine
t I
Iowa

of

hip-

*■

S'*

I

or

Price*

Roston.

POWERS,
Machines.

Sawing

A. W. GRAY &

SONS,

WANTEB-aG-HTS
a,,d Indian Wo;
.0

Hannah Dnston
In gland."
A work ot
IE Pi'si r
Publisher, f..

■

thrilling interest
Cornhili. Ho-tor.

H

National Loan anil Trust

IEt- unsurpassed facilities for loaning money at In
and 1-' i or cent, interest on First
Mortgage Security
three tunes value of loan. First-class Kansas and
Nebraska Securities for sale that will pay the Inves
r. f-r r- nt Interest. Send 1V»r circular. Ad
tor T-* t
uvr: HAYWOOD, ocretarv

.i.stomers ina\ always depend upon finding at my
of the large*1 and mo-t complete stock -i
Moods in my line, t,, be found in this section of tin
fu which I am con*tnmlv mldine NEW and
Mate,
DJ SIR ABLE BA i i i R\>.
In inv watch work department,
am assisted b>
^lr. JOM 171*11 FI ELI), of llontun, ■> mo*t
thorough and finished workman Customers mav
depend upon oareiui and prompt attention to ufl
work left In my c u e.
Vl! part* made new and fitted
when required.

Repn.red in the best

Carriage
i

Maine,

ui x. i\v ntri'Ain i> 1i> mi 1j< rm

...

LARGEST

ASSORTMENT

AT

EXTREMELY

RATES.

LOW

determination to more than ever merit
tin- reputation so generally accorded rue for
building
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MfiSr PIA.\Ot| HADE.
These Organs
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part cash mid balance hi monthly or
quarterly payments. Second Hand In*
sfriiineniw taken n. evcliang-e.
AkE.KTM
IVAA I EII
every C ounty m the T. S. and
C anada.
A liberal discount to Teacher?,
Mu-n.:terr Vh archer, Srhooh-, Lodger., tjr. 7/ / / s'
I'd 1 tin
ATALOi.lVini Made,!.
■ IWKACE WATERIi A MKI,
4NI IB road war, .lew York.
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n enable'- ns to build carriages
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ever

long they
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man

will

lived 1 mg enough to know how
the ruA and decay of cart b
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The Sumner Casket.
PECULIAR FORM, WALNUT, COVERED
on the outside with Blade Broadcloth,
very
heavy Silver Trimmings, the full length of the cover
inside lined, a very N»at and Handsome Style.
walnut and burled paneled
Caskets always on hand

A

Black

WEDNESDAY, Sept,

16.

Novelties in

Invention, Workmanship, ami Art
part of our country are solicited.
Gold, Silver, and Bronze Medals and Diplomas,
will he awarded for articles meriting special notice.
Steam power, shafting, and space are free, and no
fees of any kind are required to he paid.
hv t

JOSEPH Tj. BATES, Secretary.
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The lie:--!
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Assortment

Mistake

Measures.
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No

Botching

good work done

<

or no

to

pay.

CHARLES 0, FiELD,
tf^-Remember the old stand, No. 11 Phenix Row.
hn45

New Furniture Store
AT PEIRCE’S

A

&

CO.,

Manufecturers anil Dealers in

All kinds of

Furniture,

IP ( loth floods Chamber Suit??, Cane and
AVood .Seat Chairs of all kinds, Lounges in
Lens ami Damask. Bedsteads ofall kinds. Caskets
and Corj in made a specialty. Picturr Frames
of atl kinds on hand and made’ to order at short no.
ti e
'i.irpER and Wall Pockets made to order.
m l kixd s or pepaipixc noxr.

HA

11 v n clo3o attention to business we
hope to merit
share ol your
patronage. Give us a call before
purchasing elsewhere, Remember the place.
a

PEIRCE’S
fm: U

BLOCK.
ALVIN BLODGETT,
GLO. Di.PROUX.

D.

I*.

is an extract from the Balm of Gilead
v>ith a IV w other ingredients. 1 aefi one like
leBulm of Gilead is. a medicine of itself.
I
The formula of this Oil has been examined by some
of the most eminent physicians, and pronounced hv
them to do all it is recommended.

For Sore Throat, Horseness, inflammation

of the Throat and Mouth, Colic, Cholera Morbus,
Sores of most all kinds on man or beast, and <-xceiling ail others for Scratches on Horses.

WE WARRANT EVERY BOTTLE.
No better medicine for Headache,
Toothache,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia. Pains in the Side, Back or
Stomach, than the Genuine Balm of Gilead Oil.
“1st herno Halm in Gilead? Xo Physician there'*
Prove all things; hold fust that irhieh h good

Prominent among its many cure'- are hr p\ s
scalds, ritrxti errs, sPbaixs, p.pi i<p
PROXTFL) l.IMBS, ami DIAHHHCFA.
Be =ure to buy the Genuine, with the name of ii.
.1 Si evens blown in the shoulder ol the bottle.
jfcarPrice :r» cents p. r bottle.
Apply toS lT Vi NS & CO., Bangor, Maine
Sold by Druggists and Apothecaries
,,rn~i

Don’t

delay

longer,

sooner

it any
or iater

lungs

iand then you are too
*at‘
Dr. EVANS
REMEDY warrant s u

you

are

ask

is a

money refunded
be skeptical
—

curable—all
trial to

we

satisfy

Druggist

for
or

CATARRH hicks & co..
Proprietors.
102 Federal St.,
PORTLAND.

GIFT ENTERPRISE I
To be drawn Monday, Sept. 14th, 1874.
Ouo Uraml Capital Prize of

Prices from $T, to fts*oo.
nitUMS AND FIFES for the Soldiers. The best
GUI TABS for Guitar players. In factnil musical
instruments in common use, of the best material,
imported or manufactured, and of reasonable prices!
Also all things needed to replace lost parts of in'
struments, Violin and Guitar strings and all Musical
Merchandise.

For sale by.
J. C.

'Grp. Court House

HAYNES & CO
i3 Court St.. Boston.

CIDER FOR EVERYBODY.
FOR MAKING CIDER, READY FOR
L SF. IN 30 HOURS, from purely wholesome
Cost not exceeding 12 cents per gallon.
Ol tiuvor tart and color that can not he detected
from pure Apple Cider, will be sent to any address
postage free on receipt of $1.00. Guaranteed as
above or money refunded.
Special bargains for
Town or County rights can be had by addressing
4w5
if. BHEFORD,
postage paid,
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nomical Hair Dressing now in u-.
Price r,o cents per bottle i or tie hv all 1 inq »■« 1
'1 he proprietor 01 iBavolinr- upon receipt of u
cent stamp, will send to any addr. s a bo..k lull m
valuable cooking and other receipts.
linos
Y\ P. PHILLIPS &: < .»
,ir»HN U PI PKL\
A
t o
Wholesale Agent
Portland

( !< ) NS
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dust published, a new edition of Hr.
€ulver»«ll’it Celelmiteil t?*
nay on the r«.7<//eiT/care (without medi
oine) of Spik w vtorrim a or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses,Impc.tfni
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to
Marriage, etc.; also, Cos si writo.n, I.ru i-.,v and
Fits, induced by self Indulgence or s,.\n!l| ,.X|,.HX,t
ance, Ac.
Or Price, in a sealed envelope, only ix cents.
The celebrated author, in tlus admirable
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences of self
abuse may be radically cured without th*dangerous
use of internal medicine or the
application oi t h.knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and etfectual, by means of which every -ul
lerer, no matter what his condition muv be. may runhimself cheaply, privately, and radicnUt,.
This Lecture should be in the band of nm
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to address,
pout-paid, on receipt of six cents or I wo -i.nnpAiMress to Publishers,
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SETH W. FOWLS & SONS, BoStou, Maid.,
And sold by Druggist* and Deal.Tbgrui -*tly.
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r information
in reference to t be Histributi.m, will lie -ent to any
one ordering them.
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lungs, and allavs irritation,
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the complaint.
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Balsam doe not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
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cured

reliable preparation ever introduced for the relief and
eiare of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years.
When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speeds

j

Two Prizes $1000

the sati Urution of purchaser,

>

f*oi iLutti.

Sore Throat, Pains or Soreness in the ('best and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding

■

that

in the Business.
All
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Croup, Whooping Cough,

Resident taxes in the town of Prospect, m the
«
ounty oi Waldo, for the year of 1*7:5.
rI'M I 1 following list of taxes on real estate of non
resident owners, in the town of Prospect, f»»r
tin-year oi l-.;;, m bills committed to Henry i..
(. 1 Ilford. Collector of suid town, on the i;v»d da’r of
May 1“. :, has been returned by him to me as remain
itig unpaid on the coth day of May, 1*74, by his certificate of that date, and now remains unpaid, and
notice i- hereby given that if the said taxes, inter
e-d and charges are not paid into the Treasury of
suid town within
months from the date of
the commitment oi said bills, so much of the real
estate taxed as will be sufficient to nav the amount
due thereon, including interest and charges, will,
without further notice, be sold at public auction, at
the store of Jeremiah Grant, in said town, on the
seventeenth day of December, 1*:4, at one o'clock in
the afternoon.
N. 15. Here follows the list, it being the same
made by the Collector to the fmi.-urer.
Value
Tax.
Waldo Granite Company.
acreland, $1000; :j shops, $'.'.o, 1 barn
.- let.,:
:u4o
$77.; 1 wharf $77i,
Delicient Highway Tax tor 1*7< l:. u
Arthur Itoyd 00 acres land $l*u; 1
o.ui
House, $7.0; 1 mill, $lvi7»,
Henry W. Fletcher Delicient High•'.* il
way Tax for 1*7-',
t; 1
Marcellas F.mer> Oo acres Marsh,
sc.Oo
J F.RLM1 All GRANT, Treasurer.
Prospect, July ::Gth, 1874.- 'w .v

)F

1 have old and experienced hands that have worked at the business twenty years.
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Continued for Three Weeks.

Coffins any Price.

edged by
physicians

JOHN L. ROPER, Pres’t.
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patent rosewood caskets.
A New Article, Prime Rosewood. Swell Tops,
Round Ends, the nicest thing ol the kind ever man
ufactured in America.

I

Hast, Feb 4, Ir .4
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Influenza, Asthma, Cold-,
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QUINCY HALLS.
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timely resort to this standard preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds oi

Tickets entitled to Gilts not exceeding (»n«- Hun
dred Dollars, if purchased, directly <>i indirect!-,, at
the New York Branch, will be paid there, on presen
tatlon, without charge, for thirty day In.in ti.e tilth
day alter the drawing

1 Room 'Z.lt
Or address \T
‘-•wv-

spec-

and he

No

which

HENRY V. MOORE, Secretary.
desiring to aid this undertaking can pin
Tickets, and circulars giving lull pario-wUr*. ;,t
the Branch (>tllce 01 the Association,
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CONSUMPTION

This Concert is strictly for MASONIC putposes, and will he conducted with tin- same liberality,
honesty, and fairness which characterized the hr-i

con
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I 'or Ibud.land.
w.-t Harbor.

Gil ls.

fiOOO CASH GIF i s, aggregating
*•.*'.(.>,nun
Whole Ticket*, Spr Half I icket-, >
Quarter
Tickets, $2,fiU. eleven Whole rickets or
H;,|t
Tickets for $10o. No discount on le~ .unouni

THUMBS

THE TWELFTH

CASKETS

CASH

Parties

C. P. KIMBALL.

NEW

6000

Swan’s Wharf

on

Friday Fve’gs

&.

Tuesday

»F till

in- in hi
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cure

new

CHAS. DEERING.
liarl'. t..nt .a Matt- si.,
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U\l. OHAMH' VSH ( i I FT OF
ONF. (iKA.NU CASH GIFT Of
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ONF GKAN1) CASH GIFT of
ONF (iKAXD ( ASH Gill of
ONF. GRAND CASH (ill 1 or
OM. GRAND CASH (, I FT Ol
If# Cash Gifts of MooO each
•'S Cash Gift* <>f
f.UO each
ft Cash (iifts ol
2:.o each
ru Cash Gifts of
1 .0 each
’.*.•0 (ash (.ifts ol
loo each
f»> Cash Gifts ,,f
.0 each
.'•000 ( ash Gift4 .0
10 each

commence

SAIL LOTT ami .il\\h

LEWISTON,

TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

ornamental, Grammar, Rhetoric, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geography, Reading and Spelling, Geometry,
ana the languages an* taught when desired.
Fall
term commences Sept. 1st, 1574.
For full particulars send for catalogue
Address, i>. M. WAITT,
in..
Principal. Augusta, Me.

his

fr it
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Located at Augusta, Me.

Has removed
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$250,000

COLLEGE.

K.

& MACHIAS.

■

We desire to call public attention to the above
named Institution. This Commercial College meets
the wants of all who desire a thorough practical
business education. The branches that are made a
specialty are Book keeping, Penmanship—plain and

CHARLES
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ARRANCiRMKNT.
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authority «»r a 'I i ;l 1 \.
legislature. ii:i- ed Ala lit,
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FOR Ml. DESERT

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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R. H MOODY
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Mule or lYntjile.
a work warranted.
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with Co return stamp,
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Orchestral ORGANS.
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and continue fourteen weeks.
For further information address
4W'.*
li. M. BODGE, A. M..
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FARE TO BOSTON,
82 50
i-OWULL
3 65
All In ^ht mu"t
luvompanh-d r,v lliilot Lading
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iiuMl
i.illmu>r
f<n
tluj,li
paid t-,

declining years. No one can remain long unwell (-unless afflicted
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the thinker

mi.

Thursday, sept

Tuosciay, August 18th, 1874.

Clocks. Spectacles and Jewelry

ORGANS

ocamifnl
iiiIk and pnrfrct
nor laailf.
The ( OXCCRTO
•Ton
Ml lion ovor lllncnl In any Orextra rot
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CALVIN HERVEY

moat

Philharmonic, Vesper

Fancy Goods,

uihii

are com

Nuli FOLK, Y A.

<

FOrr

Waters’

of this Institution will

t erm

stimulant,

A ‘'Flit

Stevens Plain?, Me.
all

nuking and in-i-rtiuw

Masonic Relief
Association

X

tore one

s.mpie Uitle of ^ilaniNon’*
H EE
itotanir lialsam at all drug
Eds'
Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
Asthma, Loughs, Golds, Lung Complaints', &.?.
cts.
Dr. F. \\ Kinsman, ProLarge bottle*.
SaOOu for a case it will not
pru-Mr, Augusta .'Maine
cure
Try it
ftOA.Dh* all Driigxlatts.

CONCERTO

I
npHE
on

Clocks, Jewelry, Solid
Silver and Plated Ware,
Scissors, Knives, Brushes,
Combs and Fancy Goods,

TOPEKA, KANSAS.

WATERS

Furnishing Goods.
Plows, Pumps, Lead Pipe,

Gold and Silver Watches,

Company,

Capital, $i<>0,OGG

WESTBROOK SEMINARY,

Recently burned out. ha* *tarted again with a new
complete stock, in Western Corner tor.*, upper
ot Main
St., Stockton, Me.
Brice* n* LOW ns the I.OVVlM
Repairing d-.n••
f.nr.j
! at Sight.

|

in

LADIES' SEMINARS
opens the Fall Session of the next year on
Monday, Sept. H. 1J>74. All parents having daughters to educate are respectfully requested to correspoud with the I’rincipal before deciding to send
them elsewhere,
’atalogues, git ing full particulars,
sent to all applicants.
HIRAM ORCUTT, A. M., Principal.
1*74. **w4
Wi
1
uvs'ov, N IE. July

and
side

PartK-s who wish to purchase machines that have
proved to be superior to all others, will do well to
send, for circular and descriptive price li-t. which
will ho forwarded upon application, free

N.

Mi:. K, Mi:-

to

n

UP, A N TM, I FT (’(I \ (' K KT

GOODI NOW
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>

SECOND AND LAST

rpiLDEN'
X.

Holiday Goods, Clocks,

MiDDLFTOWX. YT.

TAXES.
Your Taxes and Save the Discount.

Pay

Stoves, tin Ware, Kitchen
Sheet Lead.

PATENTED.
.Manufactured and *:*ld b,

Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.

A

IN

w

Particular att*ntion civ
artificial teeth.

l\

Keasoaablo.

DIMER

GRAIN THRESHING

Wood

three-quarters of a mile

BBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL FOR BOYS,
AT LITTLE BLUE, FARMINGTON. ME
l'hirty lirst year. Fall Term begins August J4,
For
1*74.
Establishment completely renovated.
t irculars and references, applv to
1 mot.
AMBROSE l\ KELSEY, A. M

NOTICE

S. A. RENDELL.

C. S'. KINSEY,

-dSumniprot

LATEST IMPROVED
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uy man,
inducement t»> Lady ( anvassers
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to

AT Till-. WIELD W S, FA R Ml NO T( > N, M1
School Year begins September -*d. Instructions
unexcelled. Special facilities for Modern Languages
For
and .Music. Buildings finest in New England.
informal ion, address.
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rat.Aug. 19,IKS.
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SHORT

tli«f rewting- hurtle it by
-impending all th<> nkiru m or tinlioultlcr**. Ho butbin or »kh>
of

style

east ward of the shore
a part ot the well
from the
Belfast Post Office. Cuts twenty tons of hay. Has
a line wharf privilege and is desirable for building
a-, r.
ots. tni Enquire at Telegraph Office, Bi

acres) lying
road
Till.
Northport, being
known Fells Farm,

i: i:m\.
<
ij»t .1. r. .jopnson,
'Vill
!'.• !!.i
lor I:
t.-n
\riv
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l- r m

posed of choice Boots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the following complaints : Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Bilious Attacks,
Remittent anil Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chilis, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Ditlienities, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,
everything caused by an imjaire
state of the Blood or
deranged
condition of Stomach, Liver, or
The
Kidneys.
aged Jinil in the
Quaker Bitters a gentle, sooth ing

hich the process i rendered much le>< puiufu!
and tedious than by the old method*.
fer-th in ert
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, a*
persons j»i « t'«-r.
He ha* the country right for the u<?e ,,f

by

i;amily school forgirls,

Moon hand and

These celebrated Bitters

n::r.

MORRISON S DENTAL ENGINE !

For Sale.

1 mot

GAHMFNT
SUSPFNBER
ln'i
and abdominal
back,

i'.-UH

and

T H i

THE LADIES'
n

\«-r>•

«•

Clluroli SI loot,

i.

KATAHDiN, CAMBRIDGE,

QUAKER BITTERS

T

May still In- found at the old stand ol
Dr. Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Street*. Has all the latest
improved instrument s tor operating upon teeth. in
eluding

Till.

I

Blo.Ii,

S

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

SUBSCRIBER will be at the Assessors
Office daily from August 1st to August loth,
from *» A. M., to 1 I*. M., to receive the taxes of
those who wish to avail themselves of the discount.
D. I.. PITCHER, fax Collector.
S\vt

CASKETS

T I

per WrrL.

Trips

<ti : \ \u

DR. FLINT’S

DR. G\ P. LOMBARD,

NEW FURNISHING.

IVn lean (Vilit, Interosi linl\ (i Per Ceiii.

/■: A

tin1 I’uulc! Ktiiir

on

receive

DEITTISTItTi

line assort-i
Clay and
iPIpes—also a nice lot of Imported and
^Domestic Cigars at- Wholesale
Don’t
^Retail.
to call and try/
s. Corey's
Cigar Holder, one cent,
carii
IfAVFOP.n Bi rn'iv
a

GENERAL RENOVATION

NEBRASKA.

will

_

v

IN

ldni

BELFAST. ME.

Foreign and Domestic Fruits, ^
Nuts, Figs, Dates, Raisins Canned*.*'
Fruits,
Sardines, Pickles, Oysters, JeLi
Jf
v

W'M.

NOW FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.

Tun Slcainers

G, ,V STODDARD, 0,0, S,

AMERTCANHOUSE

Havana

A good

:

AUAM68M8NTS f» THE MUM OF 1874.

at Law!
m

A \ i> LOWELL.

IIOSTOV

WALLACE,

4HTA11 busings entriMcd
rompt attention.

ATE AWli CO.lIIflERCIAL
lie keep* on hand all parts of Sewing Machines,
Sew Haven. Conn.—
Shuttles. Bobbins, Screw-drivers. Needle*, &<\ Also
Prcpartory to College, the Scientific j all kinds of keys for lock*.
Schools or Business, with systematic and thorough 1
physical training by military drilling, gymnastics,
H. HI

FOR—-

H A BA DO BLOCK. Ilrlfasl, Ale,

year.

rowing,

at Law!

Attorney

No. 4-6 Main St-, ‘nSr“'s

CtOLLKdl
IX9TITIJ1E,
Fortieth

| postoifice

One ot the prisoners, since deceased,
had managed during his lorced residence
in Havana to ingratiate himself into the
good graces of tuu Chief of Police, Don
Fruetuoso Garcia Munoz, and when finally
allowed to return to his home called upon
Sr. Munoz and thanked him for the attentions which he had so kindly shown him.
The reply oi Sr. Munoz was as follows:
"You owe me no thanks, but you do owe
them to that American General Quitman
for not having landed on the island; for
1 had positive orders from Gen. Concha
on the first arrival ol the news of Gen.
Quitman’s landing to close the hatches of
that hulk and scuttle her in the harbor
with you 4.UU men in the hold.”

GEO. E.

(Successor f o V enner & Walker.'

guard of health and life-. A few doses of this stand
ard remedy f«-> indigestion, constipation and bilousness, relieve »-verv distressing symptom and prevent
dangerous oon-eqnences. l or rale by the entire

JOHNSON,

14
STREET. BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

MACHINI ST.

Kloiida iiolti without Tarrant’s Ski-tzi.r
\r within reach, lacks an important safe-

A

Am:n

E.

Attorney
MAIN

GEO. T. READ.

Virginia

derous engine could come along. He
miscalculates the speed. In another moment he was a shapeless mass. Had he
Aiar: that io\ c which we remember,
waited two minutes—half a minute—the
Biush-ripe usali tho.se wanton weeds,
train would have passed along, and he
•bhu ll id be a blossom of September,
could have deposited his letter. A young
Born guiltless of the promise seeds—
"tweet dyiim things, whose onlv dutv
lady wished to show her friends ’now
I; clothing life in forms of beauty
easily she could cross, in li nt of a locoTor though I held you in my arms,
motive, slip did cross but her streaming
A full of honey in your charms
dress caught in the passing wheels, drawA- when the treloil holds the clover,
Tour lingers, tutored in a thimble,
ing her back under its crushing weight.
In playing trout were found so nimble
(due day a young wife looked from her
You hooked the fish and cast the lover.
chamber window and saw her husband
leave the cars, which daily passed her
But often, since we
slipped the books
To play for life with baited hooks
home. She ran down the stars to greet
In pools less pure, do I remember
him at the door, but when she reached it
The fragile blossom of September,
he was not there. She thought he was
Burn guiitle-s of the promise seeds—
A dying tiling, whose only duty
playing her a little trick ; site called for
Was clothing life in forms of beauty,
him playfully, but there was no answer.
She saw ti crowd of men approach the
>V ith heaven above aud heaven below it.
Though life has grown to other needs,
gate,open it and come up the path with her
O >1 boat lies rotting in the weeds,
dead husband. He did alight from the
And we can neither raise nor row it
cars and safely st,>p
upon tiie platform
befor the station. There was a train in
Death from a Dog's Kiss.
the opposite direction ; he thought he had
ilie X. 1 'nm oi June 27th contained plenty of time to cross in front of it and
n letter Irom J. C. Dalton, AI.
D., on the diil cross except by one single inch- the
-.abject ol'hydrophobia, in which he speaks wheel struck the heel if His boot, wheeled
oi the
possibility of a mad dog communi- him around under tlie car-" and m! was
cating tlie disease bv simply licking an over; one minute longer and lie could
abraded spot on the hand of his master, have crossed with the locomotive behind
lhe truth ol this was terribly illustrated him.
Limbs are broken, lives are lost
a rout three
years ago. A Air. Van Guilder, every year, in any large city, by attemptprinter employed in an establishment in ing to cross in front of moving horses or
Fulton street, Brooklyn, had a small vehicle". And all this foolhardv daring
blaek-and-tan terrier, subject to fits
One that n few moment" of time may he
day while the dog was in paroxysms his saved
master took him in his arms lo soothe him,
the little creature recognized Van Guilder FI ve Hundred
Thousand Fear- Ago,
and licked hi- face,
touching his lips, on
New
The
York
Nation condenses liv.m
whn h there was a slight abrasion. The
(it proved t
be more violent than usual, an English scientific periodical onto inrd the dog died in his master’s arms, but teresting speculations of Dr Allred Russell Wallace, of the probable antiquity of
vithout any symptoms of hydrophobia.
Halt an hour afterward Air. Van Guil- the human specie
They may well starder tried to wash his hands and was seized tle, it says, even those who have long
with a light convulsion. A secor d trial come to the conclusion that fifH.lu years
produced a in licit more marked effect, and carry 11s but a small wav hack to the origIn fact, i>r. Wallace's GOi.io
within an hour and a half ot the dog's inal home.
death the master was suffering from the years are a; but a day. lie reviews the
worst symptoms of hydrophobia.
Dr. various attempts to determine thr human
Hormiston, of Brooklyn, having been remains or works of art, and finds the
tramoned, saw no hope of saving the btonze age in Europe to have been pretty
pattern, and recommended that lie should accurately fixed at throe or four thousand
lie sent to Flalbush Hospital. The advice years ago, the-stone age ot the Swiss
lake dwellings at five to seven thousand
was acted upon, and Air. Van Guilder became an inmate oi the institution.
years, "and an indefinite anterior period
For the tirst twenty-four hours after his The burnt brick found sixty feet deep in
admission to the hospital lie was carefully the Nile alluvium, indicates an antiquity
watched
But as the end approached his of 20,000 years: another fragment at
feet gives "0,000 years. "A
paroxysm became so terrible that the seventy-two
human skeleton found at the depth of sixnurse and watchers lied irom the room
and locked the door. For two hours they teen feet below lour hundred buried forremained outside listening to the shrieks ests superposed upon eacii other, lias been
f tlic dying man.
Then all was still, calculated by l)r. Dowler to have an antiof 50,000 years." But all these
they ventured to open the door and look quity
in, the floor was littered with broken glass estimates pale before those which Kent's
Here tiie
and shattered furniture, and in the midst cavern at Torquay legitimates.
f the debri- lay Van Guilder, his clenched drip of the stalagmite's is the chief factor
Hands and distorted features bearing un- of our computations, giving us an upper
mistakable evidence of the agony in which floor which divides the relics of tiie last
two or three thousand years lrom a dehe died
posit full ot the bones oi' an extinct manHe Dm Not Come. Id November, maliaand glutton and indicating an arctic
1853 a rumor was circulated in Havana climate.
Names cut in the stalagmite more than
that Gen Quitman was about to land on
tiie island at the head of a considerable 2000 years ago are legible—in other
force, tor the purpose of assisting the words, where tiie stalagmite is twelve
inches thick and tiie drip still very copious,
Cubans to throw oft' the yoke of Spain.
more than a hundredth of a foot lias
Instantly 400 Cubans, who were promin- not
been deposited in two centuries—a rate of
ent men, either by their learning, their
wealth, or known detestation of Spanish five lent in 10,000 years. Below this,
dominion, were arrested in Havana, Ma- however, we have a' thick, much older,
tanzas, Cardenas, Cienfugos, and other and crystalline (i. e., more slowly formed)
cities, and conveyed on board an old hulk stalagmite, beneath which again, "in a
lying in tne harbor of Havana The solid breccia, very different from the cavedreaded cloud of Quitman’sl anding hav- earth, undoubted work of art have been
ing blown over tne prisoners, were at last found.” Mr. Wallace assumes only 100,released, after an incarceration of sixteen 000 years for tiie upper floor, and 250,000
days on board the hulk, and allowed to for the lower, and adds 150,000 for the
reside in the city of Havana, and alter immediate cave-earth, by which he arrives
at tiie "sum of half a million
3cme further delay they were permitted to
years that
return to their homes on the condition ot have probably elasped since human workpresenting themselves once a month at manships were buried in the depths of
the Bureau of the Chief of Police of Kent’s Cavern.

G.

REMOVED to their new Bunking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to receive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from to i‘J A. M., and to 4 J\ M.
Saturdays Bank closes at l‘.\ noon.
John 11. Qvimkv, Troas.
ASA FAFNCE, Brest.
tf
Belfast, June 8th, 187 1.

HAVE

university wanted to deposit a letter in the
on the other side of the railrord
tract. A locomotive was approaching, he
thought he could cross before the pon-

distinguished graduate

Savings Bank.

Belfast

|lcb l^bcrtiscmcnts.

Death.

tvo

Crowley.
House. July, 1874.

'Ti- twenty year-. Do you remember
When, boy ami girl, we stole the skit}'.
And went a-tishiug one September*.
The 'lake no clear, it was as if.
Upborne on lote’s delicious leaven,
^\e floated in a pure mid-heaven.
}} ith clouds of lilies for a border,
i he fragrant summer seemed to ache
in blossom for dear passions’s sake,
Lxcessive with its sweet disorder.
In you, too, was that fond distress
U-f Hush and fear and happiness,
Caresses bv caress unhanded.
Till, lingers inuteu on the reel.
I thought tac very trout could feel
Hb double spoil was caught and landed.

Romance.

tin- Calais

Upturning from an enjoyable trip In tint
country, accompanied by a lady friend,

pain

Bangor

-m

Rushing

Leaving

ornelius

Local

Advertiser.]
A few years before the late war a certain Dr. Dow came to Calais, and boarded
for some time at the Calais House, then
kept, bv George \\ ilder. After a while lie
removed to Princeton, where lie practised
medicine, and in the course of time married Miss Spooner, a very respectable
The marriage
young lady of that town.
occurred just before the war began, and
soon afterward Mr. Dow enlisted.
While
in tlie army a daughter was born to him,
and lor a time hi1 regularly sent letter,;
and money to his wife. lint after a while
he ceased to do
and nothing was heard
of him until some time after the close of
the war, when his v ile learned that he
had married the only daughter of a wealthy
man, in nnothci: ‘ate, and was living with
her. She went to see him, but failing to
tind him, she saw his other wife who said
the doctor told her his first wife and their
child were dead. She then returned home
Some time after
and procured a divorce
this she went West to work, and falling
sick, and finding herself unable to support
%er child, ‘lie wrote to her “ex-husband"
asking him to contribute towards the support of his daughter. lie replied in a
penitent letter, expressing n desire to see
her and talk over matters
By agreement
they met in Boston, and ne provided amply for hi-' daughter' ; support A correspondence ensued between the divorced
parties which finally resulted in his offering to leave his second wife and remarry
the first one. She agreed, and about two
weeks ago the wedding ceremony was
done over again and the twice married
couple have gone nil' to seek their fortune.
What lias become of the other wife we
have hpenunabletolearn. 1 hi is a strange
story, but it is vouched for by friends and
acquaintances ot the parties, both in this
city and in Princeton, and if we had the
slightest doubt ot its truthfulness we
should not venture upon its publication.
I
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Lirurn ttt. lot; t it i. tt ai.im. t i t ti \« ti i
Im*. \\ artierI r\ ii. Si ml lor ii imnu iliuK-l>
Magnetic toothache 1 »r**j»<. Kives m-tunt Belief
(main times forever to tin* tiethache. Something
different than lias e\ cr l»i*i*n introduced to the pub
tie. It saves tin* feeth amt hills the l*uin. S«*nt to
on Kecoipt of
price
any address free of postal’**
l..ire«-Si/e >o cents. Addretrial size*'.- ceniv
t*.
111.
V\'tii*.
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